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AN ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION of Stephan Ernest Cragg
for the Doctor of Education in Educational Leadership:
Postsecondary Education presented January 30, 1992.
Title: International Education in the Public Community
Colleges of Oregon and Washington.
APPROVED BY THE MEMBERS OF THE DISSERTATION COMMITTEE:
There were at least five purposes in pursuing research
on international education in the pUblic community colleges
2of Oregon and Washington states. The first purpose was to
fully demonstrate a new and original taxonomy of ten ele-
ments, or dimensions, found in defining and describing
international education. A second purpose was to add to the
body of knowledge and research on international education
practices at the nation's community colleges through an
extensive literature search and original research. A third
purpose of the study was to identify and describe the cur-
rent status of international educational programs and activ-
ities of the forty-three public community colleges of the
two state region through the use of quantitative data ob-
tained in a survey questionnaire. Another purpose was to
identify and describe three case studies of the most highly
developed community colleges, at least one from each of the
two states, in the arena of international education. A
fifth purpose of this study was to provide several conclu-
sions and recommendations to those community college leaders
interested in improving upon international education pro-
grams and practices.
Two research questions led the investigator to utilize
two different research methods: The survey questionnaire and
the case study. The research questions were:
1. What is the current status of international educa-
tion programs among the pUblic community colleges
of Oregon and Washington? and
2. How and why did the international education pro-
grams and activities evolve and develop at the
3three most highly developed pUblic community col-
leges of Oregon and Washington?
The first method was used to survey the field of inter-
national education and to select three of the most highly
developed community colleges in the two state region. The
case study method, or the second method, was used to probe
deeply into the international education programs and activi-
ties of the three most highly developed community colleges
in Oregon and Washington. The results of the research
methodology were reported in two different chapters and
provide the findings and recommendations about the field of
international education.
The research was also defined by nine propositions
suggested at the outset of the study. It was thought that
international education programs and activities of Oregon
and Washington community colleges evolved and developed
through: The efforts of strong presidential leadership;
large community colleges found in urban areas; the presence
of international students; the presence of full-time inter-
national education administrators; the presence of inter-
national education grants from external funding sources; the
presence of a strong global curriculum; the presence of
strong foreign language programs; the presence of full-time
faculty born in other countries; and, the presence of full-
time faculty who have lived and travelled abroad. The re-
suIts of the nine study propositions were mixed.
4The research led to twelve specific recommendations for
those wanting to either evaluate their existing efforts and
for those wanting to enter the very dynamic and exciting
field of international education.
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION TO INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
The sun was shining brightly in the Board of Education
Conference Room at 10:00 a.m. on a September morning as a
number of college administrators were waiting for the visit-
ing delegation from Sok Cho, South Korea, to arrive. The
mountain overlooking the college was 'watching the people, as
usual, as it could be seen through the big picture windows
at the end of the Conference Room. There was an air of
anticipation in the room as the American hosts knew little
or nothing about their guests.
Quietly, the guests arrived, dressed informally in the
anticipation of a day long trip up the Gorge to the beauti-
ful waterfalls and the huge river dam. The college presi-
dent, speaking through an interpreter, welcomed the guests
to the united States and the college. The chief delegate
from the city of Sok Cho, also speaking through the inter-
preter, accepted the president's warm and affectionate
greetings. The college president then introduced his staff,
one by one, to his guests. The chief delegate, likewise,
introduced his fellow delegates to his hosts. Gifts were
2exchanged by everyone present in the room. The atmosphere
remained very formal, yet polite and dignified.
The two groups turned their attention to the prepared
agenda, which included presentations by the college staff on
specific programs that the president thought his guests
might be interested in learning more about. The first
presentation was on the new Hospitality and Tourism program.
The speaker exhorted his guests to help the college's stu-
dents learn how to be as gracious as the Korean people are
to their visitors. His talk was well received and, obvious-
ly, appreciated.
The second speaker told her audience about the activi-
ties of the Center for community and Economic Development.
Everyone listened intently how this program assisted the
hundreds of students it served grow through the educational
classes it offers. The chief of the Korean delegation, Mr.
Won-Chin Kim, eschewed his interpreter, and asked in his
halting and broken English, "But, how do you educate the
spiritual side of your students?"
The speaker was as stunned as anyone in the audience,
and the room fell silent. The college contingency began to
respond with the titles of courses or the disciplines so
familiar to American educators. Finally, the speaker said,
"if you mean how do we address the question of God and how
He interacts with people, we don't!"
3The answer was probably the one almost everyone in the
United states would give, especially if socialized into the
American political system, where the doctrine of separation
of church and state is a credo nearly everyone lives by. If
the group of visitors had been from New York or California
or Minnesota or Texas, the question probably would never
have surfaced. In fact, the question was so extraordinary
that for weeks afterwards the college staff members present
talked about the meaning of the question and the cultural
context from the which the question arose. There was a
profound learning experience derived from the visit by the
Korean delegation that bright and sunshiny day in September
that went far beyond the exchange of program information
sought after by the participants.
*********
The chartered bus, small and cramped, took the twelve
"estadosunidosenses" from the airport to downtown San Jose,
Costa Rica. The air was thick with humidity from the after-
noon rains, and the diesel smoke, that made your eyes burn,
was visible through the night darkness against the light
posts along the city streets. The twelve "gringo" community
college instructors sat in their seats taking in the sights
and sounds of a society and culture for the first time that
they had known only through books, films, and lectures.
4In Costa Rica on a US federal government grant, twelve
community college instructors were getting a first-hand
international experience by visiting another culture. The
group would study Spanish every day for forty-four days,
listen to guest lecturers on a variety of topics dealing
with the development of a nation, and would visit every
corner of this tiny Central American democracy. Sandwiched
in between two nations, Nicaragua and Panama, that are
facing massive internal upheavals with internal warfare and
fighting US policies in the region, Costa Rica revealed
itself to be the "switzerland" of Latin Ameri.ca.
Tranquil, stable, and deeply committed ~o democratic
processes, the people of Costa Rica are quite different in
almost all respects from both the stereotype and the reality
of Latin America. More racially homogeneous with a much
higher living standard than its neighbors, Costa Rica stands
as a model of development, including massive economic prob-
lems not easily resolved by a nation dependent upon the
"Colossus of the North."
The group of community college instructors would even-
tually record their impressions of this Central American
nation in different ways, each having an impact on their
teaching and each having an impact on the quality of life on
their campuses.
5*********
It took about three days of work to put together all
the connections for the appearance of one of the soviet
Union's best known historians to speak for one hour to a
large group of community college students. Arrangements had
to be made for the television videotaping, the lighting in
the aUditorium, the catered lunch, the payment of the honor-
arium, and the presence of the college's president.
All of these things came together for one fifty minute
lecture for about three hundred plus students, most of whom
knew little or nothing about the speaker or the Soviet Union
and the massive changes taking place in that nation at this
time in history. The speaker, Academician Alexander Alex-
anderovitch Fursenko, a member of the Soviet Academy of
Sciences, was, in fact, not only talking about perestroika,
but he was doing perestroika, as he openly criticized the
government of the Soviet Union and the massive mistakes of
previous leaders. To most of the students, brought to the
auditorium by their teachers, he probably didn't seem that
much different from all the other speakers they had ever
heard speak on the Soviet Union, not realizing that what
they were witnessing was nothing short of a miracle and
would not have been allowed just three or four short years
ago under a different Soviet leadership.
6At the luncheon for ten college staff members and the
distinguished Soviet historian, an idea sparked much of the
noon time gathering. Dr. Furshenko didn't know much about
community colleges and asked a few questions about the size
of the student body and what classes the students were
taking. He had assumed that the college was much like any
other higher education institution in the United states. He
was quite surprised to learn about the different programs
and activities of a two year college. He left campus with
three catalogues under his arm vowing to ask many more
questions about the community college and its role in
American society.
Those attending the luncheon left with the conviction
that maybe they had witnessed the birth of an idea that
would find its way, with time, into another culture and,
perhaps, change the way in which two societies would look at
each in the future.
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The above incidents, several of just thousands that
occur throughout the United States at the nation's community
colleges each year, are small illustrations of the dynamics
involved in the field of international programs. The world
is, undoubtedly, getting smaller, with peoples and cultures
drawing closer together with each passing day (Brademas
71982). At the same time, we know that many community col-
leges are actively participating in the very process of
bringing the world closer together (Diaz 1984). The commun-
ity colleges of Oregon and Washington states, gateway to the
Pacific Rim, are, likewise, engaged in a variety of interna-
tional educational activities, and are helping to create an
awareness of an "international dimension" never seen before,
nor studied before.
After vigorously scrutinizing the literature and speak-
ing informally to community college practitioners throughout
the united states, it became clear to this researcher that
relatively little research or writing was being conducted in
the area of community college practices in the field of
international educational programs and activities. On the
other hand and from a broader perspective of the general and
popular literature, much is being written and said about
both international education and international issues
(Drucker 1989; Naisbitt 1983).
The problem, succinctly stated, is that leaders and
students of the community college movement do not have
either a theoretical or a knowledge base about international
education. There does not exist a systematic guide or
reference to either what already exists or a guide or refer-
ence to improve or initiate practices in this field.
8In spite of a scarcity of research on community college
practices in the international arena at this time, there is
little doubt that an "international dimension" is, indeed,
developing at most, if not all, community colleges if for no
other reason than the world is rapidly closing in on the
district boundaries of the nation's two year colleges (Burn
1980). A race is developing between which force is moving
more rapidly: The world to meet the community colleges or
the community colleges reaching out to meet the world.
Maxwell King and Seymour F'ersh (1987), two pioneers in
community college international education, argue that the
"international dimension" is not:
yet widespread among our colleges for many
reasons, including lack of leadership from
our own college presidents and specific
opposition from many board of trustees,
local and state legislators, and spokes-
persons for community associations and me-
dia.
John Keyser (1989), president of Clackamas Community
College in Oregon, hinted that there are similar problems
facing oregon community colleges when he asked the governor
of Oregon, Neil Goldschmidt, in an interview for the Commu-
nity and Junior College Journal:
Why should community colleges be interested
in the international arena? Given the man-
date of community colleges to serve local
constituencies, how can community college
leaders build the political support needed
to establish and fund international educa-
tion programs?
9The governor empathetically argued that local boards
and locally elected officials interacting with the community
colleges "not develop a we/they sense of the relationship
between American (community college) students and a global
community." Governor Goldschmidt went on to say:
the international arena is no longer some-
thing "out there" to be responded to by
people "over here." community colleges are
an excellent reflection of the local commu-
nities they serve. They are in a unique
position to help break down the temptation
to think and act provincially so we can all
acknowledge and respect the reality of a
global community. Perhaps more than any
other segment of our education system, com-
munity colleges are ideally situated to
think globally and act locally.
Keyser (1989) correctly pointed out that,
Oregon's community colleges sit across an
ocean from 28 Pacific Rim countries that by
the year 2000 will have 75 percent of the
world's population and almost half of the
gross world product. As the world moves
into the Pacific Century, community colleges
will be increasingly called upon to serve
global education and training needs.
For students and researchers of the community college
movement, a major problem exists in that we do not know much
about how and/or why community colleges have developed an
international educational "dimension" on either a regional
or national basis.
In a 1988 letter to all the community, technical and
junior colleges of the United states, the American Associa-
tion of community and Junior Colleges (AACJC), the leading
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advocate of the nation's two year institutions, indicated it
was unable to "knowledgeably and adequately ••• represent
fUlly and well the interests of the con~unity colleges in
(the) international arena" without better information and a
reliable data base. The AACJC is currently conducting a
national survey of international education, activities, and
programs in order to obtain more information about this
growing phenomenon.
Charles Anderson (1988) issued a short report for the
American council on Education on international studies for
undergraduates, with an emphasis on language training. The
report only claims to be a "cross-sectional snapshot of what
is happening nationally in international studies, and to
serve as a frame on which additional extensive data" can be
attached at a later date. This report by Anderson, like
that of the AACJC letter, laments a lack of research into
international educational programs and activities, both at
the two and four year postsecondary levels.
Practitioners and researchers really should know how
and why forces are shaping the development of international
education on the campuses of community colleges in the
united states and in the states of Oregon and Washington if
we are to shape and guide the future. Ralph Waldo Emerson
once advised us that, "the future belongs to those who
prepare for it."
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SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH
While little has been written about the actual role of
community colleges in the development of an "international
dimension," we do know, for instance, that we are, as former
Oregon governor Neil Goldschmidt has said, increasingly
living in a global community and in a global economy.
Economically, we see almost every day examples of the
interconnectedness of national economies, such as that of
the United States with Japan, Mexico, and Canada, to name
but a few. The US economy, with its trade deficit and
imbalance as a debtor nation, is tied very closely with the
value of the Japanese yen, the value of the Mexican peso,
and the value of the Canadian dollar. Never before in the
history of the world are national economies tied so closely
with other national economies. It is probably only a matter
of time before an international currency will be used both
in domestic arenas and on the international market place.
Not so long ago, many Americans thought the dollar would be
an international currency; many Japanese believe the yen
will be that currency; but, others are arguing for a new
currency to transcend nationalism completely.
Politically, many nations are inextricably tied to-
gether. Some are engaged in mortal combat, with no less
than the globe itself threatened by the specter of war and
the use of nuclear weapons. Some nations are tied together
12
through mutual heredity, such as Great Britain and Canada,
while others are tied together through the spirit of com-
petition and the development of manufactured goods, such as
the united states and Japan in autos and electronics. Many
nations borrow extensively from each other in their politi-
cal practices and constitutional arrangements, such as Great
Britain and the Commonwealth nations.
The forces of international economics and politics
alone will not provide us with the insights and wisdom
necessary to build a future interdependence with peoples
from other regions and cultures (Andrews 1982). Education
on a global scale about global issues is what will be needed
to cope with the tremendous conflicts impending in a world
based upon isolation and ethnocentrism (Barrows, et al.
1982) •
There are other forces simultaneously at work on this
complex equation of international educational programs and
activities and the role that community colleges are, and
will, play in it (Davis 1987). One factor is that the
United states is losing its preeminent position in the world
gained after World War II. If the US is to remain competi-
tive in peaceful world affairs, including international
trade, a massive training program will have to be undertaken
(Easton 1987).
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The president of Sinclair community college in Ohio,
David Ponitz (1989), points out that:
(A) fter World War II, America had 75 percen·t
of the World's gross national product -- an
impressive figure. Now that figure is less
than 25 percent (and) imports from abroad
now far exceed American exports. The need
is real for small businesses and giant cor-
porations to do a better job competing in a
world economy.
Additionally, Barbara Moebius (1989), project director
for the international trade technical center at Waukesha
County Technical College in Wisconsin, cites a recent US
Commerce Department report stating that:
since 1960 (the US) share of world trade has
dropped from 18 percent to 15 percent. To-
day, 70 percent of US goods compete at home
and abroad with foreign made goods. In
1986, the value of manufactured goods ex-
ported by the US trailed West Germany and
Japanese exports by sizable margins. As a
percentage of gross national product, US
exports declined 20 percent from 1979 to
1983; this rate far exceeded that of any
other major industrialized nation. Only ten
percent -- 30,000 out of 300,000 -- US firms
export. Less than 250 domestic companies
account for 85 percent of the exports. The
Department of Commerce estimates that 18,000
more firms have exportable products but
ignorance of the opportunity and fear of the
unknown are among the major factors prevent-
ing them from entering the global market-
place .•• For every $1 billion in lost ex-
ports, 25,000 jobs have disappeared (in the
US) ••. Any American business, no matter how
small, with an exportable product must be-
come a global competitor within the next
decade or face the loss of 25 to 30 percent
of potential gross sales.
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In spite of losing ground in international competition
and marketplaces, another factor at work is that there are
signs the people of the United states are not very well
informed about the rest of the world, and that our knowledge
base is less than what it was even twenty short years ago.
Barbara Newell (1987) reported that one in five students in
high school could not find the united states on a world map.
other data report similar findings. As an example, re-
searchers at Northern Illinois university (Chronicle of
Higher Education 1989) surveyed 2,000 adults and concluded
that only one in eighteen, or six percent, "had both a
general understanding of how science is conducted and at
least a minimal knowledge of scientific concepts." At the
1989 Governors' Association Conference held in Washington,
D.C. (oregonian Feb. 26, 1989), the chairman, governor
Baliles of Virginia said, "the United states is not well
prepared for international trade (because) we do not know
the languages, the cultures, or the geographic character-
istics of our competitors."
Also, the Educational Testing Service (oregonian Jan.
18, 1989) reported that from a study of 24,000 students from
Britain, Ireland, South Korea, Spain, the united states and
in four Canadian provinces, "thirteen year olds in the
United states scored dead last in mathematics and near the
bottom in science."
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To complicate the matter even further, stephen Rhine-
smith (1979) argues that:
(the) ability of Americans to contribute to
an interdependent world is not just a matter
of more information, but involves a much
deeper issue affecting the values, beliefs,
attitudes, and lifestyle of the American
people.
He identifies the values of individualism, achievement, and
independence, which are learned through socialization, as
ones that do not lend themselves to an easy acceptance of
"global interdependence" in the future. He further argues
that these values, if not correctly understood, will "impede
American participation in the global learning process, and
inhibit capacity to contribute in shaping a common destiny
with people from different backgrounds."
Obviously, then, the community colleges, with an en-
rollment of 4.8 million students in the United states (EI-
Kawas 1988), which represents forty-three percent of all
undergraduates, have a unique opportunity to educate its
students to the vagaries of a rapidly changing world (Saka-
moto and Fifield 1987). Some, no doubt have seized the
opportunity; others have not!
PURPOSES OF THE STUDY
The first purpose of this study was to identify and
describe the current status of international educational
programs and activities in the community colleges of Oregon
16
and Washington states as they existed in the 1989-90 academ-
ic year. In other words, what was the degree to which an
"international dimension" had been established in the two-
year pUblic community colleges of Oregon and Washington.
A second purpose of this study was to identify three of
the most highly developed community colleges, at least one
from each of the two states, in the arena of international
education in order to gain more of an understanding of how
and why international education programs gain acceptance.
The three case studies were used to draw generalizations and
conclusions about the extent to which "successful" community
colleges with highly developed international programs can
assist others in this pursuit.
A third purpose of this study was to add to the body of
knowledge and research on international educational practic-
es at the nation's community colleges. This study sets out
a new taxonomy or typology of international educational
programs and activities not used thus far in the literature.
The new taxonomy was primarily used as a parameter to better
understand the dynamics of international education as it is
practiced at the nation's community colleges and as a guide
to the literature base.
And, a fourth purpose of this study was to provide
useful information to those community college leaders inter-
17
ested in starti.ng or improving upon international education
programs and practices.
THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
The following research questions, derived from the re-
searcher's interest and experience in international educa-
tion, an exhaustive review of the literature, personal
knowledge of current research, and clear purposes, defined
the broad parameters of this investigation:
1. Wha't is the current status of internation-
al (~ducation programs among the public
cownunity colleges of Oregon and Washing-
ton:' and
2. How and why did the international
education programs and activities
evolve and develop at three of the
most highly developed pUblic communi-
ty colleges of Oregon and Washington?
STUDY PROPOSITIONS
yin (1989) argues that the inquiry must go beyond the
specific research questions in order to direct the study in
the path of suppositions, hunches, or assumptions behind the
questions. "Each proposition directs attention to something
that should be examined within the scope of the study" (p.
30) •
This dissertation concentrates on the following propo-
sitions: Thf~ international education programs and activi-
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ties of Oregon and Washington community colleges evolved and
developed through:
1. The efforts of strong presidential leader
ship;
2. Large community colleges found in urban
areas;
3. The presence of international students;
4. The presence of full-time international
education administrators;
5. The presence of international education
grants from external funding sources;
6. The presence of a strong global curriculum;
7. The presence of strong foreign language
programs;
8. The presence of full-time faculty born in
other countries;
9. The presence of full-time faculty who have
lived and travelled abroad.
These study propositions compelled the researcher to
exam any and all suppositions, hunches and assumptions that
would result in some deeper understanding of international
education activities and practices in the two state region.
STAGES OF THE DISSERTATION
The study was completed in several stages. The first
stage was a complete search of the literature and personal
follow-ups to known current research projects underway at
the time. The second stage was the construction of two
survey instruments capable of describing and collecting
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information about current practices and determining how and
why certain elements within an international program were
started and developed. The third stage also used the first
survey instrument to subjectively discern from the data a
profile on those pUblic cOlrumunity colleges in Oregon and
Washington states that exhibited the most highly developed
international educational programs and activities. The
fourth stage was to conduct on-site interviews, using the
second survey instrument, with key participants at each of
the three community colleges selected as having the highest
profile in the international arena. The last stage was used
to draw conclusions and recommendations about current prac-
tices and future directions as the community colleges enter
the last decade of the 20th century and embark upon interna-
tional dimensions for the 21st century and beyond.
LIMITATIONS
This study was conducted with several limitations. The
first limitation was a reliance on the respondents interpre-
tation of each question and their ability to convert the
question into a numerical response. The questionnaire was
designed to elicit as much numerical data as possible from a
source that mayor may not have had the information readily
available. Each respondent was asked to fill in as much of
the survey as they could relying, if need be, on estimates.
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The questionnaire was sent to campus presidents, many of
whom sent it on to another person within the organization.
Thus, the information is only as reliable as the respondent
was diligent in getting "good data."
The second limitation of the study resulted from an
inability to secure every community college's participation
in the study. Five Oregon community colleges and eight
Washington community colleges ignored the many pleas for
assistance in completing the questionnaire. Thus, any
conclusions about the status of international education in
the two state region is limited to those schools that par-
ticipated.
A third limitation occurred in the case study step. It
was physically impossible to spend all the time wanted with
every participant identified as a key player in the develop-
ment of international education programs. For instance,
while the presidents gave of their time willingly, they
weren't able to spend more than an hour or two with the
author. Also, due to time and distance, only a very few
interviews were conducted with critics of international
education at the three campuses. Thus, a "balanced" case
study was eschewed for a more representative view of the
dynamics of evolution and development. still, strengths and
weaknesses were identified; but, however, by those people
who were more inclined to support international education.
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International education has a dynamic of its own just
by the inertia created by instant communications and rapid
transportation. This study set out to find what was going
on in the pUblic community colleges of Oregon and Washington
in the arena of international education.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to provide an in-depth
description of the professional literature relevant to the
study of international educational programs and activities
in the community colleges of the United states, with spec-
ific reference to the states of Oregon and Washington. By
describing a variety of research methods, theories, and
conclusions of many of the leading authors and proponents of
international education, this study was developed by the
author of this dissertation.
Interestingly, the very first issue of the Junior
College Journal (1931) included one article related to
community college activities in Greece (author unknown) .
This same journal, although changing its name several times,
continued to address the role of community colleges in the
world on an intermittent basis. Only two issues in the
fifty-eight year history of the journal have been devoted
entirely to this topic: in 1984 and 1989. The professional
literature is, however, growing, but at a very slow pace,
and very little of it is based upon applied research (Hill
1979). The literature available made it very clear that the
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nation's community colleges are, in fact, heavily involved
in international education (King and Fersh 1989). However,
like the AACJC study cover letter cited above in Chapter I
indicated, there are very few systematic studies on what is
actually occurring at the community colleges in interna-
tional educational programs and activities. While only one
dissertation was completed in 1988 on international educa-
tion and the community college (Fifield), surprisingly, some
of the most comprehensive general works on the community
colleges in recent years failed to mention at all the role
that two year institutions play in promoting and understand-
ing internationalism (Cohen and Brawer 1982; Deegan 1985;
and Parnell 1985) much less report on any applied research.
When looking at the available literature on this topic
the first problem encountered was trying to find a usable
definition about what people were really saying whey they
mentioned "international education" (craig 1981). It seems
to mean different things to different people at different
times.
A rare, but rather complete, example of a working
definition of the concept of international education and how
it is applied to community colleges can be found in King and
Fersh (1989), who stated:
International education in its broadest
sense refers generally to all programs,
projects, studies, and activities that help
individuals to learn and care more about
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the world beyond their community and to
transcend their own culture conditioned
ethnocentric perceptions, perspectives, and
behavior. International education should
not only increase one's knowledge; it should
also enhance one's wisdom and affinity for
humanity.
The literature found was almost devoid of definitions
and relied more on describing one or more of the activities
or practices normally associated with those ideas that could
in the broadest sense be called "international." It would
appear, too, that this has caused some confusion in the
literature because what one writer is calling international
education may, in fact, be but one very small aspect of the
issue (Anderson 1988).
By sorting through the various activities described in
the literature, a new taxonomy or typology of activities and
practices was created by the author of this dissertation in
order to conduct a comprehensive review of the literature.
From that starting point, it was discerned that the "pro-
grams, projects, studies, and activities" that King and
Fersh (1989) referred to could be categorized into at least
ten areas in order to sort out the parts and create a coher-
ent whole. The areas selected for this review and which
constitute this taxonomy are:
1. The recruitment and education of inter-
national and/or foreign students;
2. Foreign born faculty;
3. curriculum related to non-US topics;
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4. Internationalizing the curriculum;
5. International trade and business educa-
tion;
6. The establishment of "sister college"
relationships;
7. The establishment of community colleges
abroad;
8. consortia arrangements for international
education;
9. study abroad programs for faculty and
students; and,
10. Overseas military programs.
A NEW TAXONOMY OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
A new taxonomy on international education was espe-
cially created for this study to assist the author, and
others, to clearly define what people meant by the term
international education. There was, and probably still is,
little agreement on exactly what people mean when they speak
about international education. The taxonomy, with its ten
elements, allows people to organize their thoughts and
articulation about the subject. When a person can clearly
identify that there are at least ten different activities
associated with the term international education everyone
can be in agreement about the meaning. The new taxonomy was
first used to organize the literature search. Then, the new
taxonomy was used throughout the other parts of the disser-
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tation to assist in the logical organization of thought and
discourse.
RECRUITMENT OF INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS
In 1990, there were more than 407,000 international
students studying in the united States (Chronicle of Higher
Education 1991) representing more than seventy countries
(p.18). Elaine El-Khawas (1988) estimated that about 52,000
international students were studying at community colleges
in the United States -- or about one-third of all interna-
tional students at the undergraduate level. This number has
not, interestingly enough, changed significantly from a
decade ago (Diener 1978).
In Diener's 1978 study, he profiled the international
students attending community colleges this way:
Male students outnumbered females two to
one; most foreign students entering the
community college did so directly from their
home country (72%); about 80 percent of all
international students who attend two year
institutions were enrolled in associate
degree programs, with engineering (23%)
being the most popular academic area with
business and management (16%) following
behind.
A very interesting finding by Diener (1978) was that
more than three-quarters of all international students
attending US community colleges came from third world
countries. He also pointed out that international students
were most likely to study in New York, California, and
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Florida, with the majority of attendance at fewer than ten
schools. One community college, Miami-Dade of Florida,
claimed they enroll more international students than any
college or university in the united states with 5,757 inter-
national students in 1990 (Chronicle of Higher Education
1991, p. A41). The entire state of Oregon, by contrast,
enrolled about 6,100 international students at all institu-
tions of higher education, including community colleges.
Fall 1988 statistics (Russell 1989) indicate that 714 non-
resident alien (i.e., international) students were attending
community colleges in Oregon. Males numbered 410, while 304
were females, which differed from Diener's 2-1 ratio in his
1978 study. According to Seppanen (1989), Washington state
does not keep a system-wide record on international students
attending community colleges as a result of new federal
reporting procedures. She estimates, however, that there
were about 1,500 international students enrolled in the
community colleges of washington state. There were 7,625
international students at all Washington colleges and uni-
versities in 1990 (Chronicle of Higher Education, 1991,
p. A41).
A strong schism exists within every community college
as to whether or not international students should be re-
cruited for the host campus (Chisti 1984). One argument
states that community colleges are local districts funded
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primarily by local taxpayers and that recruiting and educa-
ting the international student is outside the basic mission
of the institution (Ebersole 1989; King and Fersh 1987;
Wygal 1979). The other side of the argument, which was
clearly stated in the AACJC monograph, Building Communities:
A Vision for a New Century, states that community colleges
are a part of the world and should be serving a larger
community than that marked with narrow, parochial boundaries
(Parnell 1988).
For those community colleges wishing to embark upon an
active international student program, the former argument is
very real and an obstacle not easily penetrated; thus, some
community college leaders simply avoid the recruitment and
educa"tion of international students as an integral part of
their "international dimension."
FOREIGN BORN FACULTY
Another indication of the "internationalization" of a
community college can be found in the second dimension of
the taxonomy in the number of foreign born faculty on any
given campus. The literature is virtually silent on this
interesting aspect of international education on any given
community college campus.
Yet, it is well-known that foreign born faculty are
present on almost every community college staff. As the
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united states has opened its qoors ·to immigrants throughout
the history of this country, ~any persons born in another
land have completed the neces~ary education to become commu-
nity college instructors. Ot~ers have I come from foreign
lands as adults with exceptional academic credentials to
assume roles in higher education, including community col-
leges.
The extent to which the f.oreign born faculty contribute
to the "internationalization" of a campus is heretofore
undocumented. One can only s~rmise that their presence in
some way adds to the total di~ension of international educa-
tion.
NON-US CURRICULUM
While the curriculum on ~nternatimnal issues does not
appear to be attracting signi~icantly mew numbers of stu-
dents today (The Governors' A~sociatiom 1989), the liter-
ature clearly reveals that th~ state of international educa-
tion for two and four year po~tsecondary education as well
as in the high schools must h~ve hit r0ck bottom in 1979.
In one of the most important qocuments~marking the turning
point in an understanding of ~he depths of this ignorance
among the people of the US, t~e President's Commission on
Foreign Language and Internat~onal studies (1979) warned
then President Carter that "t~ey had discovered and docu-
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mented weaknesses in the area of our inquiry which, in our
view, pose threats to America's security and economic via-
bility" (p. 1). The Chair, James A. Perkins, the former
President of Cornell University, went on to say:
The problem extends from our elementary
schools, where instruction in foreign lan-
guages and cultures has virtually dis-
appeared, to the threatened imminent loss of
some of the world's leading centers for
advanced training and research on foreign
areas. Such specific educational neglect,
moreover, is reflected in public uncertainty
about the relationship between American
interests and goals and those of other
peoples and cUltures ••• Nothing less is at
issue than the nation's security. At a time
when the resurgent forces of nationalism and
of ethnic and linguistic consciousness so
directly affect global realities, the United
States requires far more reliable capacities
to communicate with its allies, analyze the
behavior of potential adversaries, and earn
the trust and the sympathies of the un-
committed. Yet, there is a widening gap
between these needs and the American compe-
tence to understand and deal successfully
with other peoples in a world of flux •.•
There is little safety behind a Maginot line
of scientific and scholarly isolation ... The
future will belong to nations that are wise
as well as strong.
This report made it very clear to all who read i.t or
about it that the United States needed desperately to revise
its thinking about global issues and America's role in the
world. The Commission also very clearly called for the
educational community to take the lead in educating our
students to the vagaries of the world. At the heart of the
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reforms called for was a strengthening of those curricula
that could be labelled non-US topics.
The Commission members, but especially S. Frederick
Starr, were most concerned about the inability of US stu-
dents to take foreign language training. He pointed out:
that only 15 percent of all high school stu-
dents were studying a foreign language, a
drop of more than sixty percent from 1915,
when the percentage was greater than thirty-
six percent (p. 10).
More alarming was the fact that most stu-
dents were studying only four languages, and
less than 3,500 students were studying Rus-
sian (our primary adversary in the world) at
the second year level, fewer than 200 stu-
dents were in the second year of high school
Japanese, and fewer than 200 students were
in the second year of Chinese language
training, out of a total of 3,800,000 high
school students taking any foreign language
at all (p.12).
Lambert (1984) believes that the United States made
substantial efforts at promoting foreign language and
foreign area studies in higher education during and after
World War II. He maintains this was true through the im-
mediate post-sputnik era, but for a variety of reasons these
programs faltered badly in the 1970's. Most of the foreign
language and foreign area graduates were employed by either
government or education. Lambert also cites the 1979 Rand
Study, Foreign Language and International Studies Special-
ists: The Marketplace and National Policy, to suggest that
not only were government and education falling behind in the
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recruitment and retention of specialists but businesses
"have been slow to attribute any value to a prospective
American employee's competency in the language or culture of
one of the countries where businesses operate" (p.13?).
A year earlier than Lambert's report, The National
Commission on Excellence in Education (1983), chaired by
David Pierpont Gardner, recognized that nothing less than
the united states itself was at risk if the schools,
colleges, and universities of this country could not produce
better students.
History is not kind to idlers. The time is
long past when America's destiny was assured
simply by an abundance of natural resources
and inexhaustible human enthusiasm, and by
our relative isolation from the malignant
problems of older civilizations. The world
is indeed one global village. We live among
determined well-educated, and strongly moti-
vated competitors. We compete with them for
international standing and markets, not only
with our products but also with ideas of our
laboratories and neighborhood workshops.
America's position in the world may once
have been reasonably secure with only a few
exceptionally well-trained men and women.
It is no longer true.
Among the many recommendations in A Nation at Risk was
one that urged the nation's schools to adopt two years of a
foreign language for college bound students. All the recom-
mendations were aimed at making the united states more
competitive in the international arena in the next century.
Foreign language training appears to be the most ob-
vious example of non-US curricula changes, especially as the
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community colleges (and others) begin to introduce foreign
language training that meet the needs of students, such as
Japanese, Chinese, Swahili, or even sign language, that
impart a knowledge about other cultures more directly.
There are other examples of non-US curricula changes
taking place in higher education. For instance, many com-
munity colleges have recently introduced new courses on
specific nations not previously taught: History and Politics
of Japan; History and Politics of China; History of Central
America; History and Politics of Africa (or specific nations
and regions of Africa); History and Politics of Israel and
the Middle East. These courses or curricula have contribut-
ed to an understanding of other nations and cultures with or
without a reference to the united States (Fersh 1979).
Unfortunately, there is a real lack of information and
research on the current status of non-US based curricula.
However, those community colleges wanting to change their
curriculum without introducing new courses or new programs
turned to another approach to international education:
internationalizing the curriculum.
INTERNATIONALIZING THE CURRICULUM
If it wasn't possible to introduce new courses on the
history, culture, and politics of other nations into the
curricula of a community college, some proponents of inter-
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national education suggested that community colleges infuse
into existing courses materials on other cultures, other
nations, and other practices found in the global community
(Grant 1979). In addition, an effort has been made to
create specialty courses detailing the rise of "internation-
alism" in contemporary affairs (Kerr 1979). These courses,
usually called International Studies or International Educa-
tion, are stand alone classes designed to introduce the
student to the world without reference to a specific nation-
al cUlture, but focus on global issues (Leinwold 1983).
Peace Studies can also fit this description.
King and Fersh (1979) were among the first to foster
the concept of "internationalizing the curriculum." Their
idea was not only to strengthen existing traditional non-US
curriculum bu't to infuse those ideas found in other cultures
into the traditional American-based curriculum. They not
only advocated new courses and new materials in existing
courses but saw the entire enterprise as a vehicle for staff
development (see also Harari 1981).
sidney Grant (1979) demonstrated how "internationaliz-
ing the curriculum" can have a very positive effect on a
community college campus citing the early work of three
community colleges that made the commitment to international
education: Kirkwood community College (IA); North Shore
Community College (MA); and Monroe community College (NY).
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Each focused on the writing of modules (Kirkwood and Monroe)
or components (North Shore) that could be adapted to any
existing course depending on the imagination and creativity
of the course instructor.
The module or lesson plan approach to internationaliz-
ing the curriculum has been followed by a number of commun-
ity colleges, including Mt. Hood community College in
Oregon, which has more than seventy such modules in their
library currently. Internationalizing the curriculum is
. .
relatively cost effective and has wide-spread application to
a faculty (Cleveland 1979).
The Chronicle of Higher Education (March 29, 1989) re-
ported that Triton community College and the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities were working together on a project
that would revise the general education courses at Triton to
include a better international perspective. "Under the
college's proposal," according to the report, "students
working toward a two-year degree in one of many technical
fields might be required to take a course on the nature of
work that also includes the perspective of workers in other
countries" (p. A1?).
Some Florida community colleges have suggested that
international education be a part of the general education
requirement for graduation (Greene 1985). Brevard Community
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College and Miami-Dade community College have, indeed,
instituted such a requirement (respective college catalogs).
Internationalizing the curriculum has provided an
inducement to practitioners to develop other areas of cur-
riculum interest, including International Trade and Business
programs.
INTERNATIONAL TRADE AND BUSINESS EDUCATION
The US international trade deficit now stands at an all
time high of more than 3.4 trillion dollars and continues to
grow at a rate of more than one billion dollars a day (The
oregonian, January 2, 1991). From late 1988 to the end of
1990, the trade deficit grew more than 1.5 trillion dollars.
These statistics tell us that the united States is now
importing more than we are exporting and the prospects of
reversing this position are slim. The united States now is
a debtor nation for the first time in this century, owing
more to other nations than what is owed to us. The
President's Commission (1979) pointed out that international
trade involves one out of every eight manufacturing jobs and
one out of every three acres in farmland in the United
States is being devoted to international trade issues. More
than twenty-two percent of the gross national product is
involved in international trade as well. Twenty percent of
the industrial production is for export, and one of every
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six production jobs is dependent on exports. One-third of
US corporate profits are from international activities, and
fully forty percent of farm production is for exportation,
according to the President's commission (1979).
Speaking at the Annual Meeting of the International
Studies Association, Tilly Harris (1981) told her audience
that international trade in the state of Oregon increased
from 1.2 billion dollars in 1970 to 2.8 billion in 1975 and
increased again to 6.4 billion dollars in 1980. According
to the International Trade Institute of Portland State
University, the 1987 totals for both import and export were
$8.48 billion for Oregon. The same source indicated that
the total for Washington state was $33.4 billion for a total
of $41.9 billion for the two northwest states in 1987.
In spite of overwhelming evidence to suggest that all
of higher education in the United States should be moving to
more involvement in the international arena, little evidence
is present to indicate such a move (Mahoney 1985). Commun-
ity colleges, with a history of local traditions and boun-
daries, offer their students very little in the way of
international trade and business education (Wood 1986).
There are, of course, some exceptions to this rather bleak
view. Under Title IV(b) funding from the US Office of
Education, International Education Division, the following
community colleges have established International Business
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and Trade Centers in recent years: Chicago city Colleges,
Loop College (IL); Vista College (CA); Bergen Community
College (NJ); st. Louis community College (MO); Coastline
community College (CA); Bunker Hill Community College (MA);
and, Central Piedmont community College (NC).
Waukesha County Technical College (WI), Normandale
community College (MN), Portland Community College (OR), and
Middlesex Community College (NJ) have been able to draw to-
gether funding from a variety of sources other than Title
IV(b) and have operated trade centers focusing on interna-
tional or international small business issues on their own.
In addition to the above individual community colleges,
several community college consortia (Gleason and Hazelwood
1987) exist to enhance international trade centers and
international business education (see discussion below).
Clearly, though, these few community colleges represent
a minority of the more than 1,200 community colleges in the
united states. In his dissertation, Santiago Wood (1986)
surveyed ninety California community colleges (out of 106)
and discerned that only sixteen (18%) said they had offered
classes or programs in international trade and business,
while only two (4.5%) required international trade or busi-
ness courses for their business majors, and no community
college in California required a course in international
education for completing an Associate of Arts degree (p.
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95). In Vassilou's 1984 nationwide study, she discerned
that only 60 (14%) of the 432 responding community colleges
offered any formal course work or programs related to inter-
national business. The two studies (Wood 1986 and Vassilou
1984) point out that very few community colleges are engaged
in international trade and business activities at a time
when international trade and business is on the rise.
Frank Albin (1985), writing on US-Japan trade, insists
that:
Focusing on Japan and the United States from
a 'global perspective' will add a dimension
that is often lacking in American education
and business conduct. Americans have tradi-
tionally dwelled on their own large domestic
economy, the westward movement, being the
melting pot, and being a nation preoccupied
with itself.
He then goes on to describe at some length how the
Japanese conduct their business from the perspective of a
"homogeneous nation of people" used to working in groups.
The latter perspective, of course, is not usually taught in
American colleges and universities. Thus, there is con-
fusion and misunderstanding between the two nations when
they try to conduct business together.
Advocates of international education, especially in
trade and business, argue for greater offering of classes
and courses better to prepare today's students for the world
of tomorrow (Blanco and Channing 1985).
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SISTER COLLEGE RELATIONSHIPS
During the summer of 1989, the City of Portland was
host to an international conference on "sister city" rela-
tionships (The Oregonian July 18, 1989). More than 300
delegates from thirty nations and representing more than
ninety sister city relationships were in attendance. Creat-
ed in the 1950's to promote world peace and understanding,
the sister city concept is now in full bloom, especially so
with air travel and electronic communications so rapid. One
of the spillover effects from the sister city concept was
the creation of sister college relationships between Ameri-
can community colleges, colleges, and universities and their
counterparts throughout the world (Robinson 1987). Unfortu-
nately, there exists no literature on the extent of these
relationships. To this researcher, it would appear that,
for the most part, these relationships between US community
colleges and higher education institutions in other coun-
tries are informal and exist more for symbolism than for
substance at this time.
COMMUNITY COLLEGES ABROAD
The community college, or two-year college, is a uni-
quely American educational product (Johnson 1961 and Gleazer
1968). Born at the turn of the century, nurtured during the
inter-war years, and fully developed after World War II to
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meet local community needs, the community college is being
"discovered" by the rest of the world (Gannon 1983). While
there is very little literature available on this practice,
there are a few community colleges actively engaged in
either assisting other nations in the development of their
own community colleges or in operating branch campuses in
other nations.
From a variety of newspaper accounts (The oregonian,
The Seattle Times, The Chronicle of Higher Education, and
the "Bulletin Board" section of the latter publication),
several community colleges are now operating branch campuses
in Japan. Mt. Hood community College (OR), Edmonds Communi-
ty College (WA), Green River Community College (WA), st.
Louis community College (MO), and Los Angeles City College
(CA) are the latest entries in operating off-shore campus
centers in Japan.
st. Louis community College (MO) has an off-shore
campus in Syria, and the former chancellor, Michael Craw-
ford, spent part of August, 1989, in the Soviet union nego-
tiating for a possible partnership with the Russians in
establishing a community college (personal correspondence).
Waukesha County Technical College (WI) has active operations
in Taiwan and in Turkey (personal correspondence). Several
US community colleges, such as El Paso Community College
(TX) and San Diego community College, conduct training in
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Mexico on a regular basis (Justiz 1980 and The Chronicle of
Higher Education, Oct. 1991). And, many other community
colleges participate in semester abroad programs in facili-
ties that are rented directly or through international
consortia arrangements.
These projects which establish community colleges in
other nations are operating with the premise of educating
both US nationals studying abroad and the nationals of the
host country. Again, there is very little available to the
researcher in the literature about the extent of community
colleges operating branch campuses in other countries.
CONSORTIA ARRANGEMENTS
American community colleges operating as single units
often can not afford to get involved with international
projects from either a political or economic reality due to
local concerns. Even though the leadership may very much
want to be involved, the only alternative to "going it
alone" is to belong to an international consortium of two or
more community colleges (Adams 1979 and Gleason and Hazel-
wood 1987). The consortium is usually based on a common
interest in one country or region of the world or a common
bond, such as being in the same state or in the same region.
King and Fersh (1989) point out that there are "more
than a dozen" consortia working to assist individual commu-
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nity colleges organize and develop any and all international
programs and activities. The American Association of Commu-
nity and Junior Colleges (AACJC) began a consortium for the
development of community college interests in international
activities in 1976. This consortium helped to organize a
major project between the government of Nigeria and more
than thirty community colleges around the country in the
late 1970's, bringing more than two thousand Nigerian stu-
dents to the united states to study (Jacobsen 1979).
Today, more than one hundred community colleges belong
to the AACJC International Intercultural Consortium, of
which thirty are foreign operated community colleges, mostly
in Canada. The major activity of this consortium is an
annual convention just prior to the AACJC national conven-
tion which provides a forum for consortium members to focus
on an issue of importance. Under the leadership of Michael
Paradise, the consortium is now in a position to conduct
research and develop international programming for its
members.
A major player in community college international con-
sortia is the community Colleges for International Educa-
tion, with the main offices at Brevard Community College in
Florida. Also founded in 1976, Maxwell King, president of
Brevard Community College, was in a leadership role, bring-
ing fourteen community college members and twenty-seven
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associate members together for the purposes of pursuing a
variety of international programs and projects during the
more than thirteen year history of the organization.
Another world-wide consortium is EPIC, Educational
Partners for International cooperation. This international
consortium was formally organized about the same time as the
AACJC and CCIE consortia through the efforts of Phil Gannon,
retired president of Lansing Community College in Michigan
and the former president of Mt. Hood Community College in
Oregon, stephen Nicholson. Today, the consortium is made up
of seven American community colleges and two technical two-
year schools in Taiwan.
Several state consortia on international education are
in existence (Greene 1979). Arizona, california, Florida,
New Jersey, Illinois, Oregon, and Texas all have state-wide
consortia promoting international education (King and Fersh
1989). There is one Pacific Northwest regional consortium
on international education (Kelleher 1985). Headquartered
in Seattle, the Northwest International Education Consortium
includes twenty-seven colleges and universities and two non-
profit organizations interested in promoting international
development activities among its members. The NEIC is now
ten years old and, like the AACJC consortium, is poised to
be more active in the near future as the world grows smaller
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each day and the spotlight is again on international educa-
tion.
STUDY ABROAD PROGRAMS
Many four-year colleges and universities operate study
abroad programs, which have been in existence practically
from the day Harvard College opened its doors in 1636.
Future ministers were sent to Europe to learn about the life
and times of the church and its importance to the new world.
Today, a typical private or pUblic college or university
might have a dozen or more possible contacts and opportunit-
ies to study in virtually every country in the world. How-
ever, community colleges have been very slow to recognize
the value of study abroad programs (Berry 1984). Due to the
low cost of tuition and the idea that community colleges are
primarily for commuter students or students only interested
in learning a job skill, local boards of trustees and
administrators have been slow to advance the concept that an
international experience will make the student a better
educated person, regardless of their academic interests
(Boyer 1978). In a speech at the annual convention of the
AACJC, Boyer (1978) stated:
I totally reject the disturbing notion that
international education was the province of
the senior colleges ••. I am convinced the two
year colleges not only have a right to es-
tablish international linkages -- they
should lead the way.
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The American Institute for Foreign study, an organiza-
tion begun in 1964, has recently been active in assisting
five Oregon community colleges (Chemeketa, Clackamas, Lane,
Mt. Hood and Portland) in establishing a consortium for the
purpose of recruiting faculty and students to teach and
study in England each spring quarter. This is one response
to overcoming the view that community college students can
not or will not commit to a study abroad program.
Rockland community College in New York (Backman 1984)
has developed a core curriculum around an extensive study
abroad program among the community colleges of the united
states. Rockland community College acts as a liaison for
other community colleges wanting their students to take
credit courses in Europe and Israel at the same time it
offers area studies programs for its own students. This is
a very extensive, and expensive, curriculum that the Board
of Trustees of Rockland Community College feels is important
to the life and culture of their institution (Berry 1984).
The United states Information Agency administers the
Fulbright-Hays program, which allows many community college
faculty each year to study abroad on a fellowship or teach
at a foreign college or university for several weeks or
months. Several private not for profit organizations also
can arrange for study abroad opportunities for faculty.
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Once again, the literature did not reveal very much
information about research conducted on study abroad pro-
grams at any level of education, be it postsecondary or high
school.
OVERSEAS MILITARY PROGRAMS
While not normally perceived to be an integral part of
international education, a case can be made for including
overseas military programs in this typology. Faculty,
staff, and students studying at an overseas off-campus
location, whether sponsored directly or indirectly by the
military for military personnel and/or their dependents,
under the auspices of an accredited community college, are
enjoying all the benefits of an international experience
very much like a study abroad program. The fact that the
branch campus is being funded by a military contract has no
bearing on the experience, particularly if the faculty
require off-base or off-campus activities to supplement
instruction.
From the limited literature and from personal knowl-
edge, at least four community colleges are engaged in De-
partment of Defense overseas contracts: Big Bend community
College (WA)i Central Texas Community College (TX)i Florida
community College at Jacksonville (FL)i and, the Los Angeles
Community College District (CA). The best known and, proba-
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bly the most extensive, overseas contracts with the US
military for postsecondary education is the University of
Maryland, which has more than thirty locations around the
world.
There may be others engaged in overseas military pro-
grams but due to a scarcity of information from the litera-
ture on this topic only further research will reveal any
such arrangements.
CONCLUSION
There is, in conclusion, a growing, sizable body of
literature on international education and the community
college. The literature does contain many descriptions of
international education activities of individual college~.
The available literature, however, tends not to be research
based but prescriptive in nature. Edward Blankenship (1980)
strongly decried the lack of research based literature over
a decade ago. The same can be said now!
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
The organization of research must contain its own
inherent logic from inception to conclusion. Almost all
authors on the conduct of research stress the importance of
clearly stating the details of the approach or approaches
used in reaching new knowledge (Kaplan 1964). The history
of philosophy suggests that the conduct of research was
accomplished, first, through deductive and, later, through
inductive methodology (Best 1977).
John Dewey (1938) set forth the "scientific method-
ology" of a deductive-inductive process with the following
five criteria:
1. Identification and definition of the
problem;
2. Formulation of a hypothesis -- a hunch,
an assumption, or an intelligent guess;
3. Collection, organization, and analysis of
the data;
4. Formulation of conclusions; and,
5. Verification, rejection, or modification
of the hypothesis by the test of its
consequences in a specific situation.
The research, then, must begin by examining in detail the
approach employed in the conduct of the inquiry.
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Contemporary research paradigms existed to satisfy the
demands of a comprehensive analysis to render this project
complete. This study, born of a curiosity about the role of
community colleges in implementing sound international
education programs, progressed by sharply defining the
problem under examination, stating the research questions,
and exhaustively exploring the literature for both an
appropriate set of questions and for appropriate research
paradigms.
THE RESEARCH DESIGN
This research was planned around five objectives: To
create and utilize a taxonomy about international education
practices; to survey the pUblic community colleges of Oregon
and Washington to determine the extent of current interna-
tional education practices; to select three exemplary commu-
nity colleges from those surveyed; to conduct three in-depth
case studies; and, to analyze and report findings and recom-
mendations on the strengths, weaknesses, and contributions
of these community colleges to international education prac-
tices.
According to Robert yin (1989), the research question
or questions will tend to direct the researcher toward an
appropriate design or designs.
(t)he first and most important condition for
differentiating among the various research
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strategies is to identify the type of re-
search question being asked (p. 19).
The specific research questions were:
1. What is the current status of inter-
national education programs among the
pUblic community colleges of Oregon
and washington?
2. How and why did the international
education programs and activities
evolve and develop at three public of
the most highly developed community
colleges of Oregon and Washington?
since a "what" type of question, according to Robert
yin (1989), is exploratory in nature and can utilize differ-
ent research designs and "how" and "Why" questions will lead
to a research design utilizing or "favoring case studie3,
experiments, or histories" as the choice of methodology (p.
19), two separate research designs were integrated into one
and used to complete this project.
The first design, a descriptive statistical assessment
survey (Hoaglin 1982 and Weisberg 1989) of current inter-
national education practices in the community colleges of
Oregon and Washington, was used to construct, compile and
analyze the initial survey results, which can be found in
Chapter IV.
The second design, a descriptive multiple case study
(Hoaglin 1982 and yin 1989), was used to construct, compile
and analyze three exemplary case studies of international
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education programs at community colleges from within the two
state region and can be found in Chapter V.
After analyzing the survey results and compiling the
three case studies, the findings and conclusions surrounding
the study propositions reached in this study are reported in
Chapter VI.
The integration of the two designs into one research
project is strongly advocated by both Hoaglin (1982, p. 128)
and yin (1989, p. 90) as the assessment survey results can
lead a researcher to new evidence and/or confirm the pres-
ence of the phenomenon detailed in one or more case studies.
STUDY PROPOSITIONS
yin (1989) argues that the inquiry must go beyond the
specific research questions in order to direct the study in
the path of suppositions, hunches, or assumptions behind the
questions (p. 30). "Each proposition," according to yin
(1989), "directs attention to something that should be
examined within the scope of the study" (p. 30).
This dissertation concentrates on the following propo-
sitions: The international education programs and activi-
ties of Oregon and Washington public community colleges
evolved and developed through:
1. The efforts of strong presidential
leadership;
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2. Large community colleges found in
urban areas;
3. The presence of international students;
4. The presence of full-time international
education administrators;
5. The presence of international education
grants from external funding sources;
6. The presence of a global curriculum;
7. The presence of foreign language programs;
8. The presence of full-time faculty and
staff born in other countries;
9. The presence of full-time faculty and
staff who have lived and travelled abroad.
These study propositions prompted the researcher to
look for any and all suppositions, hunches and assumptions
that would result in some deeper understanding of interna-
tional education activities and practices in the two state
region and are the focus of the findings and conclusions
reached in this research.
POPULATIONS AND SUBJECTS
The study population considered for the assessment
survey was all forty-three pUblic community colleges from
the states of Oregon and Washington (see Appendix B). The
subjects of the assessment survey were community college
presidents (or their designees). Those individuals identi-
fied in the survey as having a role in the evolution, devel-
opment, and practice of international education programs and
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activities were the subjects of the three descriptive case
studies.
INSTRUMENTATION
As was noted in Chapter I, it was possible by sorting
through the various international education programs and
activities described in the literature to create a new tax-
onomy or typology of activities and p~actices in order to
conduct a comprehensive review of the literature. From that
starting point, it was discerned that the "programs, pro-
jects, studies, and activities" that King and Fersh (1989)
referred to could be categorized into at least ten areas in
order to sort out the parts and create a coherent whole.
After the literature review was completed, the newly
created taxonomy or typology was also used to construct a
survey instrument (see Appendix D) to ascertain current
international education practices among the pUblic community
colleges in Oregon and Washington states. The survey in-
strument is linked to the new taxonomy by statistical
weights for the purposes of selecting three highly developed
or high profile community colleges engaged in international
education practices in the two state region. The results of
the survey questionnaire are reported in Chapter IV.
The new taxonomy included:
1. The recruitment and education of inter-
national and/or foreign students;
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2. Foreign born faculty;
3. Curriculum related to non-US topics;
4. Internationalizing the curriculum;
5. International trade and business educa
tion;
6. The establishment of "sister college"
relationships;
7. The establishment of community colleges
in other countries;
8. Consortia arrangements for international
education;
9. Study abroad programs for faculty and
students; and,
10. Overseas military programs.
A second instrument, an interview protocol (Yin 1989),
was constructed from the work of Earl Backman (1984) to
counsel the researcher during the three on-campus visita-
tions conducted at the case study locations (see Appendix
F). The second survey instrument, while open-ended and
constructed around the second broad research question of how
and why international education programs and activities
evolved and developed at the three community colleges being
studied, was used to control the free flow of information
across all three campuses and not to overlook the commonal-
ities sought for confirmation, comparison, and triangulation
(Guba 1967). The results of the case studies are reported
in Chapter V.
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PROCEDURES AND ANALYSIS
The preferred methodology for this research was
designed around the descriptive multiple case study strate-
gies recommended by Robert yin (1989), whose definition
states:
A case study is an empirical inquiry that:
*investigates a contemporary phenomenon
within its real-life context; when
*the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident, and
in which
*multiple sources of evidence are used
(p. 23).
yin goes on to say that "a further distinction among his-
tory, case study and experiment" should be made when the
researcher can determine "the extent of control and access
an investigator has over actual behavioral events" (p. 19).
The questions posed in this research into international
education among the public community colleges of Oregon and
Washington ruled out the possibility of control over the
behavioral events occurring. Likewise, an historical study
was not the preferred method as access and focus was on a
"contemporary phenomenon within a real-life context." Thus,
the descriptive mUltiple case study research design was
employed for this project.
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Assessment study
Because the literature did not reveal any significant
information about international education programs at any of
the Oregon and Washington community colleges, a survey
instrument was devised around the newly created taxonomy to
determine current practices (see Appendix C). In addition,
the survey instrument was used to determine which three
community colleges should be considered the most highly
developed in the region and the object of case studies.
A pilot test of the survey questionnaire was conducted
in May and June of 1990 with two community college presi-
dents at Yuba commur.ity College in California and Onondaga
Community College in Syracuse, New York. Both presidents
took approximately twenty-five minutes or so to fill out the
forms and return them. Each also made comments on the
possible ambiguities they found in several of the questions.
Several minor revisions and one major revision were made to
the original survey instrument as a consequence of the pilot
tests conducted prior to administering it in the region.
The survey questionnaire instrument was sent to every
pUblic community college president in Oregon and Washington
during the month of July, 1990. The four page survey was
accompanied with a cover letter explaining the purposes of
the project (see Appendix A). In addition, a stamped, self-
addressed envelope was included to help assure a high return
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rate. After three weeks, an initial tabulation was made on
the meager returns. A second letter was sent in mid-August,
1990. More completed surveys came back filled out. Follow-
up telephone calls were then made to those community colleg-
es that had not responded by the end of August and into
early September. As a consequence of the telephone calls,
several more questionnaires were sent out by mail and sever-
al more completed surveys were received. By the end of
October, it was apparent that most, if not all, the surveys
had been returned that would be coming. One last effort by
telephone was made to those schools still not responding to
the calls for their participation. By November, twenty-
eight community colleges had returned completed surveys.
Two presidents sent letters declining to participate. One
more effort was made to contact individuals known to have
job responsibilities for international education on four
"key" community colleges. Two sent their surveys back
within three weeks. Finally, a decision had to be made to
cut off any attempts at getting full participation. When
data entries were completed and writing began in mid-Decem-
ber, a total of thirty-three schools out of forty-three had
responded.
From the survey, which contained forty-six information
items, there were forty-one items that produced data in
either alpha or numeric format that were chosen to examine
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the status of international education and to rank all of the
responding schools (see Appendix D and E). The data were
then converted to a complete numeric system in order to
utilize computerized statistical manipulations. All demo-
graphic data were kept separate from the rest of the re-
sponses. That is, neither a school's size nor other demo-
graphic factors were used to determine which community col-
leges would be chosen for a case study.
The data were then examined through two different sets
of criteria in two data runs. The first examination of the
data was on the basis of how many total points each school
received irrespective of any weighting or balancing system.
Thus, a school with, say, 1,500 international students
received 1,500 points on that one question alone. In the
first examination, every lIyes ll answer received one point.
If a school was operating a foreign branch campus and an-
swered lIyes ll on the survey, they also got only one point for
that particular answer. It was very obvious that a raw
total point system would not necessarily reveal the most
developed or most active community colleges in the field of
international education in the two state region.
A differential weighting system was assigned to each of
the forty-one questionnaire items in order to try and bring
equity and balance to the study outcomes. The exact weigh-
ting for each of the forty-one items was a difficult task
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inasmuch as there were obvious differences in the numbers
each variable could produce or be assigned. For instance,
should having a foreign branch campus weigh the same as
having one foreign language class taught on the home campus
by assigning only one point to each? Further, should each
foreign student be counted and have the same weight statis-
tically as, say, the number of foreign born faculty or the
number of international education administrators or operat-
ing a foreign branch campus? It was thought not.
Fourteen of the forty-one items were examined in much
detail, and considerable thought was given to each and every
item as to how to achieve balance and weights appropriate to
selecting the three case studies. The following, albeit,
subjective assignments were used for each of the fourteen
items that could not be assigned by their actual numerical
data:
Question #5 -- Number of International stu-
dents: One point was assigned for every ten
international students;
Question #11/12/13/14 -- Percentage of time by
administrators, faculty, advisors, and staff to
International Education activities: One point for
every 25% of a person's time devoted to interna-
tional education activities;
Question #17 -- English as Second Language and
English as Non-Native Language Students: One point
for every 100 students;
Question #18c/31b -- Number of sections of Foreign
Language and International Education classes: One
point for every five sections;
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Question #19 -- College Mission statement: Five
points were assigned if a college included a ref-
erence to an international mission in their basic
mission statement;
Question #21 -- Number of Students Studying Abroad:
One point for every five students studying abroad;
Question #25 -- Faculty Travel Abroad: One point for
every faculty member who travelled abroad;
Question #26 -- Overseas Military Contracts: Five
points for each overseas military contract;
Question #27 -- Foreign Branch Campus: Ten points
for each foreign branch campus; and,
Question #33c -- Percentage of Degrees Awarded to
International Students: One point for each 10%
increment listed (e.g., 5 points for fifty percent
of international students being granted degrees).
All the rest of the questions, twenty-seven items,
received actual number of points according to the responses.
For instance, if a community college listed five different
foreign languages, the school received five points in that
category.
After resolving many of the problems associated with
trying to reach an equitably balanced weighting system,
total points were calculated for each community college that
responded to the survey. (See Appendix E for the complete
weighting system and the final rank-orders.) It turned out,
however, that the most important element in the final sel~c-
tion of the top three schools in the two state region was
the richness and variety of international education programs
and activities each school demonstrated across the taxonomy
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of ten dimensions or categories of international education
activities established earlier in this study (see Chapter
II). Thus, the three case studies were selected.
Case study
When the assessment survey on current practices was
completed and three community colleges were selected as case
studies, the procedures for conducting a descriptive multi-
pIe case study were reviewed again.
Robert yin (1989) argues that all research designs,
including case studies, must stand up to four tests: con-
struct validity; internal validity; external validity; and
reliability. (p. 40). The explanations are:
Construct Validity: establishing correct
operational measures for the concepts being
studied;
Internal Validity: establishing a causal
relationship, whereby certain conditions are
shown to lead to other conditions, as dis-
tinguished from spurious relationships;
External Validity: establishing the domain
to which a study's findings can be general-
ized; and,
Reliability: demonstrating that the opera-
tions of a study -- such as the data collec-
tion procedures -- can be repeated, with the
same results (Kidder, 1981, pp. 7-8, cited
in Yin, 1989, pp. 40-41).
To satisfy these tests, yin (1989) suggests the
following tactics:
Construct Validity: use multiple sources of
evidence; establish chain of evidence; and,
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have key informants review drafts of the
case study review;
Internal Validity: do pattern Inatching; do
explanation-building; and, do time-series
analysis (not used for descriptive case
studies);
External Validity: use replication logic in
multiple case studies; and,
Reliability: use case study protocol (Yin,
1989, p. 41).
The construct validity test was met in this research by
using mUltiple sources of information, including the assess-
ment survey results in the first stage, protocol survey
results in the second stage, and triangulation (Guba 1967)
with official documentation, such as college catalogs and
brochures.
The internal validity test is not, according to yin and
others, used for descriptive case studies when causal rela-
tionships are not sought. The test is to keep inferences to
a minimum, which descriptive case studies by their internal
logic escape.
The external validity test is determining whether or
not a study's findings are generalizable beyond the irnrnedi-
ate case. When a mUltiple case study, such as this one,
occurs the test is validated by comparative analysis and
replication logic within the numerous cases. Descriptive
case studies are limited in their generalizations by the
logic employed in the internal validity test stated above.
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yin (1989) was so concerned about the criticism over
the external validity issue that he went to some lengths to
guide the researcher:
The external validity problem has been a
major barrier in doing case studies. crit-
ics typically state that single cases offer
a poor basis for generalizing. However,
such critics are implicitly contrasting the
situation to survey research where a "sam-
ple" (if selected correctly) readily gener-
alizes to a larger universe. The analogy to
samples and universes is incorrect when
dealing with case studies. This is because
survey research relies on statistical gener-
alization, whereas case studies ... rely on
analytical generalizations (p. 43).
Thus, to mitigate criticism of this case study, a descrip-
tive multiple case study approach was selected for this
research.
The test for reliability is when a study can be repli-
cated with similar findings and conclusions. Again, Yin
(1989) states:
The objective (of the reliability test) is
to be sure that, if a later investigator
followed the same procedures as described by
an earlier investigator and conducted the
same case study allover again, the later
investigator should arrive at the same find-
ings and conclusions •.. The goal of reliabil-
ity is to minimize the errors and biases in
a study. (p. 45).
other researchers following similar case study data based on
international education in selected community colleges,
using the same documents, and the same survey instruments
should have similar results.
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The major tool for ensuring a high degree of reliabil-
ity is the use of "the case study protocol" (Yin 1989, p.
70). The protocol should have the following sections:
(a) overview of the case study project (pro-
ject objectives and auspices, case study
issues, and relevant readings about the
topic being investigated);
(b) field procedures (credentials and access
to the case study "sites," general sources
of information, and procedural reminders);
(c) case study questions (the specific ques-
tions that the case study investigator must
keep in mind in collecting data, "table
shells" for specific arrays of data, and the
potential sources of information for answer-
ing each question); and,
(d) guide for the case study report (out-
line, format for the narrative, and specifi-
cation of any bibliographic information and
other documentation). (p. 70.)
The search for three most active international educa-
tion programs from the Oregon and Washington pUblic com-
munity colleges started with the results from the first
survey instrument. The community colleges with the highest
point tally (see discussion above) were identified. College
catalogs, state statistics and telephone inquiries were used
to confirm the information acquired from the survey results.
At least one college was selected from the two state region.
A preliminary protocol (see Appendix F) was established
using the general guidelines from Earl Backman's work,
Approaches to International Education (1984), and from the
research questions, the study propositions, the survey re-
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sults, confirmation inquiries, and documentation obtained.
The preliminary protocol guided this study throughout the
case analysis.
yin (1989, p. 88) argues that "one of the most impor-
tant sources of case study information is the interview."
since the survey questionnaire was sent to every community
college president, the starting point at each of the site
visitations was with the president as a key informant.
other key informants were identified from the interviews
with the presidents and from personal contacts as a result
of the authors twenty plus years in the community college
movement. site visitations were conducted in late March and
early April of 1991. At least two full days were devoted to
interviewing key personnel on each campus. Every initial
face to face interview was tape recorded in order to verify
any notes taken during the interviews. Several people were
interviewed more than once as information was obtained
requiring a reaffirmation. Most of the follow-ups were done
by telephone.
The "semistructured" interviews (Merriam 1988, p. 74)
commenced by sharing with the key informants the protocol
questions that would be used in the analysis of the inter-
views. While following the written protocol, the case study
interviews were at the same time left open-ended in order to
allow the key informants to tell of anything that might have
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contributed to the development, evolution, and practice of
their international education programs, including leads to
other key participants.
The research continued with direct observations at each
of the sites in order to examine first hand those "relevant
behaviors or environmental conditions" that may have given
rise and sustenance to a successful international education
program (Yin 1989, p. 91). Sharan Merriam (1988, p. 90)
argues that at least three factors should be taken into
account when observing a case site: The setting; the par-
ticipants; and the activities and interactions.
This research also followed closely yin's (1989) three
principles of data collection: using mUltiple sources of
evidence; creating a data base; and, maintaining a chain of
evidence (pp. 95-102). The protocol concept and the prin-
ciples of data collection designed for the case study re-
search detailed by Robert yin (1989) was adhered to at every
step of the investigation in order to minimize any criticism
of the approach or of the analysis.
SUMMARY
The reason for choosing survey questionnaire and the
descriptive mUltiple case study research designs was both to
describe the current status of international education at
the pUblic community colleges of Oregon and Washington and
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to describe in-depth the implementation, evolution, organiz-
ation, operations, and expansion of international education
programs at three of the most developed and most active
community colleges in the two state region of Oregon and
Washington.
CHAPTER IV
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS
In this chapter, the data collected on international
education from the public community colleges of Oregon and
Washington were analyzed and reported through the use of
tables, charts, and graphs. The data are further analyzed
and reported through the use of descriptive statistics
(percentages, means, medians, frequencies, and ranges). The
resulting data were analyzed by computer using two applica-
tions: PlanPerfect 5.1, a spreadsheet; and, Minitab 1.1, a
statistical computer package. Table presentations of the
data were created on WordPerfect, version 5.1, while graphs
and charts were created on Harvard Graphics, release 2.3.
PURPOSES OF THE SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
There were two primary purposes to be served from the
survey questionnaire. The first purpose was to identify and
describe the current status of international programs and
activities in the community colleges of Oregon and Washing-
ton states as they existed during the 1989-90 academic year.
The second purpose of the survey questionnaire was to quan-
tify, analyze, and interpret the data in such a way as to
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clearly and equitably identify three of the most highly
developed community colleges in the field of international
education from the two states. SUbsequently, these three
highly developed community colleges became the subjects of
the case studies, which provided a further in-depth analysis
of international education practices in the two state region
(see Chapter V).
BACKGROUND
A mailed survey questionnaire was sent to the presi-
dents of the forty-three pUblic community colleges of Oregon
and washington states. After four months and numerous
follow-ups, thirty-three colleges (77%) responded. Unfortu-
nately, two of the responses were from presidents indicating
that they were not inclined to answer the survey and one
response was only partially completed; thus, in reality,
only thirty colleges (70%) are represented in the final re-
sults. Eleven Oregon community colleges (69%) and nineteen
Washington community colleges (70%) are represented in this
study (see Figure 1 below).
Eight campus presidents out of thirty respondents took
the time to fill out the questionnaire. There were six
international education administrators, five deans of in
struction, two assistants to the dean of instruction, and a
variety of others, including one registrar and one ESL
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Figure 1. Community College Response Rates.
director who responded to the survey (see Appendix B for a
complete list of Oregon and Washington community colleges
and the participants in the study).
The community colleges responding to the survey varied
greatly in size and structure. The largest, Portland Commu-
nity College in Oregon, had 13,929 full-time equivalent
students (SFTE's), while the smallest, Oregon Coast Communi-
ty College, had only 100 full-time equivalent students in
attendance during the 1989-1990 school year. Interestingly,
the range of school sizes was much greater in the Oregon
community college "system" than that of Washington, which
ranged in size between 6,479 for Pierce College as the larg-
est school and 1,183 for Big Bend as the smallest school.
(See Figure 2 below.) Twenty-six of the respondents were
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in single campus districts, while four of the respondents
were parts of a multi-campus district: North Seattle and
Seattle Central in the three campus Seattle Community Col-
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Figure 2. Student Body Size By FTE's.
lege District (Seattle South did not respond); and, Spokane
Falls and Spokane Community College in the two campus Commu-
nity Colleges of Spokane District. Portland Community
College, it should be noted, which has three large, separate
campuses, responded as just one entity.
The mean campus size in the two state region amongst
the respondents was 3,980 full-time equivalent students, the
median was 3,547, and the trimmed mean (eliminating the top
and bottom five percent) was 3,702. The mean campus size
for Oregon respondents was 4,615, while the mean for Wash-
ington respondents was 3,612.
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From the literature and the data generated in this
study, it is fair to suggest that international education is
not one of the highest priorities of the community colleges,
either at the national level or in the Oregon and Washington
state region. The thirty respondents, when asked to rank
international education from lowest priority to highest
priority on a five point scale, ranked, on average, slightly
more than a middle priority with a score of 2.867. No
community college ranked international education as the
highest priority, although eight schools placed internation-
al education in the high middle of priorities. Fifteen
campuses see it as a middle priority. Five more said inter-
national education was a low middle, and two said it was
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amongst the lowest priorities for their schools. Neverthe-
less, it was interesting to learn that there is, indeed,
quite a bit of international activity taking place in the
region's community colleges.
THE STATUS OF INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION
The survey questionnaire results were analyzed in the
context of the new taxonomy on international education (see
Chapters II and III). The taxonomy, it will be recalled,
was created to better understand the meaning and definition
of international programs and activities as they are actual-
ly practiced. Each dimension or element in the taxonomy can
reveal the extent to which the public community colleges of
Oregon and Washington states are engaged in this field.
Recruitment and Education of International Students
The first dimension within the taxonomy of the meaning
and definition of international education in the community
colleges is that of recruitment and education of interna-
tional students. The data from the thirty schools in Oregon
and Washington revealed there were 2,463 full-time inter-
national students in attendance in 1989-1990. The greatest
number of full-time international students were attending
Edmonds community College with 450, which was exactly ten
percent of their student body, followed by Shoreline Commu-
nity College with 290. Big Bend, Lane, Portland, Tacoma,
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Chemeketa, North Seattle, and Clark all had more than 100
international students in attendance during the same time
period. Several schools reported no international students
attended their institutions. Figure 4 below shows the six
most active community colleges in terms of international
student enrollments.
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The school with the largest percentage of international
students was Big Bend Community College, a small rural
campus in the eastern part of Washington state, which had
160 international students or 15.83% of its student body.
Figure 5 below shows the percentage of international student
enrollment to full-time student equivalents among the six
most active community colleges in Oregon and Washington.
Yet, Big Bend Community College with the largest per-
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centage of international students to the rest of the student
body listed only one international student advisor with a
work load of only ten percent of his or her time. Upon
further investigation, it turns out that Big Bend had a
large contingency of Japanese agricultural students who were
studying under a Japanese government contract on the former
US Air Force Base, which is today the main campus of Big
Bend Community College. These students required no academic
advising provided by the college inasmuch as they were in a
self-contained program.
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Figure 5. International Students to FTE's.
other campuses, of course, employ international student
advisors according to the needs of their campuses. The
survey data showed that there were 17.3 fte international
student advisors for the thirty campuses, whi.ch translated
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into approximately one half-time person for each of the
schools surveyed. Furthermore, by dividing the 17.3 inter-
national student advisors among the 2,463 international
students at the thirty schools, there was a ratio of only
one advisor for every 142.36 students. Considering the
attention most international students need in adjusting to
both a new campus and a new country, the Oregon and Washing-
ton community colleges are probably understaffed and not
doing an adequate job of supporting their international
students.
The eleven Oregon community colleges in the study
reported only 3.35 full-time equivalent international stu-
dent advisors. The same eleven community colleges reported
621 international students for a ratio of 185 international
students for every full-time advisor. Washington community
colleges have a ratio of one international student advisor
for every 132 international students. The Washington commu-
nity colleges clearly are giving more attention to their
international student body.
An integral aspect of this dimension of the taxonomy
includes the recruitment of international students. Fifteen
of the thirty schools reported that they actively recruit
international students; thus, exactly one-half of the commu-
nity colleges in the study do not actively recruit interna-
tional students. Only two of the eleven Oregon community
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colleges (18%) recruit international students, while thir-
teen of the Washington community colleges (76%) actively
pursue a diversified student body containing international
students. Some larger schools, such as North Seattle with
120 international students, Lane with 173, Clark with 100,
and Chemeketa with 125, even without active recruitment,
have been successful in drawing international students for
reasons that seem to go beyond active recruiting. Chemeketa
Community College, which does not actively recruit and does
not provide student advising beyond 10 percent of one coun-
selor's time, is for unknown reasons to this author still
able to attract significant numbers of international stu-
dents.
The retention of international students was examined
through the category of percentage of degrees awarded.
While the national average for Associate of Arts degrees
granted is only about ten percent (Parnell, 1985), one
indicator of international student retention is the comple-
tion of the Associate Degree. This study asked the respon-
dents to estimate the percentage of awarded degrees for
international students.
The survey results indicate a much higher than average
completion rate for international students than for native
students when looking at national averages. In the two
state region, it is estimated by the respondents that forty-
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five percent of the 2,463 international students will re-
ceive a two-year degree (1,100 students) by the time they
complete their stay on campus. As Figure 6 shows, slightly
more than sixty percent of all international students were
in transfer studies, while slightly less than 40 percent
were in technical training.
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Figure 6. International Student Degrees.
Seven schools, with an international student population
of 151, reported no students will graduate. On the other
hand, two schools, with an international student population
of 6, reported that all will graduate.
International students attending Washington conmunity
colleges did have a higher graduation rate than their coun-
terparts at the Oregon community colleges. Oregon communi-
ty colleges estimate that only 26.8% of their international
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students will graduate, while 55.8% will graduate from Wash-
ington community colleges. It should be noted, too, that
international students attending Washington community col-
leges were more likely to be enrolled in a transfer program
(67.4%) than their counterparts in Oregon, where more than
half (50.5%) are enrolled in a vocational/technical two-year
program.
The countries of origin of the international students
are unknown from this study. It would be, however, very
informative to know the countries of origin to better under-
stand why only one-third of Washington's international
student body are enrolled in vocational/technical training
while one-half of Oregon's international student body is
enrolled in two-year programs that may, or may not, have
immediate impacts on the development strategies needed in
other parts of the world, especially in the "third world."
In other words, are the community colleges of Oregon and
Washington attracting two completely different types of
international students, one from the more developed world
and the other from the less developed world?
Another aspect of international students that was
examined in the context of the first dimension of the taxon-
omy was English as a Second Language training. This study
discovered that ESL training is provided by nearly all
community colleges in Oregon and Washington states to any
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person whose native language is other than English (97%).
ENL, English as a Non-native Language, is a relatively new
phenomenon that offers English language training at the
lower division transfer level (much like Spanish, German,
and French) and is closely allied with the teaching faculty
of ESL. ENL is currently offered by 14 of the community
colleges surveyed (47%), with eight Washington campuses
(42%) and six Oregon campuses (55%) involved. ESL training
is often provided free of charge to the student through
community service classes, while ENL is offered through the
regular class schedules.
Both international students who arrive on student visas
to pursue one or more years of training in the United states
and those students, who for a variety of reasons do not
speak English, attend local community colleges in pursuit of
English language training. The two categories of students
often-times end up sharing the same teacher and the same
classroom combining to enlarge the overall "international"
presence of any given community college campus.
This study revealed that there were 11,795 students
enrolled in ESL and ENL during the 1989-90 school year at
the Oregon and Washington community colleges surveyed. The
mean was 421.3 students for the thirty community colleges
and the median was 212. The range was a low of 30 and a
high of 1,850. Figure 7 shows the six community colleges
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with the greatest ESL & ENL enrollments. Central Seattle
Community College had the highest enrollment with 1,850
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Figure 7. Enrolled ESL and ENL Students.
students, with Edmonds community College enrolling an addi-
tional 1,800 ESL/ENL students. North Seattle community
College, in the meanwhile, enrolled 1,450 ESL/ENL. Mt.
Hood, Clark, and Columbia Basin community Colleges all en-
rolled between 500 and 1,000 ESL/ENL students during the
1989-90 academic year. Unfortunately, this study did not
include in its original goals to ascertain exactly how many
of the ESL/ENL students are, in fact, international stu-
dents. It is clear from discussions with both ESL instruc-
tors and international education administrators, however,
that some percentage of the ESL/ENL student body comes from
the international students attending a particular community
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college.
An examination of the responses indicated that the
highest percentage of ESL students in relationship to stu-
dent full-time equivalents occurred at North Seattle Commu-
nity College, where 6.8 percent of the student body was
enrolled in ESL classes (see Figure 8 below). Edmonds and
Central Seattle were each above six percent, Wenatchee was
above four percent, and Central Oregon and Mt. Hood were
above three percent each. The mean percentage for the
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Figure 8. ESL and ENL Students to FTE's.
thirty community colleges was 2.85 percent, while the median
was 2.1 percent. (An academic anomaly did occur when Oregon
Coast community College reported that with 100 student fte's
that they had 25 percent of their students enrolled in ESL
classes. )
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Foreign Born Faculty
Another indication of the "internationalization" of a
communi·ty college can be found in the second dimension of
the taxonomy in the number of foreign born full-time faculty
on any given campus. While the literature was virtually
silent on the demographics and contributions of foreign born
faculty to higher education and specifically to internation-
al education programs, this study found 164 foreign born
faculty members among the 3,763 faculty on the thirty cam-
puses surveyed. There were 123 foreign born full-time
faculty in Washington state and 45 in Oregon. This repre-
sents 4.4 percent of the total full-time faculty in the two
state region. Foreign born faculty represented 5.7 percent
of the total faculty in Washington state, while only 2.7
percent were accounted for in Oregon. There was a mean
number of 5.5 foreign born faculty for each of the thirty
campuses, while the median number was 4 for the two state
region. Oregon had an average of only 4.09 for each of the
eleven schools responding, while Washington had an average
of 6.47 for each of the nineteen schools in the study.
Shoreline Community College had the highest percentage
of foreign born faculty with thirty on their staff repre-
senting twenty percent of the total faculty. Seattle Cen-
tral had 23 foreign born faculty, which is 18.7 percent,
while Tacoma and Yakima had ten each. Mt. Hood had six, or
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3.31 percent. Figure 9 shows those community colleges with
the highest percentage of foreign born full-time faculty to
full-time faculty in Oreg9n and Washington.
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Non-US Curriculum
The third dimension pf the taxonomy in this study is
related to the level of ipstruction in courses devoted to
sUbject matter that gener~lly does not use the United States
at its core. This categorY incl~ded foreign language study
and courses on the history, culture, politics, and economics
of other nations.
All of the responding community colleges offer foreign
language training in at least tWOI languages other than Eng-
lish (see Figure 10 below). The Isurvey revealed twelve
different languages -- Chinese, Dutch, French, German,
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Italian, Japanese, Korean, Latin, Norwegian, Russian, Span-
ish, and Swedish -- are taught in the thirty community
colleges in the two state region.
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Figure 10. Different Languages and sections.
Lane community College was the most active foreign
language school and teaches eight different languages.
North Seattle community College, on the other hand, offered
the most foreign language sections with 171, although only
offering five different foreign languages during the school
year 1989-90. The mean number of different foreign languag-
es at the thirty responding community colleges was 4.13,
while the median number was 4. The twelve different lan-
guages generated a total of 1,110 sections for the thirty
schools during 1989-90. The average number of foreign
language sections taught equaled 38, while the median number
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was 29.
Spanish language training is by far the most popular
foreign language and all responding community colleges teach
it with the exception of Clatsop community College in
Astoria, Oregon (Figure 11). There are more spanish lan-
guage sections than any other foreign language offerings,
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too. French language training was second with twenty-seven
schools offering it.
From the survey data, it was found that 21 community
colleges now offer Japanese language training, while only 20
offer German language training, once considered the number
one foreign language of choice, especially for scientists
and engineers in the united states. The obvious explanation
for this change is due to the presence of Japanese business-
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es in the united states and the location of Oregon and
Washington in the Pacific Rim with closer ties to Japan than
most other states. The pattern seems established and the
future of Japanese language classes seems secure.
Not so secure, perhaps, are the many other language
classes offered as one-time courses to please a relatively
small constituency, such as Latin or Norwegian or Italian.
The data revealed Russian was being taught at nine different
community colleges, and that Chiese was being taught at
eight different community colleges in the Northwest.
The third dimension of the international education
programming survey dealt also with the types and varieties
of courses devoted to sUbject matter not tied directly with
a curriculum base for the United states. This open-ended,
perhaps poorly worded, question seemed to tax the imagina-
tion of the respondents as to what exactly was being asked
of them. The answers were often-times uninspired, and they
seemed to lack an in-depth understanding of their own cur-
riculum, college catalog and class schedule. As a result,
the responses are somewhat suspect for specific meaning in
the search for those Pacific Northwest community colleges
involved in international education. Yet, it would be
remiss not to report on several of the more interesting
aspects of the responses.
The thirty respondents found a total of 129 classes
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related to a cultural curriculum notlrooted in the united
States. The mean number of respo,nsel:; for both states was
4.45 courses or classes per colle,ge, while the median was
3.0 and the range was from 0 to a. maximum of 20. Among the
nineteen Washington community colleges, they offer 83 such
courses for an average of 4.36 classl3s per campus. Among
the eleven Oregon community colleiges, they offer 46 such
classes for an average of 4.18 classl3s per campus.
Several respondents marked d!ownl "none" on their answer
sheets leaving it unknown as to \lJ'hether or not they saw the
question and merely skipped over it due to the open-endness
or the amount of t.ime they might have to take to fill i.t out
fully. Many of the schools did list their Western or World
civilization courses; although, l11iany,~ who do, in fact, teach
the sequence in Western or World Civilization, did not. One
school listed as their entire non-US Ibased curriculum their
one course on World Religions. Several listed their Geo-
graphy courses. Several more listedl stand alone history
classes, such as The History of The History of
China as their sole entries. listed several
music classes, including Music C ltures of the World.
Several listed all of their Anth opology classes. And,
three schools sent pages from th catalogs marked with
international education entries.
Figure 12 shows that based n responses to this survey
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item, Mt. Hood, Tacoma, North Seattle, Portland, Shoreline
and Spokane Falls community colleges are among the most
active schools devoting classes to international education
from a non-US based curricula.
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Internationalizing the Curriculum
The fourth dimension in the taxonomy is an examination
of the extent to which the Oregon and Washington community
colleges have attempted to "internationalize" their existing
curricula. Proponents of "internationalizing the curric-
ulum" suggest that community colleges should infuse into
existing courses materials on other cultures, other nations,
and other practices found in the global community. In addi-
tion, proponents suggest that efforts should be made to
create specialty courses detailing the rise of "internation-
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alism" in contemporary affairs. These courses, usually
called International Studies or International Education, are
stand alone classes designed to introduce the student to the
world without reference to a specific national cUlture, but
focus on global issues.
"Internationalizing the curriculum" was not only to
strengthen existing traditional non-US curriculum but to
infuse those ideas found in other cultures into the tradi-
tional American-based curriculum. The intent of instructors
and administrators promoting this process was to introduce
new materials for existing courses in the curriculum.
The main enterprise found in "internationalizing the
curriculum" focused on the writing of modules or components
that could be adapted to any existing course depending on
the imagination and creativity of the course instructor.
The module or lesson plan approach to "internationalizing
the curriculum" has, indeed, been followed by a number of
community colleges in Oregon and Washington.
Only two questions were asked of the respondents: One,
has your college implemented a program generically known as
"internationalizing the curriculum?" And, two, what date
(or year) did you begin this process?
Thirteen community colleges (43%) in the two state
region have programs for implementing an "internationaliza-
tion of the curriculum," while seventeen community colleges
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(57%) did not. Five out of Oregon's eleven responding
schools (45%) are involved, and eight out of washington's
nineteen responding schools (42%) are also involved. Shore-
line community College reported that they have been "inter-
nationalizing the curriculum" since 1975 or for the past
fifteen years. The mean number of years for all thirty
schools was 2.7 years, while the mean for the thirteen
actively engaged schools was 6.23 years. Although Shoreline
has been at it the longest, the Washington state community
colleges who recognize the value of "internationalizing the
curriculum" are relatively new in this arena with a mean of
only 3.1 years. The Oregon state community colleges who
have been involved in this aspect of international education
have been at it longer with a mean of 8.2 years.
Mt. Hood community College, which has been recognized
nationally for its efforts in "internationalizing the cur-
riculum" (AACJC Journal, Aug.jSept. 1990), has been involved
since 1978.
International Trade and Business Education
International trade and business issues continue to
grow in importance for the United States, each individual
state in the union, and for local communities. In order to
probe the level of international trade and business activi-
ties at the community colleges of Oregon and Washington,
three responses were solicited: Do you offer specific
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courses designated with -the title, "International," what are
they, and how many of each did you offer in the 1989-90
academic year?
santiago Wood (1986) surveyed ninety California commu-
nity colleges (out of 106) and discerned that only sixteen
(18%) said they had offered classes or programs in interna-
tional trade and business, while only two (4.5%) required
international trade or business courses for their business
majors, and no community college in California required a
course in international education for completing an
Associate of Arts degree (p. 95). In the 1984 nation-wide
study by Vassilou, she discovered that only 60 (14%) of the
432 responding community colleges offered any formal course
work or programs related to international business. The two
studies pointed out that very few community colleges were
engaged in international trade and business activities at a
time when international trade and business was on the rise.
The results of this study indicate that seven of the
eleven responding Oregon campuses (64%) and ten of the nine-
teen responding Washington campuses (53%) offered courses
labelled "International." Figure 13 reveals that when
specifically asked to identify courses being offered as
International Business, Oregon community colleges with
twenty-seven percent and Washington community colleges with
thirty-eight percent, exceeded both California and the rest
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of the nation in the percentage of schools engaged in inter-
national business education with ten schools reporting that
THE PERCENTAGE OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES
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they offer such courses. When specifically asked to identi-
fy courses being offered as International Trade, Oregon
(27%) and Washington (26%) again exceeded the findings of
Wood (1986) and Vassilou (1984) with eight schools respond-
ing that they offer such courses.
Three schools offered International Education courses
at least once, and four schools offered International Eco-
nomics at least once during the 1989-90 school year. Inter-
national Law, a very specific course usually taught at the
upper division or graduate school level, was being taught at
two different community colleges in the region to enhance
their International Business and Trade programs.
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Two community colleges in the region, North Seattle
community College and Spokane Falls community College,
received grants from the US Department of Education under
the Title VI(b), International Business Education Program,
totalling more than $200,000 in 1989-90.
In seven different categories of international course
offerings, the region's community colleges engage in them
all to a greater or lesser extent. The mean number of
international course offerings was 1.67 for the entire
responding group (see Figure 14). The thirty responding
community colleges offered 113 sections of instruction in
these seven different class offerings. The mean number of
sections was 3.93, with one school, North Seattle, offering
22 sections. Mt. Hood offered six different classes and 12
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sections, while Edmonds, Spokane Falls, and North Seattle
community Colleges with five different classes each.
While advocates of international education, especially
in the business and trade area, argue for a greater offering
of classes and courses to better prepare today's students
for the world of tomorrow, Oregon and washington community
colleges appear to be doing a better job in these two states
than what was true in California or in the nation as a whole
just five years ago. Only a national study could confirm
this particular supposition.
"sister College" Relationships
The sixth dimension in the taxonomy of international
education programming for a community college is the in-
volvement with other colleges and universities in other
countries around the world. This involvement can help
create an atmosphere of openness to new ways of conducting
educational services and a sharing between peoples of dif-
ferent cultures and backgrounds.
The lack of a solid literature and research base pre-
cluded any indication of what might be expected in this
arena. However, eleven out of the thirty responding Oregon
and Washington community colleges (37.6%) had one or more
"sister college" relationships during the 1989-90 academic
year. Four schools in Oregon (36.3%) and seven schools in
Washington (36.8%) reported such relationships.
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Skagit Valley Community College reported three formal
"sister college" arrangements. The mean number of relation-
ships among the eleven community colleges reporting this
activity was 1.73, and the median was 1.4, with a range of
1 to 3. Nineteen community colleges reported no formal
"sister college" relationships.
A second part of the one question appearing on the
survey instrument asked the respondents to list the "sister
college" by name and location. Not surprising, the eleven
reporting community colleges had thirteen such arrangements
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with Japanese educational institutions. This has probably
come about due to the emphasis placed on "Pacific Rim"
issues and the obvious Japanese presence in all aspects of
life in the Pacific Northwest.
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Shoreline community College reported that they have a
"sist.er college" located in Kobe, Japan, also site of the
Edmonds community College branch campus in Japan. Thus,
they are still competing for students (their districts are
nearly side by side in north Seattle and King County) on the
other side of the Pacific Ocean. Edmonds reported two
"sister college" relationships, both in Japan, and Mt. Hood
had one "sister college" in Japan and another in Korea. A
second community college, Pierce, has a "sister college"
relationship in Korea. Great Britain, Thailand, China, and
New Zealand are the locations for the remaining "sister
college" relationships.
Community Colleges Abroad
The seventh dimension in the taxonomy is the establish-
ment of community colleges abroad. While there is very
little literature available on this practice, there are
across the United States a few community colleges actively
engaged in either assisting other nations in the development
of their own community colleges or in operating branch
campuses in other nations. The lack of a literature and
research base precluded any expectations of what might be
found in the community colleges of Oregon and Washington in
this area of international education.
The survey questionnaire administered to the Oregon and
Washington community colleges attempted to shed some light
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on whether or not they were involved in a) assisting a host
government or school in a foreign country in the development
of a community college or b) operating their own branch
campuses abroad.
Of the thirty schools responding, six schools were
involved in either activity. (Green River Community Col-
lege, which has been reported in the press as being involved
in the operation of a branch campus in Japan during the
1989-90 academic year, did not respond to this survey even
after three letters, the sending of a second survey instru-
ment, and no less than eight phone calls to top administra-
tors asking for their support and involvement in this re-
search.)
Edmonds, Everett, Lane, and Shoreline community colleg-
es had had requests from other nations to assist in the
establishment of two year colleges abroad. Edmonds had
contacts from four different countries, Japan, Taiwan,
France and Spain for assistance. Everett had contacts from
Japan and Costa Rica for assistance, while Lane was contact-
ed by Japanese officials and Shoreline by officials from the
People's Republic of China. Thus, six (13%) of the thirty
responding schools were engaged in assisting other nations'
development plans for two year colleges. The extent and
nature of these plans are unknown due to the limitations of
the survey instrument.
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On the question of operating a foreign branch campus,
two responding institutions, Edmonds community College and
Mt. Hood community College, both operate their own branch
campuses in Japan: Edmonds in Kobe; and, Mt. Hood in Kurash-
iki. (See Chapter V for details on these operations.)
When asked if their community college was considering
opening a foreign branch campus or others, two schools,
Edmonds community College and Big Bend community College,
responded with affirmative answers. Big Bend did not indi-
cate where they were seeking an overseas branch campus.
But, Edmonds indicated they were looking at possible branch
campuses in three different locations: Taiwan, France, and
spain. The questionnaire was unable to ascertain the depth
of the planning on any of these future projects.
These projects which establish community or two year
colleges in other nations are operating from the premise of
educating both US nationals studying abroad and the nation-
als of the host country. Again, there is very little avail-
able to the researcher in the literature or from the initial
questionnaire used in this study about the extent of commu-
nity colleges operating branch campuses in other countries.
International Education Consortia
The eighth dimension in the taxonomy is the involvement
of community colleges in international education consortia.
The literature suggests that US community colleges operating
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as single units often cannot afford to get involved with
international projects from either a political or economic
reality due to local concerns. Even though the leadership
may very much want to be involved, the only alternative to
"going it alone" is to belong to an international consortium
of two or more community colleges (Adams 1979 and Gleason
and Hazelwood 1987).
The consortium is usually based on a common interest in
one country or region of the world or a common bond, such as
being in the same state or in the same region. King and
Fersh (1989) point out that there are "more than a dozen"
consortia working to assist individual community colleges
organize and develop any and all international programs and
activities. Some examples include the American Association
of community and Junior Colleges (AACJC) which began as a
consortium for the development of community college inter-
ests in international activities in 1976. Today, more than
one hundred community colleges belong to the AACJC Interna-
tional Intercultural Consortium, of which thirty are foreign
operated community colleges, mostly in Canada. A very
selective international consortium is the Community Colleges
for International Education, with the main offices at Brev-
ard community College in Florida, that allows only twenty·-
seven member schools to participate. Another selective
world-wide consortium for community colleges is EPIC, Educa-
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tional Partners for International Cooperation, with only
twelve members. Several states support consortia on inter-
national education. And, there is one Pacific Northwest
regional consortium on international education (Kelleher
1985), The Northwest International Education Association.
The survey questionnaire sent out to all forty-three
public community colleges in Oregon and Washington states
included one question asking the respondent to list any
international education consortia to which they belong. The
responses indicated twenty-two schools belong to one or more
consortia (73%). sixteen of the nineteen Washington commu-
nity colleges responding (84.2%) and seven of the eleven
Oregon community colleges responding (63.6%) belong to one
or more consortia. The mean number was 1.3, the median was
1.0, and the range was 0 to 4.
The data further revealed that the twenty-two schools
which belong to consortia are involved in twelve different
consortia. Thirteen schools (43.3%) belong to the Northwest
International Education Association, while only three
schools in the two state region (10%), one in Oregon and two
in Washington, belong to the national AACJC International/
Intercultural Consortium. It was a surprise to learn that
two schools, North Seattle Community College and Spokane
Falls community College, belong to the very selective Commu-
nity Colleges for International Development Consortium
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mentioned above. It is, perhaps, noteworthy to remember
that these two schools were the only two community colleges
in the region to receive Title VI(b) grants as well. Mt.
Hood community College is the only school in the region to
belong to EPIC.
Fifteen schools, or one-half of the respondents, list-
ed the American Institute for Foreign study as a consortium
for international education. Tpere appear to be several
smaller consortia within the region such as the Southwest
Washington Consortium for International Education, with
three schools, and the Eastern Washington Consortium for
International Education, with two schools active during the
1989-90 academic year. And, one school, Spokane Falls,
belongs to a city-wide consortium called the Spokane Consor-
tium for International Studies.
Study Abroad Programs for Faculty and Students
The ninth dimension in the taxonomy on international
education programming is that of study abroad programs for
faculty and students. According to the very limited litera-
ture and research on community college study abroad pro-
grams, the two year colleges of the United States have been
very slow to recognize the value of faculty and student
study abroad programs (Boyer 1978).
As a part of the study, faculty experiences in inter-
national activities were surveyed (see Figure 16). A number
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of community colleges were found where the faculty have been
fairly active in the area of exchanges, living, and travel-
ling abroad.
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Figure 16. Faculty International Experiences.
On the whole, however, community college faculty involvement
in the past ten years has been meager at best. For example,
the actual number of faculty who have had exchanges abroad
totalled only 54 over the ten year period. That means,
there have only been 1.8 exchanges per campus since 1980.
This represents only 1.4 percent of the total faculty in the
two state region. From the total faculty of 3,763 in the
thirty schools, only 6.3 percent (237) have lived abroad
during the past ten years. Twenty-two percent (827), or
nearly one-quarter of all the faculty, have, however, trav-
elled abroad during the past ten years. Shoreline community
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College faculty led the way in travel with 100 members
finding their way abroad. Lane Community College faculty,
with 78 individuals, was the second most active, while Mt.
Hood faculty were third. The survey instrument did not,
unfortunately, lend itself to discerning more information
about faculty study abroad opportunities. other than the
American Institute for Foreign study (AIFS) program, which
included a certain number of faculty to both teach and study
abroad while participating with their students in the same
program, no questions were included to understand the nature
of faculty study abroad. The study did, however, determine
that 54 faculty have had faculty exchanges, 237 have lived
abroad, and more than 820 have travelled abroad in the past
ten years. Some of these faculty, no doubt, have used
resources other than their own to obtain these opportuni-
ties.
Due to the low cost of tuition and the idea that commu-
nity colleges are primarily for commuter students or stu-
dents only interested in learning a job skill, local boards
of trustees and administrators have been slow to advance the
concept that an international experience will make the
student a better educated person, regardless of their aca-
demic interests (Boyer 1978).
The data from this study revealed that the American
Institute for Foreign Study, a private not-for-profit
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organization begun in 1964, has been active in assisting a
number of Oregon and Washington community colleges in estab-
lishing a consortium for the purpose of recruiting faculty
and students to teach and study in England each spring
quarter. Fifteen community colleges (50%) participated in
this effort in 1989-90.
The data further revealed that an estimated 617 commu-
nity college students from Oregon and Washington studied
abroad for one quarter or more during a three year time
period, 1987 to 1990. The mean number of students studying
abroad in this three year time frame for all thirty schools
was 20.57, or less than seven per year, while the median was
5.0 and the range was from 0 to 170. Shoreline community
College in Washington state led all schools with 170 stu-
dents abroad, while Rogue Community College in Oregon had
100 of its students studying overseas in the same three year
period.
In 1989-90, Oregon and Washington community college
students studied in nineteen different countries. The most
popular place to study, by far, was in England. This came
as no surprise, since English is the native language of the
hosts and AIFS had been working with fifteen regional col-
leges on a London, England project. Thirteen schools, most
of which worked with AIFS, sent their students to England.
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Figure 17. study Abroad Programs.
The second most popular place was Germany, with five schools
sending their students to study there. Mexico and France
received students from three of the region's community
colleges. Japan, which wasn't too surprising, hosted only
two schools. Oriental languages, while catching on quite
rapidly in the community colleges of Oregon and Washington,
are still considered the most difficult to master. There
were Oregon and Washington community college students in the
following countries during 1989-90: Chile; Ecuador; Belize;
Ireland; Hong Kong; The Netherlands; Argentina; Kenya;
Turkey; Tunisia; Spain; and the Soviet union.
When a community college utilized a consortium for
student study abroad programs it most likely was AIFS,
although the Consortium for International Education Studies
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(CIES) and the Spokane Consortium for International Educa-
tion were used by two schools in the region to assist them
in sending students abroad. A few responses indicated that
their own faculty on foreign study projects led their stu-
dents in study abroad programs.
still, the number of students and the number of differ-
ent countries visited by the students studying abroad came
as a mild surprise given the pessimism found in the litera-
ture. As travel becomes more readily available, more commu-
nity college faculty and students will, undoubtedly, find
their way abroad in the future.
Overseas Military Programs
The tenth, and final, dimension in the taxonomy on
international education deals with overseas military pro-
grams. The data revealed that only one community college,
Big Bend, has an overseas TIlilitary program. Big Bend Commu-
nity College has been involved with military contracts since
1970. This small rural eastern Washington community college
served more than one thousand college students during the
1989-90 school year in Germany, Italy, England, and Saudi
Arabia, employing 850 staff members, including full- and
part-time faculty. The European-based contract employs a
Vice President for operations, who reports directly to the
President of Big Bend, a Dean of Instruction, and several
other full-time administrators, in addition to faculty and
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classified staff. curriculum matters are coordinated be-
tween the horne campus Dean of Instruction and the European-
based "headquarters" in Germany.
Big Bend community College started its involvement with
the US Army twenty years ago by offering high school comple-
tion course work for GI's. After eight years, the Washing-
ton college started offering a college transfer curriculum
for army personnel and their dependents in Ger-many. Today,
a complete transfer program and several vocational/technical
programs are offered in four foreign countries under several
military contracts.
Faculty, staff, and students studying at an overseas
off-campus location, whether sponsored directly or indirect-
ly by the military for military personnel and/or their
dependents, under the auspices of an accredited community
college, are enjoying all the benefits of an international
experience very much like a study abroad program. The fact
that the branch campus is being funded by a military con-
tract has no bearing on the experience, particularly if the
faculty require off-base or off-campus activities to supple-
ment instruction.
The real surprise in the data was that there aren't
more schools involved in providing college courses and
programs to the armed services overseas.
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THE MOST ACTIVE COMMUNITY COLLEGES
The second purpose of the survey questionnaire was to
quantify and manipulate the data in such a way as to clearly
and equitably identify three of the most highly developed
community colleges in the field of international education
from the two states. After examining the issue of the
weighting and achieving equitable balance for all factors
identified from the survey instrument, it was possible to
determine the level of involvement of all thirty community
colleges taking part in this study (see Appendix D). The
following chart ranks the six most developed and active
community colleges in the Oregon and Washington region in
the field of international education by the number of points
received.
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Figure 18. Most Active community Colleges.
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From the six community colleges, three clearly emerged
as the most developed and the most active across the taxono-
my in the field of international education within the two
state region: Edmonds community College in Washington
state; Shoreline Community College in Washington state; and,
Mt. Hood community College in Oregon.
Many schools were quite strong in certain areas but not
strong enough in all areas to gain enough points in any of
the data runs to be considered the most developed and com-
prehensive in the field of international education. For
example, Tacoma, Yakima, Clark, South Puget Sound, and
Spokane all devoted staff resources to international educa-
tion exceeding or comparable to Edmonds, Shoreline, and Mt.
Hood but did not show evidence of much participation in
other areas. On the other hand, as Figure 19 below shows,
the three most comprehensive, and thus the most developed
community colleges in the field of international education,
while showing up often in all areas of the rank-order cate-
gories, were ranked number one, two, or three thirteen times
out of the forty-one weighted responses. They were, how-
ever, involved in practically all facets of international
education. Chapter V details what each of these three
schools are accomplishing in the field of international
education to earn the distinction of being the most devel-
oped in the two state region of Oregon and Washington.
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SUMMARY
There were two primary purposes to be served from the
survey questionnaire. The first purpose was to identify and
describe the current status of international programs and
activities in the community colleges of Oregon and Washing-
ton states as they existed during the 1989-90 academic year.
The second purpose of the survey questionnaire was to quan-
tify, analyze, and interpret the data in such a way as to
clearly and equitably identify the three most developed
community colleges in the field of international education
from the two states.
The data demonstrated that many Oregon and Washington
community colleges are, indeed, involved in the dynamics of
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international education to an extent not previously under-
stood. The data also demonstrated that, while there are
many internati.onal education programs worthy of being deemed
highly developed, three community colleges, Edmonds, Shore-
line, and Mt. Hood, received the greatest number of points
from the survey questionnaire and were selected for further
in-depth case studies.
CHAPTER V
CASE STUDY RESULTS
In this chapter, the results of three case studies of
the most highly developed community colleges in the field of
international education from the states of Oregon and Wash-
ington are presen'ted. Edmonds Community College (WA) ,
Shoreline Community College (WA) , and Mt. Hood Community
College (OR) were selected for case study analyses on the
basis of their overall international activities and programs
identified from the initial survey questionnaire distributed
to all forty-three public community colleges in Oregon and
Washington states. The three schools received the highest
total points determined by a weighted numeric system applied
to the initial survey questionnaire results from the thirty-
three responding institutions (see Chapters III and IV).
PURPOSES OF THE CASE STUDIES
In his book, Approaches to International Education,
Earl Backman (1984) pioneered in the use of case studies to
understand and appreciate what two-year colleges and four-
year colleges and universities were doing in the field of
international education. While he himself did not conduct
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the eighteen case studies for his book, per se, he provided
the structure for other writers to describe in-depth what
was happening at their institutions in this particular
field. He suggested there were several purposes to be
served from the international education case study analysis.
One purpose was to identify and describe the current status
of international programs and activities as they existed at
a certain time. A second purpose of the case study analysis
was to provide additional perspectives to the research based
literature. A third purpose, he believed, was to provide
results that could be used by college and university prac-
titioners and others, if they so choose, to gain insights
into the many facets of international education.
Earl Backman (1984) used a series of general topics as
a guide for other writers to describe international educa-
tion on their home campuses for his book, Approaches to
International Education. The author of this dissertation
utilized the same guide to construct an interview protocol,
which was used in the presentation of the following three
case studies.
EDMONDS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Introduction
The following case study of Edmonds Community College
in the state of Washington was compiled through the use of
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interviews with key personnel during a two-day visit to the
campus in April, 1991, and the use of relevant documenta-
tion. Interviews were conducted with the president, the
associate dean for international student programs, the
division chair for international education, the dean of
student services, two part-time ESL instructors, several
international students, and several classified staff mem-
bers, both in and out of the international education arena.
Documentation included the college catalog, international
studies curricula information, college organization charts,
international student brochures, recent copies of the inter-
national newsletters from campus and the Japan Center, and
college statistics. Several post-interview telephone calls
were made for follow-up details in May and June. (The
author of this dissertation personally knows several of the
international education personnel for the past several years
as a result of professional contacts.)
Institutional Description
Edmonds Community College is located just north of the
Seattle city limits and just across the King County line.
The college is one of five community colleges found along
the I-5 corridor from downtown Seattle going north to Ever-
ett, each one only about five to seven miles from each
other. The main campus is one block west of Aurora Boule-
vard, a six lane main north-south arterial leading out of
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Seattle, which contains the highest concentration of strip
malls and shopping for the northern suburbs.
Everett Community College was established in the early
1930's. In the 1950's, Everett opened a second campus in
the southern most part of Snohomish County near Edmonds and
Lynnwood, Washington. The campus became known as Edmonds
Community College. A new building site was secured in the
city limits of Lynnwood in the mid-1960's, although the name
Edmonds continued. A small, compact campus with four major
structures capable of serving between 3,000 and 4,000 full-
time students was constructed in the early 1970's.
After a number of disagreements between the campuses, a
division of the district took place in 1979 leaving Edmonds
as a stand alone community college district. Today, the
Edmonds community College District serves the smallest
geographical area of the twenty-seven Washington state
community college districts and serves about the median
number of students. About four to five miles wide by six to
seven miles long in size, three population centers, Lynn-
wood, Edmonds, and Mountlake townships, are inside the
district boundaries.
Students
During the 1989-90 academic year, Edmonds Community
College enrolled 4,500 full-time equivalent students. More
than 11,000 individuals, by headcount, attended Edmonds.
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Women made up the majority of students, with the average age
about thirty-one, a slight decline from previous years when
it had reached slightly over thirty-three. Most students
work while attending school. The student body is not typi-
cal of the average northwest community college when consid-
ering racial, ethnic, and cultural diversity, due to the
large number of Asian Americans living in the district and
the large number of international students.
In 1989, Edmonds Community College enrolled the highest
number of international students of any community college
participating in this study with 450. This represented 10
percent of the total enrollment. In 1990, the college
increased its international student body to 620, increasing
the percentage to 13.8. Forty countries are represented in
the international student body. Most of the international
student body comes from Asia, with Japan, Korea, and China
well represented in the group. In 1988, the president of
the college, Mr. Tom Nielson, thought the international
student body needed more representation from European cul-
tures. The college used a strategy of employing an agent or
representative in France to help recruit French students for
the main campus. After the agent had set up a number of
high school visitations and college fairs, the president
sent a team of Edmonds community College staff to make
personal face to face contacts with potential students. The
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agent, who received ten percent of the tuition for each of
the first three quarters of enrollment, then does the
follow-up and paper work for the students while they are
still in their home country. As a result of this strategy,
Edmonds Community College increased its European and French
student body by seventy-five students. College staff became
familiar with the arriving students and the staff had the
opportunity to travel abroad.
As a result of heavy marketing and recruiting of inter-
national students, there is definitely an atmosphere of
being a part of the world community when visiting the
Edmonds community College campus. International students
can be spotted in practically every corner of the medium
size campus. There are two small, converted two story
houses near the front entrance to the college dedicated
exclusively to international students services, as well as
containing an international travel agency.
Edmonds Community College participates in a number of
organized international projects that also help bring inter-
national students to the campus, including a federally
funded project through Georgetown University and the US
Agency for International Development, called CASSo The 17
CASS students were stUdying computer repair and electronics
and came from Central America and the Caribbean Basin. The
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students' native languages included English, French, and
spanish.
In the 1989-90 academic year, Edmonds Community College
opened a branch campus in Kobe, Japan, enrolling a charter
student body of 460 students. In 1991, when the Japanese
academic year began, the Kobe campus started the second year
of operations in Japan with 660 students, an increase of
almost thirty percent. These students are not counted
toward the campus numbers and are not counted in the inter-
national student totals submitted to the state of Washing-
ton. If they were counted along with the main campus inter-
national students, Edmonds community College would have
1,280 international students for the 1990-1991 school year.
However, due to heavy marketing of Edmonds Community College
in Japan, both on the Kobe campus and around the island
nation, administrators anticipate even larger numbers of
Japanese students to take classes on the main campus in the
next several years.
Faculty
In the 1989-90 academic year, Edmonds community College
had a faculty of 88 full-time instructors on the main campus
with another 20 full-time instructors assigned to Correc-
tions Education. In addition, there were 54 full-time
instructors working at the Edmonds Japan Campus in Kobe,
where there is a 22-1 stUdent-faculty ratio, which is
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slightly lower than the main campus. Most of the Japan
Center faculty teach ESL. Out of the 162 full-time faculty,
18 (11%) hold the doctorate; most hold the master's degree,
with about ten percent of the total faculty possessing less
than the master's. Of the total staff, fifty-eight percent
are male.
The number of foreign born faculty equal only five. It
was surprising to note that Edmonds Community College, with
the largest number of international students, had so few
foreign born faculty and staff. In fact, this study showed
that the average community college had 5.7 foreign born
faculty members, leaving Edmonds community College somewhat
below the average.
The Community
While many, if not most, community colleges restrict
their enrollment and thinking to a very localized geographic
area, the Ilcommunity" that Edmonds community College serves
is the world. The dean of students, paraphrasing the presi-
dent of the college, insisted that Edmonds community College
was not a "state funded II community college but allstate
assistedll community college; therefore, the student body can
come, literally, from anywhere in the world.
Does that mean Edmonds Community College ignores the
needs of the local residents of their District? According
to the dean of students and others interviewed, local resi-
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dents are truly enriched by the presence of so many interna-
tional students and visitors from around the world. Those
interviewed seemed to suggest that there was an organiza-
tional culture that advocated that what is good for the
world is good for Edmonds community College. Thus, if the
college can bring a part of the world to Lynnwood, the local
residents and students are the ultimate beneficiaries of
this policy. And, while there are from time to time vocal
critics, close to home and around the state, of such a
policy, the college staff that were interviewed felt that
this philosophy and way of thinking was well integrated into
the overall educational mission of the college.
Those interviewed also felt that the criticism of not
being in touch with the educational needs of the local
residents can also be deflected on another level, too. They
pointed out that there are four other community colleges all
within fifteen or twenty minutes of the Edmonds campus.
Because there are no out of district restrictions in the
Washington state community college system, local residents
may perceive that they have many choices of colleges and
that Edmonds has merely carved out a very special niche for
the special student who wants to be involved in an interna-
tional setting without leaving home.
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College structure and organization
Edmonds Community College has one main campus, two cor-
rections centers within the district, and one campus in
Kobe, Japan. The district is headed by a five member Board
of Trustees selected by the governor of Washington state.
Board members serve for four year terms. The Board of
Trustees, through a state board and working with local
officials, sets policies and leaves to a twenty-six member
Administration the rules and regulations by which the col-
lege is organized and operated.
The president, Mr. Thomas Nielson, has been in office
since 1980. There are three vice presidents that report to
the president: An executive vice president, responsible for
instruction and student services; a vice president for
finances and operations; and, a vice president for the Japan
campus. The director of human resources also reports to the
president.
There are three full deans at Edmonds Community Col-
lege: A dean of instruction; a dean of students; and, a dean
of instruction, Japan. The former two report to the execu-
tive vice president, while the latter reports to the vice
president for the Japan campus. There are four associate
deans: college relations and development; international
student services; student information systems and services;
and, applied technology. They report to the executive vice
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president. There are a total of sixteen directors. Eight
directors are responsible for instructional divisions on the
main campus, including one international education director;
a director for each of the two corrections programs; two
directors report to the vice president for finances and
operations: and four directors report to the dean of student
services. In addition, there are two assistant directors,
one coordinator, and one manager listed in the catalog as
administration or professional support staff.
History of the International Education Programs
According to Mr. Tom Nielson, international education
programs and activities did not start out from the perspec-
tive of a well-thought out philosophy, but rather from the
very pragmatic need for the college to survive economically.
In the 1980-1981 academic year, the then governor of Wash-
ington state, John Spellman, ordered all state agencies to
reduce their bUdgets by ten percent or more. Mr. Nielson,
just having started in his first presidency, realized that
there are only two ways to balance a budget: cut spending or
increase revenues.
Dr. Roy Ghazimorad, now the associate dean for interna-
tional student services, remembers that he and a former
colleague, Linda Quan, suggested to the president that they
try an experiment to bring more revenue to the college: The
college should place all international student services,
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including classes and course work, on a "cost plus" basis
for the summer program. The experiment worked, the college
made a little money and covered all direct costs associated
with the summer program. Dr. Ghazimorad felt that an entre-
preneurial spirit was given life -- a spirit that he and
others feel permeates the entire organizational culture of
Edmonds community College today.
In time, all international student services were placed
in the category of contract services. Dr. Ghazimorad, and
many others, became more active in securing grants and
contracts in the international education arena. Through the
leadership of Tom Nielson, a contract was secured with the
Indonesian government that provided technical English train-
ing and technology transfer. Similar contracts were entered
into with foreign governments working with the Boeing Compa-
ny, which is located nearby the main campus. Each of these
contracts made money for the college and covered all direct
costs. At the same time, more and more international stu-
dents were being recruited world-wide.
The search for new grants, contracts and international
students created a competitive edge to the college's market-
ing. Edmonds community College, according to many of those
interviewed, seems to go out of its way to be competitive
with both other community colleges and its much larger
neighbor, the University of Washington. More than one
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interviewee delighted in telling how Edmonds has beat the UW
to the scene of several international ideas, especially in
the creation of the Japan campus.
with each new contract and with each new international
student, the campus became more and more intertwined with an
emerging philosophy about international education. During
this same time period, the first five or six years of the
1980's, the concept of the Pacific Rim was coming into full
blossom. More and more Japanese leaders in politics and
business were coming to the Seattle area to investigate new
opportunities for business, education, and training. Many
of the Japanese leaders, some of whom were educated in the
United States themselves, were looking for innovative ways
to educate the next generation of Japanese.
President Nielson, seizing the momentum of Seattle
becoming a gateway to the Pacific Rim, travelled abroad
extensively telling the Edmonds community College story to
foreign dignitaries and international business leaders
alike. Through the leadership of the president of Edmonds
Community College, the concept of establishing community
college branch campuses in cooperation with Japanese busi-
ness leaders was born.
Starting in 1987, Mr. Nielson and the Board of Trustees
at Edmonds began cUltivating a pioneering effort between
Japanese business leaders and American community colleges.
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On one of his later trips to Japan, Mr. Nielson made a
connection with several business and civic leaders from the
city of Kurashiki. This city is located far from the hustle
and bustle of Tokyo and Osaka; yet, they wanted an American
college for their community. (The Japanese "junior" college
is not very similar to the American community or junior
college. In Japan, the junior college has traditionally
been for women and is considered to be a finishing school
for the domestic arts.)
In 1988, Mr. Nielson visited Kurashiki and actually
signed a letter of intention to enter into a future agree-
ment with the Kurashiki leaders to provide an American
educational experience for Japanese students in Japan.
Leaders from the city of Kobe, a much larger city to the
north and closer to Osaka right on the bullet train route,
hearing of the deal being made in Kurashiki, sought out Mr.
Nielson and wanted a similar American school for their city,
too. A third group of civic and business leaders from
Kanuma, likewise, sought out Mr. Nielson and offered him yet
another opportunity.
Edmonds community College, for all their international
education experience, thought the better of trying to estab-
lish three campuses at once and vowed to their new Japanese
partners that they would work very hard to bring two other
American community colleges to set up the three campuses.
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For Edmonds, they chose th~ Kobe opportunity. Kurashiki
leaders got together with Mt. Hood Community College in
Oregon after an unsuccessf~l series of negotiations with
Clark College in Vancouver~ Washington. And, Kanuma leaders
got together with Green River community College. (The
latter effort having been ~utually terminated after just one
year of operations -- see ~apan Times, October 5, 1991.)
In 1989, President Ni~lson added to the main campus a
new academic division for ~nternational education. It
contained several major th~usts: An international studies
major; an international bU9iness major; English as a second
language for recent emigre9; study I abroad programs; and, the
education of American stud~nts at the Kobe campus. Like the
international student services ope~ation, this academic
division of the college wa9 created as another "entrepre-
neurial zone" and must be ~:ost covE!ring while attempting to
make money for the college's general fund.
So, what started ou~ to be a mission to save the
college from dire economic straits,: evolved into a new,
innovative enterprise with a mission of its own: the inter-
nationalization of Edmonds Communiny College. As Mr. Niel-
son said, "if I knew then \I,1hat I know now about the spirit
of internationalism, I wou~d do it lall over again even if we
didn't make money at it."
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Funding and staffing for International Education
The funding for international education is, as we have
seen above, primarily from grants, contracts, and student
tuition and fees. International education and programs can
be found in three basic areas of Edmonds community College:
In the international student services division; in the
international education division; and, in the president's
office. International education and programming, however,
can be found throughout the campus as a result of the colle-
ge's overall efforts in this field. Even the Edmonds Commu-
nity College Foundation is involved in some fund raising
activities for international education programming.
International student tuition in 1990-91 was set at
$1,134.00 per term for a full-time student taking 10 to 18
credit hours. with 620 international students, the college
will receive more than $703,800.00 each quarter or more than
$2.1 million for the academic year, not including additional
fees for summer, labs, books, et cetera. The college, in
turn, provided enough full-time ESL instructors in the
international education division and additional ESL instruc-
tors in the international student services division, depend-
ing on the needs and the skills level of the international
student. The total number of fte ESL instruction was ap-
proximately 13. The ISS Division provided a total of four-
teen instructors, advisors and staff to assist international
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students on campus. The two international administrators
and secretarial staffs were also available for international
education programming.
All international study abroad programming was paid for
by student fees. Through a variety of arrangements, depend-
ing on the private agencies involved, the destination, the
number of faculty participating, et cetera, a study abroad
program can be cost covering with as few as eight student
participants. Edmonds Community College has averaged just
seven students a year in its two study abroad programs from
1987 to 1990.
In April of 1990 and with the opening of the Kobe
campus, Edmonds sent fifty American students to the new
campus in Japan to study abroad. The American students came
from allover the state of Washington. For a $2,300 fee,
the American student is enrolled fUll-time, provided air
transportation to and from Japan, and provided housing.
Food, health insurance, books, and personal costs are at the
student's expense. As an incentive to study in Japan,
Edmonds Community College will reduce the student's $2,300
fee to just $1,700 if the student will act as an English
language tutor for ten hours each week during their stay.
To effect a meaningful, and low cost, international
study abroad and exchange program, Mr. Nielson and others in
the community college system went to the legislature in 1987
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and secured a law allowing for a new community college
international student exchange program. with the new law, a
community college can waive non-resident fees for up to one
hundred international students. The Kobe partnership can
exchange an equal number of American and Japanese students
studying at either campus for the resident fee charged on
the main Edmonds community College campus. Thus, Edmonds
community College students are advantaged in the exchang~.
The Japan campus administration reports to the presi-
dent's office, although many of the operational aspects of
the enterprise are dispersed throughout the organization.
As a result, the Kobe contract arrangements continue to be
negotiated with the president directly. Each training
contract, such as the Kobe campus, is a unique financial
arrangement that provides the college cost covering and an
administrative overhead for indirect costs. The Kobe cam-
pus, in addition to paying for all costs of the program,
provides the college with a "royalty" on total income to the
school. Edmonds Community College officials did not reveal
the exact percentage of income from the Kobe campus. Howev-
er, it is probably in the three to seven percent range,
which should have provided approximately $100,000.00 to
$230,000.00 for the first year's operation with 450 students
in attendance. with 660 students in school the second year
of operation, Edmonds Community College will earn up to
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$340,000.00 or more depending on the uniqueness of their
contract with their partners.
The case for economic considerations and an entrepre-
neurial spirit in the field of international education is
secure at Edmonds Community College.
Goals and objectives for International Education
From the initial survey questionnaire, from interviews
and from limited available documentation, it was very clear
that Edmonds Community College staff, and especially the
president, have set even higher goals and objectives for the
continuation and development of international education on
their campus.
In the initial survey instrument, Edmonds staff indi-
cated that international education was a middle to high
priority of the campus. The initial survey questionnaire
also revealed that they expected to be more involved in
international education in the future. From interviews, the
staff, in general, wanted to strengthen existing efforts and
make those changes that would result in new programs. All
indications are that international education will grow even
stronger than what it is currently.
Surprisingly, there was little or no documentation for
any long range planning or specific initiatives in interna-
tional education for the future of the college. Edmonds
community College does not invest a lot of time nor effort
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in either long range planning or strategic planning; yet,
there was a clear consensus about specific future programs
among the staff interviewed. Communications about the
future appear primarily in private correspondence in the
form of memos or face to face meetings.
One specific goal of the college is to work more close-
ly with Europeans, Eastern Europeans, and Russians to bring
students from these countries to the main campus. A second
goal is to affect more meaningful opportunities for American
students to study abroad, especially with an eye to spain
and France. Thus, the three foreign languages currently
being taught on campus, Spanish, French, and Japanese, will
all be rooted in real living experiences from branch campus-
es or extension centers of Edmonds Community College. A
third goal is to reestablish ties with Iran, which were
suspended after the 1979 revolution in that country. Prior
to the revolution, there were many Iranian students studying
in the Seattle area, including several at Edmonds community
College, under the tutelage of Dr. Ghazimorad, who is an
Iranian himself.
It is with a global geo-political view of the future
that international education initiatives are being planned
for this campus. The president believes that the major
shifts in current events -- with Europe centralizing, the
Soviet union dismantled, the Eastern European nations shift-
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ing to capitalistic democracies, and the Iranians coming
back into favor with the rest of the world as the Iraqis
fall from power -- will all have an impact on Edmonds Commu-
nity College and its place in the world.
strengths and Weaknesses of International Education
One of Edmonds community College's greatest strengths
is its large and highly diversified international student
body. with 620 international students on campus, no other
community college comes close to possessing the incredible
wealth of human resources of Edmonds Community College. The
college has employed the necessary staffing to meet the
needs of such a large and diversified international student
body.
Another strength of the college is the strong leader-
ship of the president in his promotion and commitment to
international education. From every pUblic document to
every facet of the college, international education can be
viewed. The innovations and risk-taking involved in creat-
ing a business partnership for a Japan campus are impressive
even to the critics of international education.
The entrepreneurial spirit that permeates the campus is
also a strength in that it constantly challenges faculty and
staff to find new ways to accomplish traditional tasks,
whether they be lecture materials or saving the college by
bringing in new sources of revenues.
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While it is definitely a strength currently, the large
number of international students on campus could become a
liability or weakness should current conditions change. For
instance, if a major war between the United states and
another nation with a large student population at Edmonds
were to break out, the college would find itself in the
middle of an international crisis on campus and in the
community that most other community colleges wouldn't have
to face. That is an extreme situation. The more likely
scenario would be to have a reaction in the immediate commu-
nity of Lynnwood to one or more "international" student
issues. Resident citizens could confront the Board of
Trustees and the administration over these issues and at-
tempt to force unacceptable or negative responses to college
policies and practices. This has not been an issue thus far
in the history of the college's involvement in the interna-
tional arena, however.
Some potential weaknesses exist in the ESL delivery
system. ESL instruction can be found in the two divisions
most responsible for international education. There is a
tendency, according to Dr. Ghazimorad, for the ESL instruc-
tors from the two divisions not to spend time together
communicating mutual concerns and issues. As a result, the
ESL instructional staff will, sometimes, receive contradic-
tory pedagogical directions.
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A real potential weakness of the international educa-
tion programs and activities is with the president himself.
So strong is the president's stamp of approval and involve-
ment that if Mr. Nielson should ever leave the college, the
international education programs and activities might not
have the same high priority as they currently enjoy and lose
some of its initiative. However, all of those interviewed
suggested, when the topic was brought up, that the college
would, indeed, carryon a strong and robust international
education program should Mr. Nielson ever leave his post,
because it was fairly well entrenched and a permanent part
of the college. They all agreed, too, that international
education would lose its prime mover and new initiatives
would probably slow down or stop, so profound is Mr.
Nielson's imprint on this particular college activity.
The Future of International Education
There was strong agreement that the pursuit of interna-
tional education programs and activities had served the col-
lege and the community extremely well during the past ten or
eleven years. Mr. Nielson was given full credit for his
vision, his risk taking, and the development of the total
college with international education in the foreground of
much of what they do.
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SHORELINE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Introduction
The following case study of Shoreline community College
in Washington state was compiled through the use of inter-
views with key personnel during a one day visit to the
campus in April, 1991, and the use of relevant documenta-
tion. Interviews we~e conducted with the president, the
division chair for the social sciences, the coordinator for
international student services, several international stu-
dents, and several classified staff members, both in and out
of the international education arena. Documentation includ-
ed the college catalog, international studies curricula
information, college organization charts, international
student brochures, recent copies of the international news-
letters, and college statistics. Several post-interview
telephone calls were made for follow-up details in May and
June.
Institutional Description
Shoreline community College, which was begun in 1965 as
a joint project of two K-12 public school districts, is
located in the northern most part of the city of Seattle
five and half miles from downtown in a fairly prestigious
residential district just a half mile from prime Puget Sound
beach areas and a half mile west of busy Interstate 5. The
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King County line is less than a mile to the north of the
main campus and serves as one of the district boundaries.
In 1967, the Washington legislature created a state-
wide community college system with Shoreline Community
College forming District Seven, which serves the original
two K-12 pUblic school districts as its entire district:
Shoreline Schools on the west side and Northshore on the
east side. The district is small in size, running mostly
east and west from the Puget Sound to the northeastern tip
of Lake Washington and the city of Bothell, but heavily
populated in residential areas.
The University of Washington, with its 35,000 students
and its preeminence in pacific northwest postsecondary
education, is about four miles away. The influence of the
University of Washington can not be understated in an exam-
ination of the Seattle area community colleges.
The Shoreline community College campus lies very near
the western most part of the district due to a major land
gift by a member of the Boeing family in the mid-1960's.
Students coming from the eastern most part of the district
must travel more than thirty minutes by car if they choose
Shoreline at all. (Under Washington state rules, a student
can attend any community college of his or her choice in the
state without paying additional out of district fees. Be-
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cause the community colleges of Washington state all belong
to one state system, it is not uncommon for community col-
lege leaders to speak in terms of serving the needs of
Washington state rather the needs of a close-by community.
In fact, very few references were made to local community
needs in any of the interviews conducted at Shoreline or
Edmonds community colleges.)
The main campus is made up of twenty buildings all with
the same architecture than can be characterized as Japanese
Pagoda style. Most are one or two levels and serve a spe-
cific academic or service function. They are fairly close
together in a well landscaped and well maintained setting.
The consensus seems to be, however, the college has reached
its physical capacity for morning and evening classes.
Shoreline community College recently opened a very
small four classroom facility located north of Bothell to
serve the needs of its eastern constituents. Howard Vogel,
social sciences and international studies division chair,
pointed out that in the state of Washington 22 residents out
of every 1,000 citizens attended community colleges in 1988.
In the eastern area of District Seven, only 11 residents out
of every 1,000 citizens were attending a community college
in the same year. The Northshore portion of the district
has, in recent years, moved from an agriculture economic
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base to an electronics economic base. The shift has brought
in more people and more affluence to an underserved area.
students
Shoreline community College has similar characteristics
and statistics to most other community colleges in the
Northwest. During the 1989-90 academic year, Shoreline
Community College enrolled 4,397 annualized full-time equiv-
alent students. More than 24,000 individuals participated
in their education. The ratio of individuals to FTE's was
about 5 to 1 in 1989. Sixty percent of the students were
women. The average age was about twenty-seven. Typically,
most students were working while a"ttending school. The stu-
dent body is fairly homogeneous with less than 15 percent
non-white, including those with spanish surnames, which is
slightly higher than the community the college serves.
Asian/Pacific Americans made up fully eleven percent of the
student body and eighty percent of the minority population.
Shoreline Community College enrolled the second highest
number of international students of any community college
participating in this study with 290. This represented
about seven percent of the total enrollment. Thirty coun-
tries were represented in the international student body,
with the highest number coming from Japan: 141.
Shoreline community College participates in a number of
organized international projects, most notably study abroad
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programs and the Model Arab League. The college receives no
grants for its international programs, although all interna-
tional students are treated as contract students rather than
as a regularly enrolled student. This arrangement has been
made necessary due to the student enrollment cap at all
community colleges in washington state imposed by the state
legislature after the 1987 school year.
Faculty
In the 1989-90 academic year, Shoreline community
College had a faculty of 143 full-time instructors. From
the 143 full-time faculty, 23 (16%) hold the doctorate.
Eleven of the 23 doctorate holders are women. Most of the
faculty hold the master's degree, with very few of the
faculty possessing less than the master's. Of the total
staff, fifty-two percent are male and forty-eight percent
are female. Teaching loads are established at 15 credit
hours per quarter and are set by contract.
One of the interesting findings from Shoreline was its
high percentage of foreign born faculty (20.9%). Thirty
members of the faculty were born in places other than the
United States. No data were collected on country of origin,
however. The presence of such a high percentage of instruc-
tors from other countries, according to Howard Vogel, made
study abroad programming very easy to implement over the
years. In addition, he thought the study abroad programs
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carried over into the classrooms as students and teachers
returned to campus with new experiences learned abroad.
The Community
Because Shoreline Community College is located in the
city limits of Seattle, albeit on the extreme northern edge,
it was difficult to get a handle on "the community" the
college serves. It serves a well-established suburban
residential area of north Seattle and King County but,
unlike many American community colleges, there is no one
city or community that calls Shoreline its community col-
lege. The college serves two K-12 school districts and
several neighborhoods close by the campus. The three other
charted cities in the district, Lake Forest Park, Kenmore,
and Bothell, are more like neighborhoods than complete
cities.
The residents of Snohomish County, the adjacent county
to the north, and where Edmonds Community College is located
just five miles away, are just as likely to attend Shoreline
as they are any of the other four community colleges within
a fifteen mile radius; thus, obliterating any real sense of
community to serve. As the interviewees said, Shoreline has
to be seen as part of a state community college system
serving the people of Washington state as a whole. In the
1989 school year, Shoreline enrolled 912 entering freshman
from Washington state high schools. Only 33% carne from the
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two district high schools, while 17% came from Edmonds High
School. Students from north Seattle high schools represent-
ed another 12%, leaving 38% of all entering freshman, not
counting international students, from schools some distance
from the campus.
College Structure and Organization
Community College District Number Seven is headed by a
five member Board of Trustees selected by the governor of
Washington State. Board members serve for four year terms.
And, as we saw at Edmonds Community College, the Board,
through a state board and working with local officials, sets
policies and leaves to a twenty-four member administration
the rules and regulations by which the college is organized
and operated.
The president, Dr. Ron Bell, has been in office since
1981. Prior to becoming president, Dr. Bell was deputy
executive director for the washington state community col-
leges. And, prior to that, he was assistant to the presi-
dent at Shoreline Community College. Thus, Dr. Bell has
been in the Washington state community college system and at
Shoreline for most of his educational career.
From the catalog descriptions and interviews, there are
three vice presidents reporting to Dr. Bell: academic af-
fairs; student services; and, business operations. A direc-
tor of personnel, an administrative assistant for college
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relations, and a director of administrative computing report
to the president. A new position for the director of the
northshore center was created in 1989 and also reports to
the president.
Reporting to the vice president for academic affairs
are seven division chairs, who are full-time administrators
with one or two classes to teach each year, a director of
nursing, and a director of continuing education. The direc-
tor for vocational education shares an office with the vice
president for academic affairs.
The vice president for student development supervises
four directors, including counseling, student activities,
financial aid, and the registrar/enrollment services. The
foreign student programs coordinator, who is a member of the
faculty, reports to the director of counseling. All bus-
iness operations are supervised by the third vice president.
At the time of the visitation, there were no administrators
on campus whose functions were primarily in the area of
international education.
History of the International Education Programs
When the college opened its doors for students in 1965,
the campus patterned itself after that of the University of
Washington. The college was primarily transfer oriented
with more liberal arts students than any other major. That
changed in the 1970's when the college embraced a comprehen-
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sive community college model. From the beginning, however,
a significant number of international students and interna-
tional faculty were found at Shoreline community College.
The University of Washington was, perhaps as important as
any single factor, responsible for setting the tone and
culture of the new campus which included a world view.
According to those interviewed, international education
programs at Shoreline community College owe their beginnings
to the efforts of a now retired instructor and counselor,
Mary Stephens. Ms. Stephens urged the college to recruit as
many international students as possible. Her philosophy was
that through international students the college would become
diversified and that international programs would be devel-
oped as a direct consequence of their presence.
A strong international student body has been the hall-
mark of Shoreline Community College's effort in this arena.
Ms. Stephens became the college's first coordinator for
international students. She, and several others, were the
chief sponsors for developing study abroad programs and
internationalizing the curriculum in addition to caring for
the international students.
One of the more striking features of the recruitment
and retention of international students is that an interna-
tional student applying to Shoreline Community College need
not take either the TOEFL exam or the Michigan exam for
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English language proficiency. The international student,
however, must be a high school graduate and show an ability
to pay for his or her education. The student may take one
or more of the English proficiency tests if they wish and
submit the results with their application if they so choose.
The student is tested for English language proficiency and
ESL placement after they arrive on campus and placed in the
appropriate curriculum. The net effect of this policy is
that Shoreline receives many more applications than they can
possibly admit and the average stay for an international
student is three years.
According to the president, Dr. Bell, international
education has always been a part of the Shoreline community
College mission but one not necessarily promoted extensive-
ly. It exists because of faculty and staff interest. The
Board of Trustees, with Dr. Bell confirming, has never
really "pushed" international education as a high priority,
although it has supported a number of highly visible pro-
jects through the years, most notably the recruitment and
retention of international students.
In the past four years, several significant changes
have occurred at Shoreline community College to enhance
international education and its role on campus.
Dr. Bell has travelled abroad several times as an
official representative of the college in the past four
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years. On one trip, he visited the People's Republic of
China and Japan. And, on another, he went to the soviet
Union and Poland. The purpose of each trip was to consult
with national leaders on community college education issues.
As a result of the trip to the People's Republic of China,
twelve Chinese faculty studied at Shoreline community Col-
lege for six months. Other tangible results, according to
Dr. Bell, included his presentations to faculty in-service
sessions and a deeper understanding of the new global econo-
my emerging and the close ties of people around the world to
Seattle and vice versa.
While faculty have been involved in several study
abroad programs throughout the history of the college,
including one in a semi-permanent location in Mexico,
staff, at this time, are being officially encouraged to lead
student study abroad projects. Most have been and continue
to be, however, funded through private agencies specializing
in this arena and through student fees rather than through
college funds. One such enterprise, the Mexican study
abroad program, met with financial disaster and quickly
died. All, however, have set the stage for continuing
participation in study abroad programming. As a result,
Shoreline has had the most students study abroad in the past
ten years: 170 in seven different countries.
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For the past three years, Howard Vogel has been the
coordinator of an eight college AIFS study abroad consortium
in and around the Puget Sound area. Howard Vogel's efforts
culminated in the 1987-88 academic year when he was named
international studies coordinator to go along with his
social sciences division chair position. He is responsible
for the coordination of all study abroad programs carried
out in the name of the school.
Also in the past four years, a number of new courses in
international studies have been created and are being taught
in the social sciences and international education division.
The courses parallel the core introductory classes in the
Henry M. Jackson school of international relations at the
University of Washington. The courses emphasize interna-
tional economics and politics. Thus, a student can begin
his or her preparation for transfer to the University while
at Shoreline.
Two years ago a decision was made to increase the
number of international students from 200 to 300 in order to
continue, as Dr. Bell contended, the cultural diversifica-
tion of the campus through the international student body.
While it was not stated as such by any of the interviewees,
the decision was probably prompted by economic consider-
ations as well. The international student admissions clerk,
Darline Brent, pointed out that Shoreline was turning away
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as many as three applicants for each one accepted. And,
with the capped enrollment and cost-covering tuition and
fees being borne by the international students as a con-
tract, additional revenues flowed to the school without
additional staffing.
with more than twenty percent of the faculty born
abroad and with a twenty year history of involvement in
international study abroad programming, Shoreline community
College boasts the highest number of faculty travelling
overseas during the past ten years as well. More than on~
hundred of the faculty have participated in foreign travel,
either through organized college sponsored travel or on
their own.
Funding and Staffing for International Education
In terms of organizational structure, international
education and programs can be found in two basic areas of
Shoreline Community College: In the counseling department
and in the social sciences and international education divi-
sion. International education and programming, however, can
be found throughout the cultural milieu of the college as a
result of the college's overall efforts in this field. For
instance, the foreign language department offers five dif-
ferent languages and the humanities division offers a number
of courses in world literature. (Of the three case studies,
Shoreline community College appeared to the author of this
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dissertation to have integrated international education
programming into the mainstream of the campus more so than
either Mt. Hood or Edmonds community colleges.)
Funding for international education at Shoreline Commu-
nity College is almost entirely funded through program
contracting, with students covering most of the direct
costs. The three major international education thrusts of
the college, 1) international students, 2) international
study abroad, and 3) international curriculum, are all
funded through student participation. The international
travel of faculty and staff have been primarily funded by
either the individuals themselves or through the student
study abroad programs. Dr. Bell has travelled through the
auspices of AACJC and Howard Vogel has travelled through the
auspices of AIFS.
International student tuition in 1989-90 was set at
$1,132.00 per term for a full-time student taking 12 or more
credit hours. with 290 international students, the college
received more than $328,280.00 each quarter, not including
additional fees for summer, labs, and books. The college,
in turn, provided six full-time ESL instructors (who also
instruct resident students who do not speak English in
addition to international students), one full-time interna-
tional student coordinator (who taught one class per quar-
ter), one full-time international student advisor, one full-
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time admissions clerk, and one twenty-five hour assistant
admissions clerk.
All international study abroad programming was paid for
by studsnt fees. Through a variety of arrangements depend-
ing on the private agencies involved, the destination, the
number of faculty participating, a study abroad program can
be cost covering with as few as eight student participants.
Shoreline Community College has averaged seventeen students
a year in its study abroad programs. with that many stu-
dents participating, the home campus coordinator's position,
a small part of Howard Vogel's time, was also covered.
The core curriculum for international studies and all
other classes designated as international were also funded
through students and the taxpayers of Washington state. The
state of Washington reimbursement formula reimburses the
college whenever a class is filled beyond the minimum number
established by the college for cost covering purposes; thus,
the international studies and international education class-
es were, in effect, paid for by students and the taxpayers
in the same exact manner as any other regular college class.
The Board of Trustees of Shoreline Community College,
according to Dr. Bell, does not like to pursue federal
grants and external funding as a matter of preference, not
necessarily policy. The college has received federal fund-
ing in such areas as vocational education, financial aid,
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and other formula grant awards. The college has not re-
ceived nor pursued federal grants for international educa-
tion projects thus far in its history. As a result, the
college has not participated in any of the available feder-
ally funded international programs.
One recent exception to this preferred unwritten policy
was the external grant received to hold the Model Arab
League Conference. Shoreline community College received a
very small grant from the Northwest International Education
Consortium to host the Second Model Arab League Conference.
Howard Vogel and other staff and students dedicated more
than a month of preparation time to host seventeen colleges
and universities from the west coast of the united States as
they modeled the Arab League deliberations on the Persian
Gulf crisis. The small funding was used primarily on adver-
tising, printing, and telephones. According to Mr. Vogel,
the conference was an overwhelming success giving Shoreline
community College even further recognition in the field of
international education.
Goals and Objectives for International Education
From the initial survey questionnaire, from interviews
and from limited available documentation, it was very clear
that Shoreline Community College staff have set modest goals
and objectives for the continuation and development of
international education.
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In the initial survey instrument, Shoreline staff
indicated that international education was only a middle
priority of the campus. From interviews, the staff, in
general, wanted to strengthen existing efforts and make
those changes that would result in the fine tuning of exist-
ing programs. The interviewees eschewed or rejected any new
major thrusts in international education, such as, say, a
branch campus in an overseas location or obtaining addition-
al external funding or hiring a new administrator and new
staff for either new or existing programs.
There was no documentation for any long range planning
or initiatives in international education for the future.
The interviews never revealed any specific planning docu-
ments or written goals and objectives for international
education at Shoreline community College. Communications
about the future appears primarily in private correspondence
in the form of memos or face to face meetings. There seemed
to be, however, universal agreement that what they were cur-
rently doing, which was quite a lot, obviously, should only
be fine tuned and slow moderate gains were in order for the
future.
Strengths and Weaknesses of International Education
From every source, the Shoreline Community College
community of administrators, faculty, staff and students
felt the greatest strength of their international education
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efforts have corne from the international students recruited
and retained on campus. The fact that there are four full-
time staff members devoting their time to international
students was perceived to be a strength. The six full-time
ESL instructors employed in the education of international
students also was perceived to be a strength. In interviews
with several of the 290 international students, it was
learned that there was a great deal of satisfaction by the
international students themselves in the kind of treatment
and services available to them.
The steady progress in international education curricu-
lum development was perceived to be a strength of Shoreline
community College. The development of study abroad programs
and the continuing support given these programs was listed
as a strength as well.
Any perceived weaknesses only stemmed from staff not
being able to do slightly better at what they do, which is
more of a self criticism than an institutional issue. They
would all like more resources to do their jobs, which is
almost universal within every organization. One person
indicated a need to increase the hours of the 25 hour admis-
sions assistant to full-time. There was expressed a hope
that the international student counselor position would
stabilize as it had changed hands twice in the past three
years. And, there was expressed a hope that a change in the
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study abroad program in England would work for the better as
Shoreline was entering into an new agreement with an English
college rather than continue with AIFS in London.
All in all, the perceived strengths and weaknesses were
articulated in very moderate and subdued terms for such an
active community college in the field of international
education.
The Future of International Education
Shoreline Community College has set for itself a steady
course in the field of international education. To a per-
son, all the interviewees reflected a determination to make
international education stronger within the existing struc-
tures. No one thought there was any particular need to
change or dramatically upgrade the college's efforts at this
time. None thought they should backtrack, either. The
respondents seemed to speak as though of one voice: The
international education efforts of the college have been
very appropriate to the educational mission of Shoreline
Community College. with close to 320 international stu-
dents, successful study abroad programs, and international
curricula being implemented, the staff of Shoreline Communi-
ty College seemed most interested in fine tuning what they
have rather than add on any untried and/or unknown interna-
tional endeavors.
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MT. HOOD COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Introduction
The following case study of Mt. Hood Community College
in the state of Oregon was compiled through the use of
interviews with key personnel during a three week period in
April, 1991, and the use of relevant documentation. Inter-
views were conducted the Assistant to the President for
Organizational Development and International Education, the
Dean of Instruction, the Registrar, an Instructor for Inter-
national Studies, several international students, and sever-
al classified staff members, both in and out of the interna-
tional education arena. A series of informal discussions
were held with the President, Dr. Paul Kreider, over a
longer period of time with regard to international educa-
tion. Documentation included the college catalog, inter-
national studies curricula information, college organization
charts, international student brochures, recent copies of
the international newsletters, and college statistics. (The
author of this dissertation is a full-time administrator at
Mt. Hood Community College and has had access to all person-
nel and key documents on an on-going basis.)
Institutional Description
This large, suburban campus located fifteen miles east
of downtown Portland, Oregon, is situated on 250 acres on a
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bluff looking eastward toward a panoramic view of the moun-
tain it is named after. Established in 1966 with the stated
goal of providing vocational and technical training for the
citizens of East Multnomah County, the college grew rapidly
and expanded into a comprehensive community college within
several years of its opening. Currently, the college serves
three major areas of interest: Vocational-Technical students
(34%); College Transfer (48%); and, Other Education (18%).
Most of the transfer students go to Oregon universities, and
to Portland state University in particular. Mt. Hood Commu-
nity College is the fourth largest community college in
Oregon.
Tuition and fees for a full-time student average just
less than $300 per quarter. The college does not have any
dormitories and is an exclusive commuter campus. students
come primarily from the local area surrounding the campus,
mostly from the city of Gresham, but do arrive in large
numbers each day from both eastside Portland and from Van-
couver, Washington. Only students living outside of Oregon,
Washington, and Idaho, including international students,
must pay additional tuition. Reciprocal state arrangements
have been made with Washington and Idaho to grant students
from these states resident fees.
The campus is spacious, with ample free parking, and
constructed from poured concrete, giving it a massive ap-
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pearance once you are on the grounds. Boasting three swim-
ming pools, a domed gym, a football field with covered
seating, and baseball and soccer facilities, Mt. Hood Commu-
nity College obviously had athletics in mind when building
began in 1969-70. The first president of the college was a
former professional football player, Dr. Earl Klapstein.
Football, as an intercollegiate sport, was dropped in 1981,
and, according to many veteran instructors at the college,
deprived the school of a spirit only found at those college
campuses engaged in the sport.
The bUdget for 1989-90 was right around $25 million.
Revenues come from four basic sources: Local property taxes;
state reimbursements for each full-time equivalent student
up to a predetermined number; student tuition and fees; and,
grants and gifts. The college failed to secure passage of
two property tax measures in 1989, prompting the school to
revise its priorities within its funding base, causing a cut
in some areas, including instruction, which resulted in six
percent fewer classes and sections.
The college is well-known for its music and theater
programs, hosting several prestigious, well attended region-
al conferences and workshops each year. In addition, the
college is host to the nationally known Mt. Hood Festival of
Jazz each August. Many other programs and activities re-
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ceive state, regional, and national recognition for excel-
lence.
The college is also becoming well-known nationally and
internationally for its Japan Center in Kurashiki, Japan.
with assistance from Edmonds Community College, Mt. Hood was
able to work closely with Japanese business and government
leaders from the city of Kurashiki, Japan, to establish a
MHCC Center in the southwest part of the main island. In a
community of more than half a million and more than 3 mil-
lion within one hour commute time, the new Japan Center was
able to attract 156 students in the first quarter of opera-
tion.
students
During the 1989-90 academic year, Mt. Hood community
College enrolled slightly more than 6,100 full-time equiva-
lent students. More than 27,000 individuals participated in
their education. The ratio of individuals to PTE's was 4.4
in 1989. Women made up the majority of students, with 57%.
The average age was about thirty-one, a decline from previ-
ous years when it had reached slightly over thirty-three.
Most students work while attending school. Thirty-four
percent work part-time and thirty-eight percent work full-
time. The student body is very homogeneous with less than
nine percent non-white, including those with Spanish sur-
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names, which is slightly higher than the community the
college serves.
As reported, the college enrolled fifty-three interna-
tional students or 0.86 percent of the total enrollment. Of
the fifty-three international students, thirty-five were en-
rolled in one 2-year program, a federally funded project
through Georgetown university and the us Agency for Interna-
tional Development, called CASSo These students were all
studying food science technology and came from Central
America and the Caribbean Basin. Their native languages
included English, French, and spanish. Of the other twenty-
three international students, ten came from Japan and one
each from thirteen other countries.
with the opening of its branch campus in Kurashiki,
Japan, an additional 156 international students were en-
rolled. These students, thus far, are not counted in the
college's international student totals. Administrators do,
however, anticipate larger numbers of Japanese students to
take classes on the main campus in the next several years
due to extensive advertising throughout Japan and the pro-
gression of enrolled students in Kurashiki wanting to trans-
fer to the United states.
Faculty
There were 163 full-time faculty employed during the
1989-90 academic year. In addition, more than 320 part-time
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faculty taught classes for the college. Males made up the
majority of full-time faculty (61%). A majority hold the
Master's degree, with seven percent of the faculty holding
the doctorate. The faculty is a senior faculty with the
average person having taught at the college for more than
fourteen years. Slightly more than sixty percent have
reached the top of the pay scale. Mt. Hood faculty enjoy
the highest salaries of any of the sixteen community colleg-
es in the state of Oregon (OEA Communicator, Fall 1990),
with the mean salary being $36,258 and the top of the pay
scale reaching $40,208, excluding fringe benefits or a
differential for the doctorate.
Teaching loads are established by contract at fifteen
Individual Load Credits (ILC's) per quarter, which for the
typical transfer studies instructor is five classes at three
credit hours each. Because of loading factors based on
split lecture, seminar, lab, and field work assignments,
vocational instructors have complicated formulas to deter-
mine their individual work loads, although fifteen ILC's is
the standard to which everyone adheres. Faculty can teach
up to nine ILC's for extra pay each year, which many opt to
do.
Mt. Hood community College officials estimated that
they have six faculty members who were born in a foreign
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country. Thus, less than four percent of the faculty have
brought an international experience to their teaching by
virtue of their birth. Five full-time instructors (3.1%)
are from minority backgrounds, one of whom is also foreign
born. Like the student body, the faculty is also homoge-
neous reflecting the Anglo make-up of the state of Oregon,
which is about three percent non-white.
Through active participation in the Fulbright-Hays
Summer Project Abroad program during the past ten years,
thirty faculty and administrators have lived and conducted
research in one or more foreign countries. This one program
accounts for a significant "internationalizing" of the
facuH:y.
The community
The major population center of the city of Gresham and
East Multnomah County runs southwest of the main campus.
Further to the west is the metropolitan area of Portland,
while Vancouver, Washington, is northwest and just across
the Columbia River on a recently completed Interstate High-
way. Because district or residency requirements are no
longer in force, Mt. Hood Community College serves a poten-
tial market of several million people in the Portland metro-
politan s'tatistical area. However, Portland Community Col-
lege, Clackamas community College, and Clark Community
College (in Washington State) offer similar educational
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services in the most highly populated areas. While most
faculty and staff at Mt. Hood perceive that they are a part
of the metro area, the focus of issues tend to be on what
people in Gresham and the immediate surrounding area might
think about them. This is a natural outgrowth of a depen-
dency on local tax dollars and with local property taxes
supporting forty to fortY-'five percent of the operating
costs of the college.
Gresham has been undergoing a transition from a lumber
and agriculture based economy to a suburban bedroom and
industrialized based economy as the city limits have moved
more westwardly with the annexation of county property into
city of Gresham. In addition, an urban light rail system
was completed from downtown Portland to Gresham as the east
terminus in 1986. Light, clean air electronic firms have
recently located in Gresham, causing an apartment and hous-
ing building boom. The Portland International Airport is a
part of the Mt. Hood district, and Gresham became the third
largest Oregon city in 1988. Thus, long-time residents of
Gresham and senior staff of Mt. Hood Community College are
struggling with a new identity and a major break from the
past. One of the people interviewed said, "Gresham is
fifteen miles away and fifty years behind Portland" in their
thinking about themselves and their role in the world.
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Another staff member thought of Gresham as still being a
"rural community."
As the metropolitan area and the "global village" have
crept into the thinking of the people of Gresham and the
staff of Mt. Hood community College over the past ten years,
the community and the college have struggled to find their
place in the new order of things. Many do not want to let
go of the past and do not want to participate in worldly
affairs and wish for a return to the time when Gresham was a
small town and lumber, agriculture, and high school and
community college football were the most important things to
be concerned about.
It is in this context that decisions about internation-
al education and reaching out to the rest of the world have
been made at Mt. Hood community College. Nevertheless, Mt.
Hood community College was the most active of the Oregon
community colleges and the third most active among all
community colleges in the two state region of Oregon and
Washington states from the data received in this study.
College structure and organization
Mt. Hood community College has one main campus, two
centers within the district, and one center in Japan. The
district is headed by a seven member Board of Education
elected from sub-districts and areas within the college's
district boundaries determined by political precincts estab-
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lished by the state legislature. Board members serve for
four year terms. The Board sets all policies and leaves to
a twenty-nine member Administration the rules and regula-
tions by which the college is organized and operated.
The president, Dr. Paul Kreider, has been in office
since April 1986. There are four deans: A dean of instruc-
tion; a dean of student development; a dean of community and
vocational development; and, a dean of administration.
While there is a dean of instruction, the dean of student
development and the dean of community and vocational devel-
opment also have instructional responsibilities. The dean
of administration is the chief business officer for the col-
lege.
There are a number of associate deans responsible for
specific instructional and student development areas. In
addition, the college employs directors for the three off-
campus centers. The Director of MHCC-Kurashiki Center,
which only began operating in April of 1990, has been more
or less reporting to the president, who directs tasks to any
of the administrators needed to resolve an immediate issue
or crisis. other directors, who report to the deans,
include one for financial aid, athletics, and the physical
plant. There are two assistants to the president, one for
organizational development and the other for college ad-
vancement. Three others report directly to the president:
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The director of personnel; the director of research and
computing services; and, the director of development (a
joint appointment with the MHCC Foundation).
There was no one person charged with the primary task
of organizing and directing international education. The
assistant to the president for organizational development
chairs a seventeen member administrative international
education steering committee, which was created in early
1989. This committee meets twice a month for two hours to
deliberate on current issues and future directions for any
international education activities. A second committee, a
faculty steering committee, created in late 1989, chaired by
an English instructor, and composed of about twelve members,
meets twice a month for similar purposes as the administra-
tive international education steering committee. One admin-
istrator sits with the faculty committee and the faculty
chair sits with the administrative committee. The two
groups had never met in a formal session together, although
individual members of both groups attend many of the same
international education functions and activities.
with the defeat of two property tax measures during the
1989-1990 academic year, there were no significant additions
or changes in the administrative organization chart with the
exception of the addition of a new director and assistant
director for the Kurashiki Center in Japan.
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History of the International Education Programs
From interviews and documents, the history of interna-
tional education programs at Mt. Hood Community College is
as old as the college itself. For the first ten years of
the college's existence and under the tutelage of the found-
ing president, Dr. Earl Klapstein, international education
was encouraged but not necessarily practiced. The college
community was bUsy establishing a new enterprise and faculty
and staff, for the most part, ignored international educa-
tion. One could say, as one interviewee said, "it suffered
from benign neglect." Another staff member interviewed
suggested that the founding president probably envisioned a
role for the college in international education but wasn't
particularly interested in it himself.
In 1977, however, sixteen Nigerian students came to Mt.
Hood Community College as part of a major international
education project sponsored by the AACJC. Apparently, no
one in the college or in the community was really prepared
for the arrival of these sixteen international students.
Nor was the government of Nigeria really prepared to assist
their own citizens sent to the united states for a two year
college education.
Without an office of international education and with-
out a full-time international student advisor, the sixteen
black Nigerian students, underfunded and without much gov-
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ernment or parental guidance, struggled to meet their educa-
tional goals at Mt. Hood community College. To veteran
staff at the college, the two year Nigerian experience set
the tone for all future encounters with international stu-
dents. As recently as 1987, Mt. Hood community College had
only eight international students in attendance out of a
student body of more than 24,000. As the former dean of
student development argued, "without adequate support staff,
we (MHCC) do not want to be 'ugly Americans' and not provide
for the welfare of our student guests." So, without college
funding nor the will to change priorities, Mt. Hood Communi-
ty College shunned any opportunity to ac~ively recruit
international students.
The college was, however, more active on other inter-
national education fronts. Through the efforts of a new
president, Dr. Stephen Nicholson, and several dedicated
faculty members, Mt. Hood began its involvement on three
fronts: internationalizing the curriculum; international
business and trade; and, FUlbright-Hays Summer Study Abroad
Projects.
A former employee and instructor of spanish, Tilly
Harris, who was born in Greece, became involved in several
international education consortia arrangements with the
blessings of her division chair, Margaret Gratton, and the
top administra'tion. Her efforts, and those of the former
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development director, Paul Tollinen, resulted in several
grants coming to Mt. Hood Community College in the late
1970s and the early 1980s. Ms. Harris directed two Ful-
bright-Hays Summer Study Abroad Projects, one to Peru and
one to Taiwan, Hong Kong, and Thailand in the Far East.
These trips involved more than twenty faculty and staff
in the creation of "international education learning mod-
ules." The modules are lesson plans that can cover up to
six hours of lecture and seminar materials on different
topics from different countries visited by Mt. Hood staff.
Today, there are more than seventy modules in the MHCC
library for staff and others to use on a lending basis. The
modules are used mostly by faculty in international studies.
Faculty in other areas check them out on a more irregular
basis.
with several others from the business division, Ms.
Harris assisted the college in securing a US Office of
International Education Title VI(b) Business and Trade
Education grant in 1983. This grant established the exist-
ing International Business and Trade program still in exis-
tence today. She was also instrumental in bringing interna-
tionally known speakers to campus, including Seymour Fersh
and Maxwell King. For her efforts, she was given released
time from her teaching and the "unofficial" title of inter-
national education coordinator. In 1985, Tilly Harris left
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Mt. Hood to pursue a doctorate at George Washington Univer-
sity. She submitted her resignation after assisting the
college once again in getting a FUlbright-Hays Summer Abroad
Project in Costa Rica for 1988.
with the departures of Dr. Nicholson and Tilly Harris,
the retirement of Paul Tollinen, a down-turn in student
enrollments, and the expiration of the Title VI(b) grant in
1984, international education at Mt. Hood Community College
fell into "benign neglect" once again.
During the 1988-1989 and the 1989-1990 school year,
several factors came together that would provide a huge
impetus for international education programs at the college.
Student enrollments were growing at double digit rates, the
above mentioned Fulbright-Hays grant to Costa Rica was
awarded, the Fujitsu Electronics Company opened a major
manufacturing complex in Gresham, several new associate
deans and directors were hired from other schools where
international education was a higher priority, Margaret
Gratton became the assistant to the president for organiza-
tional development, a Central American and Caribbean Basin
food science technology program for thirty-five students was
begun, a full-time English as a second language instructor,
Perry Rikli, was starting his second and third years at the
college, a new dean for student development was hired, and a
Japanese business group gave the college an unprecedented
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opportunity to open an American community college center in
Japan. All of these efforts revitalized international
education programs and activities at Mt. Hood community
College.
Bringing international education back to life was not
without its problems though. As international education
expanded to include more international students, travel for
faculty and staff to overseas destinations, and the creation
of an educational center in Japan, criticism was directed at
college administrators by the local press and some factions
of the faculty for supporting programs that drew attention
and, perhaps, funding away from the local community of
Gresham. More than one interviewee pointed out that, right-
ly or wrongly, criticism received both in the Gresham and
Portland newspapers may have contributed to the election
losses for new property tax support. The president and
others dismiss this analysis by pointing out that Oregoni-
ans, in general, are against higher property taxes, period.
Nevertheless, the pUblic criticism caused some glee among
those who would just as soon not have a center in Japan or
do educational business outside of the local district bound-
aries. The critics point out that a community college
should stay in the community.
since the beginning of the 1990-1991 academic year,
when these interviews took place, a state-wide tax revolt in
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the form of a 1.5 percent property tax limitation, known as
Measure Five, was passed by the voters of Oregon. Ironical-
ly, with the passage of measure five, Mt. Hood Community
College became more reliant on state funding and less on
local funding. Political power and influence was shifting
away from local control to state control. state government
officials, particularly the former governor, Neil Gold-
schmidt, and the former assistant superintendent for public
instruction responsible for community colleges, Michael Hol-
land, have supported the idea of an Oregon community college
operating in Japan. And, whether it was by design or not,
the timing for passing a new mission statement in the fall
of 1990, which committed the college to teaching about
things of the world and that students, faculty, and staff
should participate in the growing global economy, the timing
couldn't have been better for the advocates of international
education.
Funding and Staffing for International Education
The largest international education activity at Mt.
Hood Community College indexed by student numbers and dol-
lars was the new Japan Center. The MHCC Kurashiki Center is
being funded entirely by Japanese business leaders in the
Yokohama prefecture.
Begun in April, 1990, Mt. Hood Community College hired
one director, one assistant director, one administrative
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assistant, and seven ESL instructors for the first year's
operation. All of the staff were new hires, which has
caused some problems in the sense that no one from MHCC went
to Japan with a clear understanding of the main campus and
the way business is done at horne, much less in Japan.
Instruction for the first 156 students in the first
year started in an eight story office building in the suburb
of Kojima, located virtually at the foot of the seito Ohashi
Bridge, which connects the main island of Honshu with the
southern island of Shikoku. At the beginning of the second
full year of operations in April of 1991, a new two story
campus building in Kojima was opened with 177 students.
Students pay about $7,500 .annually for their education. Mt.
Hood community College is reimbursed for all costs of the
Center. Plus, the college receives five percent of all
tuition and fees collected; thus, the project is creating a
new source of revenue in an otherwise difficult economic
time.
The Central American and Caribbean Basin food science
technology project with thirty-five students receiving
instruction on the main campus is staffed with one non-
administrative coordinator, one assistant to the coordina-
tor, one half-time counselor, and one half-time administra-
tive assistant. According to the coordinator, the project
is every bit as much involved with "experiencing America" as
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it is with classroom instruction. Therefore, one full-time
person is charged with the responsibility of extra-curricu-
lar activities for the two groups of students (one started
in August of 1989 and the second in January of 1990).
The budget for this project requires some cost-sharing,
although the college's share is matched with in-kind tuition
waivers and space while the project reimburses for actual
costs. The project generates about $1,000 per student per
month with more than half going to the student directly for
room, board, and expenses. All the students were placed in
horne-stays with local "parents" receiving $250 a month. The
rest of the bUdget is in staffing and training. The college
receives eight percent for administrative costs. The pro-
ject created another new source of revenue for the college
as it generates more money than is spent.
The college has been moving toward full-time staffing
in the area of ESL and ENL instruction. In 1986, a full-
time ESL/ENL instructor was hired. Prior to that only part-
time instructors were used in this area, which still ac-
counts for the majority of ESL teaching.
International business and trade classes taught in the
business division and international studies classes taught
in the language and literature division are budgeted through
regular divisional funds. Classes without sufficient en-
rollment, like any other class, are, of course, canceled.
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The international courses are taught as small parts of
several full-time instructors' loads.
Because so much of the work of international education
is done by committee and as add-ons to regular assignments
at Mt. Hood Community College, it is difficult to know
exactly how much the college has directly committed to
international education programs and activities. There are
a few support services in the college where staff have been
directed to give a percentage of their time to international
education. One full-time advisor has ten percent of his
time designated to international student advising and one
half-time admissions clerk devotes most her time to interna-
tional admissions. The rest of the international program-
ming, including foreign speakers, study abroad programs, and
other international activities are all done as both a labor
of love and as an outgrowth of regular assignments.
Goals and Objectives for International Education
Mt. Hood community College has been engaged in planning
through the processes of strategic planning for the past six
years. Each unit of the college submits an annual detailed
plan that is reviewed by a strategic Planning council and
the Board of Education. For two years, beginning in 1989,
the Administrative International Education steering commit-
tee has submitted a strategic plan for college-wide consid-
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eration of goals, objectives, and funding for international
education.
The following goals and objectives were articulated in
the 1990-1991 Mt. Hood community College strategic plan
developed by the administrative steering committee for
international education:
This strategic plan outlines how the college is ful-
filling this mission and how it might strengthen such
efforts.
1. International Curriculum and Programs.
The International Studies curriculum, the World View
lecture series, and foreign language classes are
offered through the Language and Literature Divi-
sion. The Communications Division offers intercul-
tural communication classes, while the International
Business degree program is housed in Business and
Computer Technology. Hospitality and Tourism is
offered through the Center for Community and Econom-
ic Development. The Peace Studies curriculum, class-
es on international terrorism, and other interna-
tionalized courses are found in the Social Sciences
Division. Internationalized teaching units are
available through the library; however some are in
need of revision and updating. Although individual
faculty are present in these respective divisions to
talk with students and advise them about interna-
tional curriculum and programs, there still is no
central source for students to be advised generally
about international ~tudy. In 1989-90 the steering
committee develop~:.~ <J. 1990-91 catalog page which
listed all interm.1::! Imal/ internationalized courses
and gave students b~tter direction in planning for
international study.
2. Committee on International Education.
During Spring term 1990, the Administrative Steering
Committee created a sub-committee of faculty and
student services personnel to monitor curriculum,
programs, and activities which pertain to interna-
tional education. The purpose of the newly formed
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committee includes evaluation of the cohesiveness of
MIiCClcourses l and review of the application process,
advising, and other support services for interna-
tion~l students. It is expected that staff input
thro~gh thisl sub-committee will be a continuing
reso~rce fori the Administrative Steering Committee.
3. study Abroadl Program.
MHCClcontinues its relationship with other colleges
in the Oregon Community College Consortium in coop-
eration withlAmerican Institute for Foreign studies
to swonsor al spring quarter in London. Work on this
effo~t is coordinated through the Office of Instruc-
tion~l Services and Language and Literature. In
addition, the cooperative education/internship
prog~am is working with the Northwest International
Educ~tion Association for developing coop ed posi-
tions; abroad I.
I
4. Internationail. Students and services.
MHCC has been the educational site for several
AmerIcan language study programs offered each summer
for ~apanese high school and college-age students.
In s~mmer 1990, MHCC hosted 23 students from Hok-
kaidQ Women's College in Ebetsu, Gresham's sister
city~ Hokka~do Women's College has a sister-college
relationship 1 with MHCC.
Many request~ for training and language skills come
to the colle~e, arriving in different offices, and
chan~eled through different resources. Clarity is
needed regarding the college's position in sponsor-
ing ~umerous summer language studies and joint
spon~orship for training.
I
Discussions continue regarding long-range planning
for Quilding the college's capacity to serve in-
tern~tional students. It is clear that interna-
tion~l students must be served by a well-designed
infr~structurewithin the college and community. A
majo~ barrier to implementing such a support system
is lack of sufficient staff and funds. Student
serv~ces is considering what sort of international
stud~nt fee could help provide funding for proper
suppQrt, as ¥ell as other policies and procedures
whic~ might result in stronger support for interna-
tionql students.
I
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5. CASSo
Since Fall 1989, the college, in partnership with
Georgetown University and the u.s. Agency for Inter-
national Development, provides training in food
science technology for Central American and Caribbe-
an students. Program and student expenses are
funded through the cooperative Association of states
for scholarships (CASS). This group of students
will remain at MHCC for two years of training and
then return to their own countries. Many local
families provide homestay opportunities and a 20
member college/community advisory committee assists
in implementing the program. Administration for the
CASS program involves the Associate Dean of Student
Activities, the Associate Dean for Science, the
Associate Dean of Advising and counseling, as well
as coordination through the Developmental Education
program.
5. MHCC in Kurashiki.
The MHCCK Center opened in April of 1990 and now
serves 150 students. In the Fall of 1990, a new
contract for 1991-1992 was developed and the staff
embarked on its first round of strategic planning.
In September, ground breaking ceremonies were held
for a new building, which can serve up to 500 stu-
dents in the future. The Kurashiki program is
stable, however MHCC presence in Japan has sparked
controversy in the press and has raised questions
about the college's capacity to serve students both
at home and abroad.
To date over $60,000 has been contributed to the
college for administrative services, in addition to
support for travel and MHCC staff days in Kurashiki.
6. Hokkaido Women's College.
Also in September 1990, the MHCC board approved a
draft agreement for student and faculty exchange
with Hokkaido Women's College in Ebetsu.
7. Sister-colleges.
The college continues sister college relationships
with Hokkaido Women's College in Ebetsu and Dong U
College in Sok Cho, Korea.
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8. Grants.
MHCC has filed a Fulbright-Hays Faculty Group Pro-
ject Abroad grant which would support 10 faculty to
do research in Brazil in the summer of 1991. Upon
their return, they will produce international teach-
ing units and conduct global studies workshops for
district K-12 staff.
9. community outreach.
In the Spring of 1990, the college signed an
agreement with the Gresham Area Chamber of Commerce
to co-host periodic international community forums.
In the near future, several community leaders will
be invited to serve on an MHCC Kurashiki advisory
committee.
10. organizations.
MHCC maintains active membership in the Northwest
International Education Association with a position
on the board.
The college is a founding member of the Educational
Partners for International Cooperation (EPIC). This
organization holds regular conferences and has
established links with the National Taichiung Insti-
tute of Commerce in Taichiung, Taiwan, and the
National Taipei Institute of Technology in Taipei.
The college also belongs to the Oregon International
Council. Membership dues come from several specific
units without a central source. These include
president's office, and staff and organizational
development. Most recently the college became an
affiliate member of Community Colleges for Interna-
tional Development (CCID).
11. Strengths and Weaknesses.
At this time the greatest institutional strengths in
international programs are diversity of effort,
enthusiasm and energy on the part of staff for
moving ahead, and a fairly broad base of expertise.
This dedication has been enhanced by the college's
inclusion of global education and partnerships in
the central mission. Institutional momentum remains
constrained however, by no specifically designated
institutional budget for organizational efforts.
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The steering committee has the potential to set
direction, but operates without a fiscal foundation.
In addition, current efforts require more support
services than are available. The strain on human
and fiscal resources continues to prompt questions
about how far the organization ought to extend
itself to international partnerships and interna-
tional students. Clear communication and broad-
based discussion on the issues will be imperative in
the corning months.
Given the current momentum, the college is well
positioned to make major contribution to interna-
tional endeavors, but a coalescing of staff support
is needed.
The Administrative steering Committee for Interna-
tional Programs plans to develop a proposal for
institutional staffing and funding to best serve the
existing and developing institutional needs in
international efforts.
A. Objectives which can be achieved within existing
resources:
1. Support a comprehensive bUdget unit for in-
stitutional international efforts;
2. continue to support ways for instructors of
international/internationalized courses to
communicate across disciplines on a regular
basis;
3. Support effective communication systems to
keep all staff well informed regarding inter-
national programs;
4. Have in place a system for advising students
with general interest in international stud-
ies;
5. continue the Administrative Steering commit-
tee for International Programs;
6. continue the Committee on International and
Intercultural Education;
7. Monitor and support major institutional pro-
grams such as MHCC in Kurashiki, CASS, and
London Study Abroad;
8. Encourage and endorse staffing, funding, and
organizational recommendations to serve the
existing needs in international efforts;
9. continue to explore existing external re-
sources such as Fulbright-Hays Faculty Group
Projects Abroad;
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10. Work cooperatively with the Gresham Area
Chamber of Commerce to hold international
forums in the community;
11. Provide on-going professional development
programs directed toward serving internation-
al students and cross-cultural training; and,
12. Maintain membership in international organi-
zations, such as Northwest International
Education Association, Oregon International
council, EPIC, and community Colleges for
International Development.
B. Objectives which will require additional re-
sources:
1. Establish the position of director of inter-
national programs, which will carry the pri-
mary responsibility for coordinating institu-
tional international programs, planning, and
partnerships;
2. Implement an infra-structure for responding
to requests and needs of international stu-
dents which will assist them in full partici-
pation in campus life;
3. Support the FUlbright-Hays Faculty Group Pro-
jects Abroad in Brazil grant (approximately
$10,000);
4. Support plans for an infra-structure to re-
cruit, support, and serve foreign students,
including revision of the international stu-
dent fee;
5. Develop, coordinate, and support more diverse
opportunities for student travel abroad,
membership in organizations; and,
6. Develop an International Resource Center for
International Education.
The above statements are verbatim from the Mt. Hood
Community College strategic plan for 1990-1991. They incor-
porate the best thinking of the international steering
committee and those currently involved in any or all aspects
of international education for the campus.
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strengths and Weaknesses of International Education
The strengths of the Mt. Hood community College effort
in international education are many. The college adminis-
tration and board of education have stated unequivicably in
a new mission statement that the college must be involved in
a "global community (and the college) shall cultivate inter-
national understanding through education and partnerships."
The verbal commitment is, obviously, present.
The current decentralized approach to conducting the
business of international education and programs across the
campus results in the involvement of a significant number of
administrators, faculty, and staff. Thus, it appears that
there is a broad base of support for current and future
programs in the field of international education.
The development and creation of learning modules in
international education allows any instructor to have access
to a variety of topics and issues that might be incorporated
into any class being taught at the college. Mt. Hood is a
national leader in this novel approach to "internationaliz-
ing the curriculum."
The college has been very active in obtaining FUlbright
Hays Faculty Group Projects Abroad grants with three in the
past ten years and a fourth application in process. As a
result, the college boasts more than thirty faculty and
staff who have lived and studied abroad from a total faculty
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of 163. The college has been open to other externally
funded projects, such as the CASS program.
There is a developing relationship between the college
and the community in the field of international education.
The lecture series, the creation of a Japan campus community
advisory board, and sister-college relationships with col-
leges in the Gresham sister-cities are but a few examples of
this cooperation.
The development and operation of a foreign branch
campus in Japan is a major step in providing leadership in
an emerging global society. The risks of operating such a
Center are very great; but, the rewards and satisfaction are
likewise very great.
The curriculum of the college, such as Peace studies,
World civilization, Intercultural Speech, International
Studies, International Business and Trade, International
Relations, five different foreign languages, ESLjENL, and
others, indicates a strong interest in providing students an
opportunity to explore and understand the world.
In a way, the major strength of international education
at the college is also its major weakness, too. That is,
the decentralized efforts in this field leaves a huge need
for coordination. Everyone is in charge; thus, no one is in
charge. Many opportunities have bypassed the college simply
because of a lack of full-time leadership. It is rarely
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possible for an outsider to know exactly who should be
contacted regarding international education. Sometimes, it
isn't possible for insiders to know just where to turn to
for assistance either in creating or resolving issues in the
field of international education. There is no permanent
office or full-time person given the ultimate responsibility
of heading up international education programs and activi-
ties.
This weakness is particularly noticeable in the col-
lege's efforts to coordinate the new Japan campus. with
every employee of the Kurashiki campus hired from outside,
the staff in Japan has been unable to know exactly who to
correspond with in matters of, say, instruction (the Dean of
Student Development, for instance, is in charge of ESL) ,
business matters, or policy matters. The president of the
college has had to take on the task of being the campus
coordinator for the new Japan Center delegating assignments
across campus to solve immediate issues and crises.
Along with a lack of full-time leadership is the lack
of district funding for international education programming.
The college has distributed its funding for international
education across the campus in the form of supporting the
instructional efforts of individual faculty and staff.
There are monies in the budget for memberships, staff devel-
opment in the context of international programs (i.e., the
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Fulbright-Hays projects), and other items distributed to
different offices around campus, but the college lacks a
centralized funding source for existing and new efforts in
this field. External funding, of course, is directly ap-
plied to the externally supported program, such as CASSo A
line item budget for international education is missing from
the budgeting process at Mt. Hood community College.
The low number of international students at Mt. Hood
community College would suggest a lack of interest or abili-
ty to recruit and support students from around the world.
without an international student advisor or other support
staff, a foreign student attending Mt. Hood is mostly on
their own. As a result, the campus is nearly barren of
cultural opportunities both for the international student
and the native student of Gresham. The latter being the
worse off in the exchange. The strategic planning document
for international education does indicate a "long-range"
planning effort for bringing international students to
campus. It would appear, then, that this is still a low
priority for the college when it comes to international
education programming.
The number of officially sanctioned opportunities for a
Mt. Hood Community College student to study abroad has been
limited to only one, the London Quarter. The London Quarter
was developed for students and faculty for each of the past
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two spring quarters. organized by a consortium of Oregon
community colleges and developed and advertised through the
Language and Literature Division of Mt. Hood, the time and
effort expended versus the participation has resulted in the
cancellation of the program for spring 1991. While not many
community college students participate in such programs, the
number of opportunities, now none, severely limits any
growth in this important aspect of a student's education.
On balance, though, Mt. Hood community College is still
very much a leader in international education amongst the
Oregon and Washington public community colleges.
The Future of International Education
International education at Mt. Hood community College
is just on the verge of becoming a major element in the life
and culture of the school. From interviews and documents,
it is clear a critical mass is rapidly approaching that will
bring about significant changes in the way Mt. Hood Communi-
ty College perceives of itself and how it is likely to fit
into the global community it strives to be a part of.
SUMMARY
The three case studies above are an in-depth look at
the quality of international education programs and activi-
ties at three of the most developed public community colleg-
es in the states of Oregon and Washington in this field.
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These case studies can provide a tool for evaluation of
existing international education programs or as a tool for
the implementation of new and innovative international
education programs at those schools not currently involved.
CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The purpose of this research project was to accomplish
at least five objectives. The first objective was to demon-
strate a new and original taxonomy of ten elements, or
dimensions, found in defining and describing international
education. The second objective was make a contribution to
the body of knowledge and research on international educa-
tion practices at the nation's community colleges through an
extensive literature search and original research. The
third objective was to identify and describe the current
practices of international educational programs at the
forty-three pUblic community colleges of Oregon and Washing-
ton states. The fourth objective was to select three of the
most highly developed community colleges from those surveyed
and conduct in-depth case studies. The fifth, and final
objective, was to provide several conclusions and recom-
mendations discerned from the strengths, weaknesses, and
contributions of the Oregon and Washington community colleg-
es to international education practices.
The following conclusions and recommendations are based
upon the use of the new and original taxonomy and an analy-
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sis of the data obtained through the methods described in
earlier chapters.
The taxonomy on international education was especially
created for this study to assist the author, and others, to
clearly define what people meant by the term international
education. There was, and probably still is, little agree-
ment on exactly what people mean when they speak about
international education. The taxonomy, with its ten ele-
ments, allows people to organize their thoughts and articu-
lation about the subject. When a person can clearly iden-
tify that there are at least ten different activities asso-
ciated with the term international education everyone can be
in agreement about the meaning. The new taxonomy was used
to organize the literature search. The ten elements of the
taxonomy also were used to construct the survey question-
naire and to examine the weighting system used in evaluating
the data results.
The responses to the initial survey questionnaire sent
to all forty-three pUblic community colleges in Oregon and
Washington (discussed in Chapter IV) and the case studies on
three of the most highly developed community colleges in the
field of international education (discussed in Chapter V).
The study propositions or hunches (raised in Chapter III)
provided the focus for the conclusions and recommendations
offered below.
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A REVIEW OF THE STUDY PROPOSITIONS
Robert yin (1989) argues that the inquiry must go
beyond the specific research questions in order to direct
the study in the path of suppositions, hunches, or assump-
tions behind the questions. "Each proposition directs
attention to something that should be examined within the
scope of the study" (p. 30).
This dissertation concentrated on the following propo-
sitions: The international education programs and activi-
ties of Oregon and Washington community colleges evolved and
developed through:
1. The efforts of strong presidential leadership;
2. Large community colleges found in urban areas;
3. The presence of international students;
4. The presence of full-time international education
administrators;
5. The presence of international education grants
from external funding sources;
6. The presence of a strong global curriculum;
7. The presence of strong foreign language programs;
8. The presence of full-time faculty and staff born
in other countries;
9. The presence of full-time faculty and staff who
have lived and travelled abroad.
A review of these study propositions and some insights
into their validity are addressed below.
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Presidential Leadership
The presence of strong presidential leadership, as was
observed in the case study of Edmonds Community College, can
provide all the impetus, encouragement, and financial back-
ing a campus faculty and staff needs to bring about a
strong, viable, and highly visible international education
program. But, as was also observed at the other two commu-
nity college case studies, a presidential endorsement alone,
without the constant encouragement and financial backing,
may also be sufficient to bring about a strong, viable
international eduction program, too.
This study was interested in knowing whether a highly
developed community college international education program,
relative to all the others in the Oregon and Washington
region, would need strong presidential leadership at the
helm to produce such programming. The adjective, strong,
is, obviously, relative; however, for purposes of this study
it meant a high level of involvement in practically all
aspects of an international education presence on campus.
Therefore, the answer seems to be no. strong presidential
leadership is not a requirement or necessary for the devel-
opment of a visible international presence on campus.
Yet, the opposite proposition or hunch, a campus inter-
ested in international education can become highly developed
without the presence of presidential leadership through, at
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the very least, endorsement of the concept, isn't true
either. Campus faculty and staff can, indeed, sustain an
interest in a certain programmatic area without presidential
endorsement. However, for an international education pro-
gram to evolve and fully develop, it will, indeed, require
either passive or active endorsement of the president of the
college.
The case study interviews all pointed out that without
the active participation of one or two faculty and staff,
who struggled to bring the concept to campus and to keep it
alive over a long period of time, the international educa-
tion programs found to be highly developed today would not
have happened. Shoreline community College achieved its
high profile primarily through the recruitment and retention
of international students and study abroad programs. These
two thrusts were developed early on in the history of the
college by one staff member, an international student coun-
selor. Mt. Hood Community College achieved its high profile
primarily through its many decentralized international
curriculum activities over a long period of time that were
first initiated by one staff member, a Spanish language
instructor. Even in the case of Edmonds community College
with its current high profile in international education
programs, one or two staff members made a difference in
keeping alive the idea of international education in the
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early years that made it possible for a new and very dynamic
president to bring to the campus an extremely ambitious
program in this field.
School Size and Location
Because of the variety of international activities
possible under our working definition of international
education, the proposition that the large community colleges
in urban areas would be more likely to have highly developed
programs, did not prove to be the case after all.
Interestingly enough, the three campuses with the high-
est profile in international education and programs were all
suburban community colleges with enrollments only slightly
larger than the mean (3,980) of the thirty respondents.
They were not among the largest of the schools in the re-
gion. The fact that there is an inverse ratio between
number three, Mt. Hood with 6,100 student fte's, and number
one, Edmonds with 4,500, also seems to reject the proposi-
tion or hunch. The number two school, Shoreline community
College, had 4,400 student fte's in 1989-90, and is very
close in size with Edmonds Community College.
The Presence of International Students
One of the strongest held propositions or hunches held
prior to conducting this research and after a review of the
literature was the belief that the presence of international
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students would propel any community college into becoming a
high profile community college in the field of international
education. After the data were collected, only two of the
three institutions selected for case studies had significant
numbers of international students. Edmonds community Col-
lege and Shoreline community College, indeed, each had large
numbers of international students. The former with 620 and
the latter with 310 during the 1990-91 academic year.
The third most highly developed school, Mt. Hood Commu-
nity College, by contrast, had very few international stu-
dents. In fact, if the Mt. Hood CASS program, which was
responsible for 35 of the 65 international students on
campus in 1990-91, were eliminated from the data, Mt. Hood
would have had an international student body of only 30.
Thus, the proposition or hunch was not confirmed, for
it is surely possible to be among the most highly developed
international education community colleges without having a
large international student body. The community college
that wants to be engaged in a variety of international
educational activities without bringing international stu-
dents to campus can still be a leader in this field. Such
is the case at Mt. Hood Community College. Yet, the case
study visitations led this researcher to conclude that the
presence of international students on campus enriches inter-
national education by virtue of the human resources present
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in daily contacts. How much richer would the Mt. Hood
Community College program be if they had 300 or more inter-
national students on campus?
The Presence of International Administrators
The assumption behind the proposition or hunch about
the presence of international education administrators was
the thought that each of the highly developed campuses would
have, perhaps, one or more full-time administrators respon-
sible for all aspects of international education. What was
found, however, was a myriad of organizational arrangements
to account for international education programs.
Edmonds Community College had the most elaborate orga-
nization for handling international education. Because they
have a campus in Japan as well as a number of significant
programs and projects on the main campus, Edmonds had four
fUll-time administrative staff members devoting their ener-
gies to international education: A vice president and a dean
of instruction in Japan; an instructional division director
for international education and ESL; and, an associate dean
for international student services responsible for interna-
tional student services, ESL and many other international
projects. Edmonds Community College also had the equivalent
of another full-time administrator attending to internation-
al education without it appearing in the organization chart:
the president of the college. In addition, Edmonds had the
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highest number of faculty and classified staff devoted to
international education programs with the equivalent of ten
full-time persons, mostly in ESL.
Shoreline community College had the smallest number of
administrative staff devoting in whole or in part their time
to international education. They had one instructional
division chair, a full-time administrator, who spent about
twenty percent of his time on international education,
primarily in the area of study abroad programs and curricu-
lum. They had one full-time coordinator for international
student admissions and advising, a full-time member of the
faculty, and several classified staff members working in the
area of international student advising. Several full-time
faculty devoted varying amounts of their time to interna-
tional education programs.
Mt. Hood community College, which also has a campus in
Japan, listed three full-time administrators responsible in
whole or in part their time to international education. Two
were assigned to the Japan campus full-time and one adminis-
trator on the main campus had ten percent of her time devot-
ed to international education in addition to her duties as
assistant to the president for organizational development.
Mt. Hood has several full time classified staff members who
coordinate the CASS program, as well as several full-time
faculty devoted to international education.
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If the two Japan centers were eliminated from the data,
only one of the three most highly developed community col-
leges, Edmonds, would have had one or more full-time admin-
istrators responsible for international education. Thus,
the proposition or hunch about the role of full-time admin-
istrators heading up active international education programs
must be rejected. From the entire study, the data reveal
that a two state regional meeting of all full-time interna-
tional education administrators could be held in a telephone
booth, and they would both be from the same school. Thus is
the state of commitment to the administration of interna-
tional education programs full-time in the community colleg-
es of Oregon and Washington.
The Presence of International Education Grants
Two community colleges, North seattle and Spokane
Falls, were the leading recipients of federal international
education grants in the two state region. While these two
schools were not among the three most highly developed for
inclusion in the case studies, they were among the top six
campuses in Oregon and Washington states in the field of
international education. After reviewing the three case
studies, however, all three of the most highly developed
schools fully utilized grants and external funding for their
respective programs.
Funding for international education programs and activ-
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ities other than from local or state funding sources is
readily available. This study reaches the conclusion,
without reservation, that if community college personnel
want to develop international education programs they can do
so with little use of its own monies from the regular oper-
ating budget.
International students, as was the case at Edmonds and
Shoreline, more than pay for the services and instruction
they receive in return. International projects, such as the
CASS project or overseas campuses, are fully funded from
external sources at both Edmonds and Mt. Hood. In fact, all
three of the most highly developed schools made money from
their international projects, international students, and
overseas campuses and put it back into the general fund for
use in either other international projects or projects not
connected to international education.
It was very revealing to learn that all three campus
presidents were very quick to point out that, indeed, the
international education projects were cost covering or
making money for their schools. Mt. Hood community College,
in particular, goes to great lengths to make sure that in
every college news release prominent mention is made of the
fact that these programs are in operation without any "tax-
payers" dollars being used. Only one of the three presi-
dents interviewed, Tom Nielson of Edmonds community College,
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seemed determined to advance international education in the
same way they might advance, say, welding or writing pro-
grams. From this investigation, it can also be concluded
that international education and international programs in
their own right have not arrived as legitimate programming
at the region's community colleges.
Yet, with the presence of so many different grants and
externally funded opportunities in this field, co~munity
colleges can, if they so choose, become involved in interna-
tional education rather quickly. The proposition or hunch
about the presence of grants and externally funded program-
ming for international education was readily accepted.
The Presence of a Global Curriculum
The evidence of the presence of a "global curriculum"
from the survey results and the case studies was not partic-
ularly strong. One community college, Mt. Hood, has an
exemplary track record in the lIinternationalizing of the
curriculum ll dating back to the late 1970's. The staff of
Mt. Hood Community College through the years has produced
more than seventy international education teaching modules
available to others through the library on a check out
system. These modules can then be incorporated into the
curriculum of any instructor wanting to take the time to
adapt them to his or her classroom activities.
All three campuses offer an International Studies
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program designed for the transfer student. Interestingly,
none of the three programs emphasized similar curricular
issues. Shoreline community College designed their program
to match the University of Washington's Henry M. Jackson
School of International Affairs. Edmonds Community College
students receive instruction more closely aligned with
international business, while Mt. Hood community College's
international studies program is interested in global prob-
lems, such as population control, ecology and the environ-
ment, and war and peace.
In all three cases, the evidence obtained suggests that
these courses and programs are not particularly popular with
students and do not attract great numbers. However, the
dedication of the faculty teaching in these courses and
programs provides strong impetus for other aspects of a high
profile and developed international education program.
Thus, the proposition that the presence of a global curricu-
lum supports the evolution and development of international
education programs is only partially accepted.
The Presence of Foreign Language Programs
Every community college in the study offered two or
more foreign language classes. Every community college in
the study offered spanish as a foreign language, save one,
Clatsop Community College. The thirty colleges offer twelve
different languages and more than a thousand sections each
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year of both credit and non-credit foreign language classes.
It is probably a truism that the mere presence of
foreign languages on a campus adds to the teaching and
understanding of internationalism. The evidence gathered
from this research, however, did not indicate that either
the administrators responsible for foreign languages or the
faculty teaching in the field are today particularly active
in the evolution or development of high profile internation-
al education programs. Mt. Hood community College was an
exception, though, as one Spanish teacher almost single-
handedly kept international education alive for about five
or six years through the late 1970's and early 1980's. She
is, however, no longer at the college.
The research did show, as well, that the greatest
number of foreign languages being offered and the greatest
number of class sections are found in the largest community
colleges. And, as was shown above, the larger schools did
not appear amongst the three community colleges chosen as
case studies. Thus, while there is a positive correlation
between size of school and foreign language offerings, there
was no evidence to support the proposition that the presence
of foreign language programs and instructors, per se, has
assisted in the evolution and development of the most highly
developed international education programs as they are
constituted today.
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Therefore, the proposition or hunch is rejected more so
than it is accepted. The presence of foreign language in-
struction does not, in and of itself, lead to strong inter-
national education programs and activities. An argument can
be made that without foreign language instruction a college
community could be even further lacking in knowledge about
international education than what most campuses are today.
The Presence of Foreign Born Faculty
The evidence that the presence of foreign born faculty
and staff do enhance the advancement of international educa-
tion and programs at the region's community colleges seems
clear. While the overall percentage of foreign born faculty
to the total faculty varied from institution to institution
and across the study, the evidence obtained in the case
studies show that their presence has been felt in the evolu-
tion and development of international education programs and
activities.
Twenty percent of the Shoreline community College
faculty was born in a foreign country. Tacoma and Seattle
Central, two of the top seven community colleges in this
field, also had double digit percentages of foreign born
faculty. By comparison, Edmonds and Mt. Hood had only five
percent and three percent figures, respectively.
From the case studies, interestingly enough, Mt. Hood,
which was close to the mean for all colleges and having the
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lowest percentage of foreign born faculty (3.31%) among the
three most highly developed campuses, had a very active
foreign born instructor who helped keep international educa-
tion alive and well for a long number of years: Tilly Harris
of the Spanish department. Edmonds, likewise, did not have
a high percentage of foreign born faculty and staff, but
their very active associate dean for international student
services was born in Iran and has worked diligently to keep
international education programs prospering.
The proposition or hunch is accepted that the presence
of foreign born faculty and staff does make a difference in
the evolution and development of international education and
activities. Although, in theory, a campus could, indeed,
develop without the presence of foreign born individuals.
Staff Experiences Abroad
From this study, it would appear that international
education programs and activities are, indeed, being decided
by faculty and staff who are involved through birth, travel,
and experiences abroad.
As was shown in the proposition above, foreign born
faculty and staff do have a positive influence in this
field. From the case studies, it showed that the more
faculty and staff travelled abroad the greater the likeli-
hood of involvement with international education and activ-
ities. All the presidents have travelled abroad extensive-
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ly. Mt. Hood community College has received three Ful-
bright-Hays Summer Abroad Projects enabling more than 30
staff members to live and do research in a foreign country
for six or more weeks at a time. Shoreline Community Col-
lege has been quite active in student study abroad programs
that involve faculty as lecturers and guides to the stu-
dents. Edmonds Community College has been using faculty and
staff teams to go to other countries and help in the re-
cruiting of international students. Both Edmonds and Mt.
Hood have been sending their full-time staff and instructors
to Japan for either extended stays or short visits to their
branch campuses.
All the interviewees at the three case study campuses
highlighted the need for staff to gain experiences abroad as
a part of the overall internationalization of their campus-
es. It is possible, -then, to strongly accept the proposi-
tion that faculty and staff experiences abroad contributes
heavily to the evolution and development of international
education and activities of a community college.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The research conclusions in this study led to the
following recommendations for community college leaders in
both an evaluation of existing international education
practices and in the design and implementation of new inter-
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national education programming.
1. Add a hiring qualification based on international
educational interests irrespective of the job position. If
new faculty and staff being hired are already interested in
cultural diversity and international education, the imple-
mentation of new programming will be more readily acceptable
by all. with the presence and availability of u.s. educated
foreign born. faculty, extend employment opportunities to
this group of individuals as well. Because no one can ever
predict where leadership may corne from on this or any other
issue in the long life of a community college campus, facul-
ty and staff who are pre-disposed to international education
will break down many of the obstacles to change.
2. Appoint at least one full-time person in charge of
international student services. Even for the campus that is
philosophically opposed to a strong international education
unit of the college, international students will be arriv-
ing, if they haven't already, as the world continues to
shrink to the level of a global village. with at least one
full-time person in charge of international student servic-
es, the potential for the growth and development of interna-
tional education will be enhanced. Two of the three leading
international education community colleges owe their posi-
tion and strength to the number of international students
attending their colleges.
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3. Actively recruit international students. Inter-
national students bring a world of resources to the main
campus that can, and do, quickly find a way into the main··
stream of the life of the college. International students
are usually bright, eager, respectful, hard working individ-
uals that help create a cosmopolitan atmosphere for the
campus. They also contribute heavily to the economic for-
tunes of the college and the surrounding community.
4. Appoint or assign at least one person to develop
grants and external funding sources in the field of interna-
tional education. The opportunities to advance internation-
al education with external funding are numerous and are only
limited by the imagination of the campus leadership. The
whole world is the hunting ground for such opportunities.
The federal government, foreign governments, multinational
businesses and many, many others are all looking for the
right place to conduct their training needs in this area.
5. strengthen the teaching of ESLjENL. with more than
a ten percent increase in immigration into the united states
in the past ten years by non-English speaking residents, the
need for ESLjENL is well documented in practically every
community college district in the United states. It seems
that the rest of the world wants very much to learn English
as it has become the language of internationalists and
business leaders around the world. ESLjENL instruction
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could easily become the backbone of any community college
international education program now and in the future,
especially so as more and more people will be looking to the
United states and other English speaking countries for
training.
6. Identify at least one full-time administrator to
have responsibility for the coordination of the development
and implementation of international education programming.
Even if not assigned full-time to this position, a campus
will be well served to have at least one full-time person
identified as responsible for international education as the
hundreds and thousands of inquiries about international
education issues circulate from both internal and external
constituents. This administrator should be as close to the
office of the president in the table of organization as
possible because so many of the external constituents will
be CEOs and major government figures who will want access to
the president as a sign of project importance and priority.
7. Encourage faculty and staff to travel abroad. When
a college utilizes the use of sabbaticals, team recruiting
efforts, study abroad programs, and faculty exchanges, a
campus can translate these programs into direct participa-
tion from faculty and staff who have experienced foreign
travel. The benefits will quickly move both into the class-
room and into the mainstream of campus life.
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8. Encourage student travel abroad. While it is
probably more difficult for community college students to
finance and participate in study abroad programs, the enthu-
siasm of such prograwning can have indirect benefits by
adding to the cosmopolitan atmosphere of a college campus
and the surrounding community.
9. Promote foreign language teaching. The knowledge
of another society's language will add to the cultural
understanding of the students in the classroom. with en-
couragement, foreign language instructors can, and do, send
the message about other cultures and other societies to the
rest of the campus through student government clubs, campus
wide activities, and community contacts.
10. Promote international curricula. While course
offerings in international business, international studies,
and non-US studies are still not very popular with community
college students, their presence in the curriculum provides
a strong statement to students and the community to the
effect that the college participates in the entire world and
not just in the united States. with time, these courses
will, undoubtedly, become more popular as U.S. citizens
realize the growing importance of economic, political, and
social interdependence among the people of the world.
11. Incorporate an international education commitment
into the college's mission statement and other pUblic docu-
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ments. Joining the world ,community is an issue of leader-
ship for our community colleges. One of the ways of exhib-
iting that leadership on this lissue is to include statements
about the college's commitment: to internationalism in as
many pUblic documents as possible, but especially in the
college's mission statement. IOnly thirteen of the thirty
community colleges surveyed had a reference to internation-
alism or international education in their mission state-
ments. Very few of the college catalogs received in this
study devoted any space at alL to their being a part of the
world or had a view that extended beyond their local commu-
nity college district. In the last decade of the twentieth
century, can we afford as a society to be that parochial in
our thinking and actions?
12. Promote participation in international education
consortia and international education organizations and
associations. The participat~on in consortia, organiza-
tions, and associations devoted to international education,
of which there are many, will Iprovide faculty and staff with
the knowledge and training neqessary to further develop and
strengthen all aspects of international education through
collaboration within netwo ks beyond the main campus.
The twelve recommendations above have been discerned
from this research. They can be used for both the evalua-
tion and implementation of international education programs
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and activities at a community college. If followed and with
time, a community college can develop and strengthen their
involvement in this most exciting and dynamic enterprise.
International education has the potential of literally
transforming a campus culture from one with a limited view
of their college and community to a broader view of the
world surrounding them.
SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY
This study was limited to the five basic objectives
detailed earlier. Further study on the value of interna-
tional education to, say, the local community, the faculty
and staff of a community college, or on other educational
outcomes is highly desirable and goes beyond the scope and
domain of this study.
The preceding conclusions and recommendations regarding
the current status of international education at the pUblic
community colleges of Oregon and Washington were developed
from both a survey questionnaire and three case studies.
The findings of this study were unique in that no previous
research into Oregon and Washington community college prac-
tices in this field existed. Some of the findings, however,
did verify and support some of the generalizations found in
the literature review. Some of the findings, likewise,
contradicted some of the generalizations found in the same
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literature review. Therefore, this researcher suggests that
additional research be done to further verify or contradict
either the literature or the findings of this study on a
regional or national basis.
A second recommendation for further research would be
to isolate one or more of the ten dimensions in the taxonomy
created for this broad based study and concentrate more
diligently on a single element or two. A third recommenda-
tion for further research would be to replicate the survey
questionnaire every two or three years in order to measure
those changes occurring in this extremely dynamic field of
international education.
And, lastly, this author suggests that further research
be done on the international education practices of the four
year colleges and universities in Oregon and Washington
states. By using a similar questionnaire and case study
methodology, future researchers and practitioners will be
able to compare and contrast the similarities and differ-
ences between community colleges and four year college and
universities in the field of international education.
The field of international education, with its many
myriad dimensions, is wide open to new research. The re-
search, like the field itself, is rich, diverse, and dynamic
and will provide much enjoyment to anyone interested.
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3222 NE 29th Street
Gresham, OR 97030
July 20, 1990
Dear President:
International education seems to be on nearly everyone's mind these days. At the recently
concluded AACJC convention in Seattle, where the theme was, "Think Globally, Act Locally,"
speaker after speaker rose to the occasion and lauded the virtues of becoming involved in the
global community in which we live.
Just how active are community colleges in this arena? Our research base is fairly small, and not
very many actually know just how involved our community colleges are in this exciting and
dynamic enterprise. In fact, very few even have a comprehensive definition for us to work from
as we seek out more information.
As a long-time student of the community college and as a practitioner for the past twenty years,
I have a strong professional interest in the subject of international education. As a result, I have
chosen as a dissertation topic, International Education in the Public Community Colleges of
Oregon and Washington, in order to gain greater insights into what we in the pacific northwest
region are doing in this field.
To complete my work and to add to our understanding, I need your assistance in filling out the
enclosed questionnaire. From pilot testing with two community college presidents, one in
California and one in New York, it will take you only about fifteen minutes to complete and
return. I realize how very busy you are, especially at this time of year, but I believe the findings
will be of help in the understanding of what all Oregon and Washington community colleges are
doing in the field of international education.
I thank you in advance of your participation in this research, and look forward to receiving your
completed questionnaire. I have enclosed a stamped return envelope for your use.
Again, thank you very much.
Most sincerely,
Stephan E. Cragg
APPENDIX B
THE PUBLIC COMMUNITY COLLEGES
OF OREGON AND WASHINGTON STATES
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE: RESPONDED: PARTIAL RESPONSE:
BELLEVUE CC XX
BIG BEND CC XX
BLUE MOUNTAlN CC XX
CENTRAL OREGON CC XX
CENTRALIA CC
CHEMEKETA CC XX
CLACKAMAS CC XX
CLARK CC XX
CLATSOP CC XX
COLUMBIA DASIN CC XX
COLUMBIA GORGE CC
EDMONDS CC XX
EVERETT CC XX
GRAYS HARBOR CC XX
GREEN RIVER CC
HIGHLINE CC XX
LANE CC XX
LINN-BENTON CC XX
LOWER COLUMBIA CC XX
MT. HOOD CC XX
OLYMPIC CC XX
OREGON COAST CC XX
PENINSULA CC
PIERCE COLLEGE XX
PORTLAND CC XX
ROGUE CC XX
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC XX
SEATTLE NORTH CC XX
SEATILE SOUTH CC
SHORELINE CC XX
SKAGIT VALLEY CC XX
SOUTH PUGET SOUND CC XX
SOUTHWESTERN OREGON CC
SPOKANE FALLS CC XX
SPOKANE CC XX
TACOMA CC XX
TILLAMOOK BAY CC
TREASURE VALLY CC
UMPQUA CC
WALLA WALLA CC
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC XX
WHATCOM CC XX
YAKIMA VALLEY CC XX
TOTALS: 43 30 3
APPENDIX I.;
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE INSTRUMENT
Th'TERNATlONAL EDUCATION
IN TIlE PUBLIC COMl\illNITY COLLEGES OF
OREGON AND WASIIINGTON
QUESTIOl'.'NAIRE
1. Name of College: _
2. Your Name and Tille: _
3. Tdephone NwnUer. _
4. No. Full-Time EquivalaJt StudaJls: . 5. No. lnranalionaI SrudaJls on Visas: _
6. No. Full-Time Equivalent Faculty: • 7. No. Pll!1-time Facull)': .
s. Eslimatod no. Full-Time Facully !Jom OuL,ide of the Unitod Stales: .
9. No. of YColCS ),our College has I=n involved with Inlemalional Education Progr.llUs: .
10. Wh)' did ),our College gel involved willllnlem;ltional Education?
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. Ne 1ll1"'...' I of ~L:dJ.
No: . )'c...... : . Pcn::cn13gc of Tim<:: .
13. Do you have In1cmalioll31 Siudoni Adv;",,?
14. D\} you have (acuity .a~~,irllc.".J 10 It'..:lciJ Irllcmatioll31 E.dU..·.atIOIl/SluJH..~<!
It) D,;.·· ~"111 (·nlh.·~·.· olkl \b,,"" III l:lJi'II'h ::' ;, ~c.',·r:,': l;ln~·i.L::·t· (i'~I_1 0\1 l'II:'ll'·!i ft'l j~'lll t'.,tl\'.
'I' . ; . ,. (i ,; I ) .
17. How =my stud<:ols were enrolled in ESL and ENL during the 1989·90 £Chool yeu?
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ESL Number: _ ENL Number: _
18. Does your College offer Foreign La.ogwge cl= in (ched: those !hat apply):
Olln=:
French
Ger=
J2pan=:
Russian
Spanish
Others:
Numlx:.- of Soctioas per y""'"
19. Does your College's Mission Sutem<:ol include a Referc:oce to International Educlion?
Yes: __• No: __• (please include a copy of the sutemenl if nol in your Caulogue.)
20. Does your College offer Slud."l Study Abroad Progr:uns?
Yes: __. No: __
21. Estimated number of your College stud."ls who studied abroad from 1987·8810 1989·90:
Number. _
22. Wuere uave your sludenlS sludied during 1989-90?
23. [."l11l1.1kd llumbe, of Full-Tlllle hculty ....ilO have lived "-lid studIed .UW.1J In thc pa.."l tCll year,;:
Nurnl~f: _
24. Estllll.lled numl><r of Full-Time Faculty wbo have had a faculty eAChJ..IIge with a member of a
foreign rollere or unlver.;ily in lhe past lCll yars:
Numl~r: _
25. b',nl.lted lluml>c' of Full-TllllC F.culty who have trJvclkd a"ro.ld 011 thcll ""-11 on the PJ'1 (en
NlJIlll,,',.
1~~...111(1(]:
27. Does your Collel;e o!'='te a Foreign Br=ch Campus?
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No: Yes: _ Loco.tion: _
2.8. Is your College actively ooasidering opening a Foreign Dr=ch Campus?
No: _ Yes:
---
Location:. _
29. Does your College aaively rocruil Intem.ation.al StudenlS?
No: . Yes: _
30. Has your College implemeotod a program generically blown as °Inl.em2liOlUlizing the
Ou-rieulum"?
No: . Yes: _ Dale began: _
31. Does your College offer classes designated as:
International Educ:llioll:
International Relations:
Internalion.al Dusrn=:
Internalion.al Trade:
InternaliolU! Economics:
Internalional L1w:
International Studies:
Other.;:
Numl>ec of Sections pa Year:
32. Doc., your Colle!'t' offe' ,,10,0<:., on Iht' Culiurc. Politi"", History, and/or ECCHlOlllic., of
oUH.'r n;illlH):-?
1110)" are:
....
34. Does your College participa.te in lUJy Consortia for Student Sllldy Abroad Programs?
Countries: _
35. Please list any ·Sister College" ReI.atiooships:
College/Country:
36. Please list any Country Ihat 1= asked for your ossist.anee in developing
a two-year eommunity college:
Country:
37. Please list any Intematiotul Education Consortia t!ut you belong to:
ConsortiumJPwpose:
38. Please lisl any External/Gr.int Funding for International Education:
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_________________. AmclUnl:
39. Will your College have more or 1= Institutional Funding for International EducalJon in t1Je
next Budge(!
~1orc: _ Less: _ TI,e Same: _
41 . In thc nal f.\"c y"'us, do you exp<.'C1 your Collere to l" more or !e-<,.,
involved in Jnlcn13lioual EduGuion?
11It'S;.Hll...··
.-~-_.-_ .. _-
42. In the next five year.;, bow do you think your College will be more involved:
If possible, please send me a copy of your most recent catalogue
and any supporting materials on international education that you
believe would assist me in this study.
Please return the completed survey to:
Stephan E. Cragg
3222 NE 29th Street
Gresham, OR 97030
Thank you vcry much for taking the tim" and effort to complete
this survey!
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SURVEY RESULTS
QUESTION #1
NAME OF CC:
#3
STATE RESPONDENT
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#4 #6 #7
STUDENT FACULTY PIT
FTE'S FTE'S Fre.
EDMONDS CC WA PRESIDENT 4,500 100 300
SHORELINE CC WA IE COORD 4,400 150 160
MT. HOOD CC OR ASST PRES 6,100 181 330
TACOMA CC WA ESL DIR. 3,250 90 160
SPOKANE FALLS CC WA IE DIRECTOR 5,823 158 716
PORTLAND CC OR PRESIDEN'1' 13,929 372 995
SKAGIT VALLEY CC WA ASST PRES 2,600 110 200
SEATTLE NORTH CC WA DEAN INST 3,477 160 200
LANE CC OR ASST VP 8,200 280 450
EVERETT CC WA VICE PRES 3,600 180 120
CLACKAMAS CC OR ASST DEAN 4,364 150 411
YAKIMA VALLEY CC WA PRESIDENT 2,900 105 250
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC WA ASSOC DEAN 5,105 123 240
HIGHLINE CC WA REGISTRAR 4,613 115 186
ROGUE CC OR DEPT CHAIR 1,400 60 200
CLARK CC WA IE DIRECTOR 4,500 133 297
PIERCE COLLEGE WA IE DIRECTOR 4,000 90 325
LINN-BENTON CC WA IE DIRECTOR 4,500 130 200
BIG BEND CC WA VICE PRES 1,183 46 60
CHEMEKETA CC OR DEPT CHAIR 7,600 220 500
CENTRAL OREGON CC OR VICE PRES 2,000 110 100
WHATCOM CC WA PRESIDENT 1,400 42 60
SO.PUGET SOUND CC WA PRESIDENT 2,000 65 135
LOWER COLUMBIA CC WA PRESIDENT 2,109 105 40
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC WA ASSOC DEAN 1,813 61 110
SPOKANE CC WA IE DIRECTOR 5,397 219 303
COLUMBIA BASIN CC WA PRESIDENT 3,493 98 215
CLATSOP CC OR DEAN INST 925 35 30
OREGON COAST CC OR ASST VP 100 2 50
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC OR PRESIDENT 1,650 73 220
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NAME OF CC: #5 #8 #9 #12
NO. INT'L FOREIGN NO. YEARS ADMIN.
STUDENTS BORN FAC. INVOLVED TIME
EDMONDS CC 450 5 12 2.00
SHORELINE CC 290 30 20 0.20
MT. HOOD CC 53 6 16 2.20
TACOMA CC 124 10 23 0.50
SPOKANE FALLS CC 62 2 6 0.13
PORTLAND CC 128 15 12 0.13
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 55 8 25 0.05
SEATTLE NORTH CC 100 4 10 0.25
LANE CC 172 0 10 0.00
EVERETT CC 50 5 15 0.13
CLACKAMAS CC 17 6 25 0.05
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 100 10 25 0.00
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 120 23 1 0.00
HIGHLINE CC 88 5 15 0.00
ROGUE CC 12 3 10 0.05
CLARK CC 100 5 10 0.40
PIERCE COLLEGE 30 5 15 0.50
LINN-BENTON CC 95 3 13 0.25
BIG BEND CC 188 1 25 0.05
CHEMEKETA CC 125 5 5 0.05
CENTRAL OREGON CC 17 2 10 0.00
WHATCOM CC 25 2 2 0.25
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 13 3 3 0.15
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 10 0 15 0.25
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0 2 2 0.05
SPOKANE CC 44 2 3 0.10
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 10 1 0 0.00
CLATSOP CC 1 0 0 0.00
OREGON COAST CC 0 0 0 0.00
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 1 1 0 0.00
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NAME OF CC: #11 #13 #14 #15
NON-ADM. ADVISOR I. E. FAC. INSI'IT.
TIME TIME TIME mICRITi
EDMONDS CC 9.00 4.00 3.00 HI MID
SHORELINE CC 3.00 1.00 1. 67 MIDDLE
MT. HOOD CC 2.50 1.10 1. 00 MIDDLE
TACOMA CC 2.00 1. 00 1.00 HI MID
SPOKANE FALLS CO , 2.00 1.00 5.00 HI MID
PORTLAND CC 0.00 1. 00 3.30 LO MID
SKAGIT VALLEY CO ' 1. 50 0.50 1.25 HI MID
SEATTLE NORTH CO I 0.00 1. 00 1.00 MIDDLE
LANE CC 0.00 0.50 0.00 HI MID
EVERETT CC 4.00 1.50 1. 50 HI MID
CLACKAMAS CC 2.00 0.25 5.00 MIDDLE
YAKIMA VALLEY cq I 2.00 1. 00 1. 50 MIDDLE
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 MIDDLE
HIGHLINE CC I 0.00 0.10 0.00 HI MID
ROGUE CC 0.00 0.10 0.75 MIDDLE
CLARK CC 2.00 0.50 0.00 MIDDLE
PIERCE COLLEGE I 1.00 0.50 1.67 HI MID
LINN-BENTON CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 MIDDLE
BIG BEND CC I 0.00 0.10 0.00 MIDDLE
CHEMEKETA CC I 0.00 0.20 0.00 MIDDLE
CENTRAL OREGON qc 0.00 0.05 0.25 MIDDLE
WHATCOM CC 1. 00 0.50 3.75 MIDDLE
SO.PUGET SOUND qc I 1.25 1. 00 0.00 MIDDLE
LOWER COLUMBIA qc 0.00 0.10 0.50 LO MID
WENATCHEE VALLEY' CC I 0.00 0.00 0.00 LO MID
SPOKANE CC 2.00 0.20 0.00 MIDDLE
COLUMBIA BASIN qc , 0.00 0.00 0.00 LO MID
CLATSOP CC 0.00 0.20 0.00 LOWEST
OREGON COAST CC ' 0.00 0.00 0.00 LOWEST
BLUE MOUNTAIN cq , 0.00 0.00 0.00 LO MID
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NAME OF CC: #16 #16 #17 #19
ESL ENL ESL/ENL MISSION
PROGRAM PROGRAM STUDENTS
STATMT
EDMONDS CC YES YES 1800 YES
SHORELINE CC YES NO 325 YES
MT. HOOD CC YES YES 1000 YES
TACOMA CC YES NO 250 NO
SPOKANE FALLS CC YES YES 650 YES
PORTLAND CC YES YES 475 YES
SKAGIT VALLEY CC YES YES 200 NO
SEATTLE NORTH CC YES YES 1418 NO
LANE CC YES NO 145 YES
EVERETT CC YES YES 0 YES
CLACKAMAS CC YES NO 400 NO
YAKIMA VALLEY CC YES NO 70 NO
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC YES YES 1850 YES
HIGHLINE CC YES NO 65 YES
ROGUE CC YES YES 50 YES
CLARK CC YES YES 648 NO
PIERCE COLLEGE YES YES 200 NO
LINN-BENTON CC YES YES 400 NO
BIG BEND CC YES NO 30 YES
CHEMEKETA CC YES YES 0 YES
CENTRAL OREGON CC YES YES 420 YES
WHATCOM CC YES NO 150 NO
SO.PUGET SOUND CC YES NO 203 NO
LOWER COLm~BIA CC YES NO 200 NO
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC YES NO 480 NO
SPOKANE CC NO NO 0 NO
COLUMBIA BASIN CC YES NO 525 NO
CLATSOP CC YES NO 102 NO
OREGON COAST CC YES NO 153 NO
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC YES NO 221 NO
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NAME OF CC: #18a #18b #18c #29
FOREIGN DIFFERENT NUMBER RECRUIT
LANGUAGES LANGUAGES SECTIONS mI'. sr.
EDMONDS CC YES 3 30 YES
SHORELINE CC YES 5 64 YES
MT. HOOD CC YES 5 114 YES
TACOMA CC YES 3 60 YES
SPOKANE FALLS CC YES 5 88 YES
PORTLAND CC YES 5 342 NO
SKAGIT VALLEY CC YES 6 78 YES
SEATTLE NORTH CC YES 5 84 NO
LANE CC YES 8 54 NO
EVERETT CC YES 4 30 YES
CLACKAMAS CC YES 6 44 NO
YAKIMA VALLEY CC YES 4 70 YES
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC YES 5 94 YES
HIGHLINE CC YES 5 152 NO
ROGUE CC YES 2 30 NO
CLARK CC YES 5 186 NO
PIERCE COLLEGE YES 6 36 YES
LINN-BENTON CC YES 1 8 NO
BIG BEND CC YES 3 60 YES
CHEMEKETA CC YES 6 114 NO
CENTRAL OREGON CC YES 4 106 YES
WHATCOM CC YES 2 12 NO
SO.PUGET SOUND CC YES 4 22 YES
LOWER COLUMBIA CC YES 3 18 NO
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC YES 4 18 NO
SPOKANE CC YES 2 12 YES
COLUMBIA BASIN CC YES 3 72 NO
CLATSOP CC YES 2 8 NO
OREGON COAST CC YES 5 34 NO
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC YES 3 16 NO
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NAME OF CC: #20 #21 #22 #33c
STUDY NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PERCENr
ABROAD STUDENTS COUNTRIES DEGREE
EDMONDS CC YES 75 2 60%
SHORELINE CC YES 170 7 70%
MT. HOOD CC YES 10 1 25%
TACOMA CC YES 4 1 25%
SPOKANE FALLS CC YES 40 4 60%
PORTLAND CC YES 5 1 0%
SKAGIT VALLEY CC YES 10 1 80%
SEATTLE NORTH CC YES 60 4 0%
LANE CC YES 40 3 0%
EVERETT CC YES 4 1 30%
CLACKAMAS CC YES 25 2 0%
YAKIMA VALLEY CC YES 15 1 95%
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC YES 0 0 85%
HIGHLINE CC YES 1 1 90%
ROGUE CC YES 100 3 100%
CLARK CC YES 6 1 10%
PIERCE COLLEGE NO 0 0 80%
LINN-BENTON CC YES 5 1 5%
BIG BEND CC NO 0 0 90%
CHEMEKETA CC YES 6 1 50%
CENTRAL OREGON CC YES 22 3 60%
WHATCOM CC YES 2 1 90%
SO. PUGE'l' SOUND CC YES 10 1 80%
LOWER COLUMBIA CC YES 5 1 75%
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC YES 2 2 0%
SPOKANE CC NO 0 0 40%
COLUMBIA BASIN CC YES 0 0 0%
CLATSOP cc NO 0 0 100%
OREGON COAST CC NO 0 0 0%
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC NO 0 0 0%
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NAME OF CC: #23 #24 #25 #35
FACULTY FACULTY FACULTY SISTER
LIVED ABR. EXCHANGES TRAVEL ABR. mrIFGFS
EDMONDS CC 15 2 40 2
SHORELINE CC 25 3 100 1
MT. HOOD CC 35 3 50 2
TACOMA CC 50 1 7 2
SPOKANE FALLS CC 7 4 30 0
PORTLAND CC 6 1 5 2
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 16 10 20 3
SEATTLE NORTH CC 10 4 70 0
LANE CC 25 0 75 0
EVERETT CC 5 4 35 1
CLACKAMAS CC 6 1 75 2
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 3 0 15 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 3 2 25 0
HIGHLINE CC 20 1 25 0
ROGUE CC 1 1 10 0
CLARK CC 13 0 20 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 1 0 8 1
LINN-BENTON CC 10 8 20 0
BIG BEND CC 4 2 8 0
CHEMEKETA CC 10 1 40 2
CENTRAL OREGON CC 10 2 30 0
WHATCOM CC 6 0 3 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 0 10 2
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 3 0 7 0
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 2 1 8 0
SPOKANE CC 0 0 5 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 0 5 0
CLATSOP CC 2 1 6 0
OREGON COAST CC 1 0 1 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 2 1 4 0
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NAME OF CC: #26 #27 #27 #28
MILITARY FOREIGN NUMBER OF crnsrr::ER
CONTRACTS BR.CAMPUS COUNTRIES BRANCH
EDMONDS CC NO YES 1 YES
SHORELINE CC NO NO 0 NO
MT. HOOD CC NO YES 1 NO
TACOMA CC NO NO 0 NO
SPOKANE FALLS CC YES NO 0 NO
PORTLAND CC NO NO 0 NO
SKAGIT VALLEY CC NO NO 0 NO
SEATTLE NORTH CC NO NO 0 NO
LANE CC NO NO 0 NO
EVERETT CC NO NO 0 NO
CLACKAMAS CC NO NO 0 NO
YAKIMA VALLEY CC NO NO 0 NO
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC NO NO 0 NO
HIGHLINE CC NO NO 0 NO
ROGUE CC NO NO 0 NO
CLARK CC NO NO 0 NO
PIERCE COLLEGE NO NO 0 NO
LINN-BENTON CC NO NO 0 NO
BIG BEND CC YES NO 0 YES
CHEMEKETA CC NO NO 0 NO
CENTRAL OREGON CC NO NO 0 NO
WHATCOM CC NO NO 0 NO
SO.PUGET SOUND CC NO NO 0 NO
LOWER COLUMBIA CC NO NO 0 NO
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC NO NO 0 NO
SPOKANE CC NO NO 0 NO
COLUMBIA BASIN CC NO NO 0 NO
CLATSOP CC NO NO 0 NO
OREGON COAST CC NO NO 0 NO
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC NO NO 0 NO
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NAME OF CC: #26 #30a #30b #31a
DIFFERENT INT. EDUC. NO. YEARS ID. I.E.
MIL. CONT. CURRICULUM INVOLVED ClASSES
EDMONDS CC 0 YES 2 5
SHORELINE CC 0 YES 15 4
MT. HOOD CC 0 YES 12 6
TACOMA CC 0 YES 2 1
SPOKANE FALLS CC 1 YES 6 5
PORTLAND CC 0 YES 2 3
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 0 YES 1 2
SEATTLE NORTH CC 0 NO 0 5
LANE CC 0 YES 10 1
EVERETT CC 0 YES 2 4
CLACKAMAS CC 0 NO 0 2
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 0 NO 0 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 NO 0 0
HIGHLINE CC 0 YES 2 0
ROGUE CC 0 YES 10 1
CLARK CC 0 NO 0 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 YES 10 2
LINN-BENTON CC 0 YES 7 3
BIG BEND CC 2 NO 0 2
CHEMEKETA CC 0 NO 0 1
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0 NO 0 0
WHATCOM CC 0 NO 0 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 0 NO 0 0
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0 NO 0 3
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0 NO 0 0
SPOKANE CC 0 NO 0 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 NO 0 0
CLATSOP CC 0 NO 0 0
OREGON COAST CC 0 NO 0 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 NO 0 0
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NAME OF CC: #31b #32 #34a #34b
NO. r. E. NO. NON-US CONSORTIA NUMBER
SECTIONS CLASSES ABROAD NATIONS
EDMONDS CC 15 14 YES 2
SHORELINE CC 16 9 YES 1
MT. HOOD CC 12 20 YES 1
TACOMA CC 1 15 YES 1
SPOKANE FALLS CC 11 8 YES 7
PORTLAND CC 12 12 YES 1
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 2 6 YES 2
SEATTLE NORTH CC 22 14 YES 1
LANE CC 6 3 YES 1
EVERETT CC 4 1 YES 3
CLACKAMAS CC 2 0 YES 5
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 0 2 YES 1
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 7 NO 0
HIGHLINE CC 0 2 YES 1
ROGUE CC 2 3 YES 5
CLARK CC 0 0 YES 1
PIERCE COLLEGE 2 6 NO 0
LINN-BENTON CC 3 0 YES 1
BIG BEND CC 2 1 NO 0
CHEMEKETA CC 3 3 YES 2
CENTRJl..L OREGON CC 0 1 NO 0
WHATCOM CC 0 0 YES 1
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 0 1 YES 1
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 3 5 YES 1
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0 4 YES 1
SPOKANE CC 0 0 NO 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 1 YES 1
CLATSOP CC 0 0 NO 0
OREGON COAST CC 0 4 NO 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0 NO 0
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NAME OF CC: #36 #37 #38 #39
NO. I. E. NO. ASSIST NO. I. E. M/S/L
CONSORTIA REQUESTS GRANTS FUNDING
EDMONDS CC 2 4 2 SAME
SHORELINE CC 2 1 0 MORE
MT. HOOD CC 2 0 1 SAME
TACOMA CC 1 0 3 MORE
SPOKANE FALLS CC 4 0 2 MORE
PORTLAND CC 0 0 0 MORE
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 3 0 0 MORE
SEATTLE NORTH CC 2 0 1 MORE
LANE CC 2 1 3 SAME
EVERETT CC 1 2 2 MORE
CLACKAMAS CC 3 0 0 SAME
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 2 0 0 SAME
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 0 0 SAME
HIGHLINE CC 1 0 0 MORE
ROGUE CC 1 0 0 SAME
CLARK CC 2 0 0 SAME
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 0 0 MORE
LINN-BENTON CC 3 0 0 SAME
BIG BEND CC 0 0 0 SAME
CHEMEKETA CC 2 0 0 SAME
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0 0 0 SAME
WHATCOM CC 1 0 0 SAME
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 0 0 MORE
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 1 0 0 SAME
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 1 0 0 LESS
SPOKANE CC 1 0 0 SAME
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1 0 0 SAME
CLATSOP CC 0 0 0 SAME
OREGON COAST CC 0 0 0 SAME
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0 0 SAME
NAME OF CC: #41
MORE/SAME/LESS TOTAL
INVOLVEMENT POINTS
EDMONDS CC MORE 280
SHORELINE CC MORE 273
MT. HOOD CC MORE 215
TACOMA CC MORE 186
SPOKANE FALLS CC MORE 175
PORTLAND CC MORE 162
SKAGIT VALLEY CC MORE 155
SEATTLE NORTH CC MORE 145
LANE CC MORE 139
EVERETT CC MORE 133
CLACKAM.l\S CC MORE 128
YAKIMA VALLEY CC SAME 119
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC MORE 116
HIGHLINE CC MORE 115
ROGUE CC MORE 109
CLARK CC MORE 107
PIERCE COLLEGE MORE 99
LINN-BENTON CC MORE 97
BIG BEND CC MORE 95
CHEMEKETA CC MORE 95
CENTRAL OREGON CC MORE 87
WHATCOM CC MORE 80
SO.PUGET SOUND CC MORE 72
LOWER COLUMBIA CC MORE 66
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC MORE 43
SPOKANE CC MORE 39
COLUMBIA BASIN CC MORE 38
CLATSOP CC MORE 24
OREGON COAST CC SAME 20
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC SAME 17
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CONVERTED SURVEY RESULTS
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QUESTION #1 #3 #4 #6 #7
NAME OF CC: STATE RESPONDENT STUDENT FACULTY PIT
FTE'S FTE'S FYC.
EDMONDS CC WA PRESIDENT 4,500 100 300
SHORELINE CC WA IE COORD 4,400 150 160
MT. HOOD CC OR ASST PRES 6,100 181 330
TACOMA CC WA ESL DIR. 3,250 90 160
SPOKANE FALLS CC WA IE DIRECTOR 5,823 158 716
PORTLAND CC OR PRESIDENT 13,929 372 995
SKAGIT VALLEY CC WA ASST PRES 2,600 110 200
SEATTLE NORTH CC WA DEAN INST 3,477 160 200
LANE CC OR ASST VP 8,200 280 450
EVERETT CC WA VICE PRES 3,600 180 120
CLACKAMAS CC OR ASST DEAN 4,364 150 411
YAKIMA VALLEY CC WA PRESIDENT 2,900 105 250
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC WA ASSOC DEAN 5,105 123 240
HIGHLINE CC WA REGISTRAR 4,613 115 186
ROGUE CC OR DEPT CHAIR 1,400 60 200
CLARK CC WA IE DIRECTOR 4,500 133 297
PIERCE COLLEGE WA IE DIRECTOR 4,000 90 325
LINN-BENTON CC WA IE DIRECTOR 4,500 130 200
BIG BEND CC WA VICE PRES 1,183 46 60
CHEMEKETA CC OR DEPT CHAIR 7,600 220 500
CENTRAL OREGON CC OR VICE PRES 2,000 110 100
WHATCOM CC WA PRESIDENT 1,400 42 60
SO.PUGET SOUND CC WA PRESIDENT 2,000 65 135
LOWER COLUMBIA CC WA PRESIDENT 2,109 105 40
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC WA ASSOC DEAN 1,813 61 110
SPOKANE CC WA IE DIRECTOR 5,397 219 303
COLUMBIA BASIN CC WA PRESIDENT 3,493 98 215
CLATSOP CC OR DEAN INST 925 35 30
OREGON COAST CC OR ASST VP 100 2 50
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC OR PRESIDENT 1,650 73 220
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NAME OF CC: #5 #8 #9 #12
NO. INT'L FOREIGN YEARS ADMIN.
STUDENTS BORN FAC. INVOLVED TIME
(lPT:10) (ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) lPI':25%}
EDMONDS CC 45.00 5 12 8.00
SHORELINE CC 29.00 30 20 0.80
MT. HOOD CC 5.30 6 16 8.40
TACOMA CC 12.40 10 23 2.00
SPOKANE FALLS CC 6.20 2 6 0.50
PORTLAND CC 12.80 15 12 0.50
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 5.50 8 25 0.20
SEATTLE NORTH CC 10.00 4 10 1. 00
LANE CC 17.20 0 10 0.00
EVERETT CC 5.00 5 15 0.50
CLACKAMAS CC 1. 70 6 25 0.20
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 10.00 10 25 0.00
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 12.00 23 1 0.00
HIGHLINE CC 8.80 5 15 0.00
ROGUE CC 1. 20 3 10 0.20
CLARK CC 10.00 5 10 1. 60
PIERCE COLLEGE 3.00 5 15 2.00
LINN-BENTON CC 9.50 3 13 1. 00
BIG BEND CC 18.80 1 25 0.20
CHEMEKETA CC 12.50 5 5 0.20
CEN'l'RAL OREGON CC 1. 70 2 10 0.00
WHATCOM CC 2.50 2 2 1. 00
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1. 30 3 3 0.60
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0.10 0 15 1. 00
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0.00 2 2 0.20
SPOKANE CC 4.40 2 3 0.40
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1. 00 1 0 0.00
CLATSOP CC 0.10 0 0 0.00
OREGON COAST CC 0.00 0 0 0.00
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0.10 1 0 0.00
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NAME OF CC: #11 #13 #14 #15
NON-ADM. ADVISOR I.E. FAC. INSTIT.
TIME TIME TIME ffiICRITt
(lPT:25%) (lPT:25%) (lPT:25%) (lL-5H)
EDMONDS CC 36.00 16.00 12.00 4
SHORELINE CC 12.00 4.00 6.60 3
MT. HOOD CC 10.00 4.40 4.00 3
TACOMA CC 8.00 4.00 4.00 4
SPOKANE FALLS CC 8.00 4.00 20.00 4
PORTLAND CC 0.00 4.00 13.20 2
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 6.00 2.00 5.00 4
SEATTLE NORTH CC 0.00 4.00 4.00 3
LANE CC 0.00 2.00 0.00 4
EVERETT CC 16.00 6.00 6.00 4
CLACKAMAS CC 8.00 1.00 20.00 3
YAI<IMA VALLEY CC 8.00 4.00 5.00 3
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 3
HIGHLINE CC 0.00 0.40 0.00 4
ROGUE CC 0.00 0.40 3.00 3
CLARK CC 8.00 2.00 0.00 3
PIERCE COLLEGE 4.00 2.00 6.60 4
LINN-BENTON CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 3
BIG BEND CC 0.00 0.40 0.00 3
CHEl>l:EKETA CC 0.00 0.80 0.00 3
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0.00 0.20 1. 00 3
WHATCOM CC 4.00 2.00 15.00 3
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 5.00 4.00 0.00 3
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0.00 0.40 2.00 2
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
SPOKANE CC 8.00 0.80 0.00 3
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
CLATSOP CC 0.00 0.80 0.00 1
OREGON COAST CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 1
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0.00 0.00 0.00 2
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NAME OF CC: #16 #16 #17 #19
ESL ENL ESL/ENL MISSION
PROGRAM PROGRAM STUDENTS STATMT
(l:YES) (l:YES) (lPT: 100) (5:YES)
EDMONDS CC 1 1 18.00 5
SHORELINE CC 1 0 3.25 5
MT. HOOD CC 1 1 10.00 5
TACOMA CC 1 0 2.50 0
SPOKANE FALLS CC 1 1 6.50 5
PORTLAND CC 1 1 4.75 5
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 1 1 2.00 0
SEATTLE NORTH CC 1 1 14.18 0
LANE CC 1 0 1.45 5
EVERETT CC 1 1 0.00 5
CLACKAMAS CC 1 0 4.00 0
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 1 0 0.70 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 1 1 18.50 5
HIGHLINE CC 1 0 0.65 5
ROGUE CC 1 1 0.50 5
CLARK CC 1 1 6.48 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 1 1 2.00 0
LINN-BENTON CC 1 1 4.00 0
BIG BEND CC 1 0 0.30 5
CHEMEKETA CC 1 1 0.00 5
CENTRAL OREGON CC 1 1 4.20 5
WHATCOM CC 1 0 1.50 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 0 2.03 0
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 1 0 2.00 0
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 1 0 4.80 0
SPOKANE CC 0 0 0.00 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1 0 5.25 0
CLATSOP CC 1 0 1. 02 0
OREGON COAST CC 1 0 1.53 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 1 0 2.21 0
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NAME OF CC: #18a #18b #18c #29
FOREIGN DIFFERENT NUMBER RECRUIT
LANGUAGES LANGUAGES SECTIONS lliI'. sr.
(l:YES) (ACTUAL) (lPT:5) (lCJ.OO,)
EDMONDS CC 1 3 3.00 1
SHORELINE CC 1 5 6.40 1
MT. HOOD CC 1 5 11.40 1
TACOMA CC 1 3 6.00 1
SPOKANE FALLS CC 1 5 8.80 1
PORTLAND CC 1 5 34.20 0
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 1 6 7·.80 1
SEATTLE NORTH CC 1 5 8.40 0
LANE CC 1 8 5.40 0
EVERETT CC 1 4 3.00 1
CLACKAMAS CC 1 6 4.40 0
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 1 4 7.00 1
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 1 5 9.40 1
HIGHLINE CC 1 5 15.20 0
ROGUE CC 1 2 3.00 0
CLARK CC 1 5 18.60 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 1 6 3.60 1
LINN-BENTON CC 1 1 0.80 0
BIG BEND CC 1 3 6.00 1
CHEMEKETA CC 1 6 11.40 0
CENTRAL OREGON CC 1 4 10.60 0
WHATCOM CC 1 2 1. 20 1
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 4 2.20 1
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 1 3 1. 80 0
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 1 4 1. 80 0
SPOKANE CC 1 2 1. 20 1
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1 3 7.20 0
CLATSOP CC 1 2 0.80 0
OREGON COAST CC 1 5 3.40 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 1 3 1.60 0
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NAME OF CC: #20 #21 #22 #330
STUDY NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PERCENr
ABROAD STUDENTS COUNTRIES DEGREE
(ACTUAL) (1PT:5) (ACTUAL) (1:10%)
EDMONDS CC 1 15.00 2 6.0
SHORELINE CC 1 34.00 7 7.0
MT. HOOD CC 1 2.00 1 2.5
TACOMA CC 1 0.80 1 2.5
SPOKANE FALLS CC 1 8.00 4 6.0
PORTLAND CC 1 1. 00 1 0.0
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 1 2.00 1 8.0
SEATTLE NORTH CC 1 12.00 4 0.0
LANE CC 1 8.00 3 0.0
EVERETT CC 1 0.80 1 3.0
CLACKAMAS CC 1 5.00 2 0.0
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 1 3.00 1 9.5
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 1 0.00 0 8.5
HIGHLINE CC 1 0.20 1 9.0
ROGUE CC 1 20.00 3 10.0
CLARK CC 1 1.20 1 1.0
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 0.00 0 8.0
LINN-BENTON CC 1 1.00 1 0.5
BIG BEND CC 0 0.00 0 9.0
CHEMEKETA CC 1 1. 20 1 5.0
CENTRAL OREGON CC 1 4.40 3 6.0
WHATCOM CC 1 0.40 1 9.0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 2.00 1 8.0
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 1 1. 00 1 7.5
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 1 0.40 2 0.0
SPOKANE CC 0 0.00 0 4.0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1 0.00 0 0.0
CLATSOP CC 0 0.00 a 10.0
OREGON COAST CC 0 0.00 0 0.0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0.00 a 0.0
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NAME OF CC: #23 #24 #25 #35
FACULTY FACULTY FACULTY SISTER
LIVED ABR. EXCHANGES TRAVEL ABR. mrrH;ES
(ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) (lPT:10) (ACll.1l\L)
EDMONDS CC 15 2 4.00 2
SHORELINE CC 25 3 10.00 1
MT. HOOD CC 35 3 5.00 2
TACOMA CC 50 1 0.70 2
SPOKANE FALLS CC 7 4 3.00 0
PORTLAND CC 6 1 0.50 2
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 16 10 2.00 3
SEATTLE NORTH CC 10 4 7.00 0
LANE CC 25 0 7.50 0
EVERETT CC 5 4 3.50 1
CLACKAMAS CC 6 1 7.50 2
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 3 0 1.50 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 3 2 2.50 0
HIGHLINE CC 20 1 2.50 0
ROGUE CC 1 1 1. 00 0
CLARK CC 13 0 2.00 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 1 0 0.80 1
LINN-BENTON CC 10 8 2.00 0
BIG BEND CC 4 2 0.80 0
CHEMEKETA CC 10 1 4.00 2
CENTRAL OREGON CC 10 2 3.00 0
WHATCOM CC 6 0 0.30 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 0 1. 00 2
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 3 0 0.70 0
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 2 1 0.80 0
SPOKANE CC 0 0 0.50 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 0 0.50 0
CLATSOP CC 2 1 0.60 0
OREGON COAST CC 1 0 0.10 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 2 1 0.40 0
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NAME OF CC: #26 #27 #27 #28
MILITARY FOREIGN NUMBER OF cr:N3II:m
CONTRACTS BR.CAMPUS COUNTRIES BRANCH
(5PTS:1) (10PTS:1) (ACTUAL) (1lCJUrIL)
EDMONDS CC 0 10 1 1
SHORELINE CC 0 0 0 0
MT. HOOD CC 0 10 1 0
TACOMA CC 0 0 0 0
SPOKANE FALLS CC 5 0 0 0
PORTLAND CC 0 0 0 0
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 0 0 0 0
SEATTLE NORTH CC 0 0 0 0
LANE CC 0 0 0 0
EVERETT CC 0 0 0 0
CLACKAMAS CC 0 0 0 0
YAKHIA VALLEY CC 0 0 0 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 0 0 0
HIGHLINE CC 0 0 0 0
ROGUE CC 0 0 0 0
CLARK CC 0 0 0 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 0 0 0
LINN-BENTON CC 0 0 0 0
BIG BEND CC 5 0 0 1
CHEMEKETA CC 0 0 0 0
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0 0 0 0
WHATCOM CC 0 0 0 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 0 0 0 0
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0 0 0 0
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0 0 0 0
SPOKANE CC 0 0 0 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 0 0 0
CLATSOP CC 0 0 0 0
OREGON COAST CC 0 0 0 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0 0 0
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NAME OF CC: #26 #30a #30b #31a
DIFFERENT INT. EDUC. NO. YEARS 1'0. I.E.
MIL. CONT. CURRICULUM INVOLVED CLASSES
(ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) (1Cill\L)
EDMONDS CC 0 1 2 5
SHORELINE CC 0 1 15 4
MT. HOOD CC 0 1 12 6
TACOMA CC 0 1 2 1
SPOKANE FALLS CC 1 1 6 5
PORTLAND CC 0 1 2 3
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 0 1 1 2
SEATTLE NORTH CC 0 0 0 5
LANE CC 0 1 10 1
EVERETT CC 0 1 2 4
CLACKAMAS CC 0 0 0 2
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 0 0 0 0
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 0 0 0
HIGHLINE CC 0 1 2 0
ROGUE CC 0 1 10 1
CLARK CC 0 0 0 0
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 1 10 2
LINN-BENTON CC 0 1 7 3
BIG BEND CC 2 0 0 2
CHEMEKETA CC 0 0 0 1
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0 0 0 0
WHATCOM CC 0 0 0 0
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 0 0 0 0
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0 0 0 3
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0 0 0 0
SPOKANE CC 0 0 0 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0 0 0 0
CLATSOP CC 0 0 0 0
OREGON COAST CC 0 0 0 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0 0 0
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NAME OF CC: #31b #32 #34a #34b
NO. I.E. NO. NON-US CONSORTIA NUMBER
SECTIONS CLASSES ABROAD NATIONS
(lPT:5) (ACTUAL) (l:YES) (JlCJ:{lllli)
EDMONDS CC 3.00 14 1 2
SHORELINE CC 3.20 9 1 1
MT. HOOD CC 2.40 20 1 1
TACOMA CC 0.20 15 1 1
SPOKANE FALLS CC 2.20 8 1 7
PORTLAND CC 2.40 12 1 1
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 0.40 6 1 2
SEATTLE NORTH CC 4.40 14 1 1
LANE CC 1.20 3 1 1
EVERETT CC 0.80 1 1 3
CLACKAMAS CC 0.40 0 1 5
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 0.00 2 1 1
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0.00 7 0 0
HIGHLINE CC 0.00 2 1 1
ROGUE CC 0.40 3 1 5
CLARK CC 0.00 0 1 1
PIERCE COLLEGE 0.40 6 0 0
LINN-BENTON CC 0.60 0 1 1
BIG BEND CC 0.40 1 0 0
CHEMEKETA CC 0.60 3 1 2
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0.00 1 0 0
WHATCOM CC 0.00 0 1 1
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 0.00 1 1 1
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 0.60 5 1 1
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 0.00 4 1 1
SPOKANE CC 0.00 0 0 0
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 0.00 1 1 1
CLATSOP CC 0.00 0 0 0
OREGON COAST CC 0.00 4 0 0
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0.00 0 0 0
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NAME OF CC: #36 #37 #38 #39
NO. I.E. NO. ASSIST NO. I. E. M/S/L
CONSORTIA REQUESTS GRANTS FUNDING
(ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) (ACTUAL) M:2;S:1)
EDMONDS CC 2 4 2 1
SHORELINE CC 2 1 0 2
MT. HOOD CC 2 0 1 1
TACOMA CC 1 0 3 2
SPOKANE FALLS CC 4 0 2 2
PORTLAND CC 0 0 0 2
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 3 0 0 2
SEATTLE NORTH CC 2 0 1 2
LANE CC 2 1 3 1
EVERETT CC 1 2 2 2
CLACKAMAS CC 3 0 0 1
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 2 0 0 1
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 0 0 0 1
HIGHLINE CC 1 0 0 2
ROGUE CC 1 0 0 1
CLARK CC 2 0 0 1
PIERCE COLLEGE 0 0 0 2
LINN-BENTON CC 3 0 0 1
BIG BEND CC 0 0 0 1
CHEMEKETA CC 2 0 0 1
CENTRAL OREGON CC 0 0 0 1
WHATCOM CC 1 0 0 1
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 1 0 0 2
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 1 0 0 1
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 1 0 0 0
SPOKANE CC 1 0 0 1
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 1 0 0 1
CLATSOP CC 0 0 0 1
OREGON COAST CC 0 0 0 1
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 0 0 0 1
NAME OF CC: #41
MORE/SAME/LESS TOTAL
INVOLVEMENT POINTS
(M:2;S:1)
EDMONDS CC 2 280
SHORELINE CC 2 273
MT. HOOD CC 2 215
TACOMA CC 2 186
SPOKANE FALLS CC 2 175
PORTLAND CC 2 162
SKAGIT VALLEY CC 2 155
SEATTLE NORTH CC 2 145
LANE CC 2 139
EVERETT CC 2 133
CLACKAMAS CC 2 128
YAKIMA VALLEY CC 1 119
SEATTLE CENTRAL CC 2 116
HIGHLINE CC 2 115
ROGUE CC 2 109
CLARK CC 2 107
PIERCE COLLEGE 2 99
LINN-BENTON CC 2 97
BIG BEND CC 2 95
CHEMEKETA CC 2 95
CENTRAL OREGON CC 2 87
WHATCOM CC 2 80
SO.PUGET SOUND CC 2 72
LOWER COLUMBIA CC 2 66
WENATCHEE VALLEY CC 2 43
SPOKANE CC 2 39
COLUMBIA BASIN CC 2 38
CLATSOP CC 2 24
OREGON COAST CC 1 20
BLUE MOUNTAIN CC 1 17
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APPENDIX F
PROTOCOL INSTRUMENT
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INTERVIEW PROTOCOL
1. Can you describe for me the students that attend your
college, including International Students?
2. Can you describe for me the faculty that teach at your
college?
3. Can you describe for me the community in which your
college is located?
4. Can you describe for me the structure and organization
of your college?
5. Can you describe for me the history of the Internation-
al Education and Programs of your college?
6. What do you think made a difference in bringing Inter-
national Education and Programs to your campus?
7. Can you describe for me the funding and staffing for
International Education and Programs at your college?
8. Can you describe for me the goals and objectives for
International Education and Programs at your college?
9. Can you describe for me the strengths and weaknesses of
International Education and Programs at your college?
10. Can you describe for me the future of International
Education and Programs at your college?
